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DEDICATION 

To Henry Kissinger, Margaret Thatcher and William Cooper without whom we would have less interesting 
subject material!  This is, of course, leaving out myriads of other idiots spreading their garbage about the 
Universe.  So be it!  We appreciate and love our enemies for they are what IS the reason for existence— 
to learn good from evil and points in-between. 
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FOREWORD 

REC  #1    HATONN 

MON., JUL. 24, 1995    7:42 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 342 

MON.,  JUL. 24,  1995 

EVERY  THOUGHT  HAS  A  PHYSICAL  RESPONSE 

This is most recognized as “Cause and Effect” and, as “Effect” imprints its changes, you come up with an 
equally nebulous term of “Affect”.  These two words give writers the heeby-jeebies, just as “could” and 
“should”.  In a world where ONLY “EXPLICITNESS” can actually be the presentation if you are to have 
TRUTH, “IMPLICITNESS” reigns supreme.  In other words, you are the VICTIMS of IMPLICIT 
TRUTHS vs. LIES and EXPLICIT LIES which are ultimately “Affected” as lies.  People in places of great 
POWER are so “AFFECTED” (FALSE) that to know them rarely matches what they “present” and yet 
everything they offer when in great power EFFECTS you from their CAUSE of presentation and actions. 
CONFUSION IS THE MAIN AND MOST POWERFUL TOOL OF EVIL AND THE MASTER 
EVIL-DOER IS SATAN (as you prefer to call the Dark King). 

You also, as you begin to awaken to your own insight into the haves, have-nots and liars’ poker game, 
assume that ALL people “at the top” KNOW the game and assume the roles because they are informed. 
NO!  They are simply pawns of the GAME organizers and creators.  Ambition and goals of power and 
wealth set the course; the training and direction are what finally determine the individual’s placement or 
casting in the play.  The most valuable “actor” on a stage is that one who is totally manipulated into anything 
and everything the DIRECTOR wishes.  A pretty face may be the assumed “calling card” but it is NOT. 
Many ugly faces win academy awards—but never is an academy award won by anyone who defies the 
DIRECTOR and PRODUCER. 

MARGARET  THATCHER 

I need an example of an ambitious and pushy person to herein make my point as is relative to such as 
Henry Kissinger, Her High-ness Lizzie and other such Albatrossi running about manipulating your game as 
well as their own.  What do I REALLY think about Maggie Thatcher?  I don’t! 

I said “example” and realize that intelligence comes from being able to decipher the lessons and include a 
great deal of hindsight.  Of course if you become a powerfully important public figure as did, at one time, 
Maggie Thatcher of Great Britain, you dare not tell on yourself but rather preach morals and flaws in 
“others” to protect what integrity you might have had or cover what indiscretions exist. 

What happened to Thatcher to cause her to now write a most valuable and credible dissertation on the 
Moral Foundations of Society?  She was overshadowing the QUEEN OF ENGLAND, Lizzie Mae, 
and cavorting with the WRONG side of the table.  Kissinger courted the Queen as Maggie got out of 
“favor” and look what happened: Maggie got canned and Hank got knighted.  All the while Liz was just 
doing her TRAINED dog and pony duty. 
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I can, however, give you a pretty good sum-up of Thatcher vs. Kissinger: Thatcher is a “lady” and Kissinger 
is a “pig”.  The “pig” is of such as the Bohemian Club of the Grove of debauchers and perverts but 
Thatcher is of such as the Aspen Club which has the same club members attached but acting like “gentle-
men” (for the most part, as they tear down and apart the world).  Either way, it is definitely NOT GOOD 
FOR YOU HUMANKIND CITIZENS OF THE WORLD THEY CONTROL. 

TERROR  AND  MORAL  DECAY 

The Elite would-be Puppet-Masters have a BIG problem, however: YOU-THE-CITIZENS of the world. 
To win the war on freedom for all, they first have to DESTROY all moral ethics and reduce the citizenry to 
terrorized puppets without brains, without education or morals, and wipe out all rebelliousness.  Well, in 
the course of “destroying”—a breed of humanity rises up which can outdo any dastardly ideas the Elite can 
conjure.  A society in decay is filled to overflow with hoodlums and gangsters of the streets.  The final blow 
comes when there is no longer any way to CONTROL these so-called Misfits.  Then the very Elite 
themselves have no security beyond the GUNS and electric fences.  WHEN THE MORALS OF THE 
SOCIETY MATCH THE LACK OF MORALS OF THE ELITE PUPPET MASTERS—SOCIETY 
FALLS AND USUALLY SO DOES CIVILIZATION—CERTAINLY, AS YOU KNOW IT. 

While you have celebrated the movement forward into the New Age of Order—the facts are—you have 
been steadily marching backwards into the Dark Ages.  The “high” technology of a toaster cannot even be 
compared to the SECRET technology of killing society off with one blast from a perfected laser gun.  Yes 
indeed, that capability is ready, willing and able to blast you away—NOW! 

I would like to offer you a copy of a speech made at Hillsdale College in Michigan, U.S.A.—you know, in 
U.S.A., “Greater Britain”.  The U.S. is but a twig of the tree of England and has now been totally taken 
over by the perverts of the system by whatever name you might wish to call them.  So, now the lectures can 
start and the right words can be waggled and everyone applaud without knowing one confounded thing 
about either the subject or the result in TRUTH.  The lady made some magnificently insightful preachments 
and everyone should go forth and live the advice, but unfortunately, nobody has a place to go LIVE 
THEM. 

I think I’ll just offer the speech without much comment, as presented: 

[QUOTING:] 

THE  MORAL  FOUNDATIONS  OF  SOCIETY 
by Margaret Thatcher 

Former Prime Minister, Great Britain 

A lecture in Hillsdale’s Center for Constructive Alternatives seminar, “God and Man: Perspectives on 
Christianity in the 20th Century”.  [In an edited version of that lecture, she examines how the Judeo- 
Christian [H: See, already she does NOT have the picture for she lumps two opposites at the 
middle of the fence wherein no one can sit very long.  This is right up-front proof of the deception 
offered, even if the words and content are totally correct.] tradition has provided the moral founda-
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tions of America and other nations in the West and contrasts their experience with that of the former Soviet 
Union.]  [H: See the interesting connections?  Oh well...!  It’s only YOUR LIFE, WORLD CITI-
ZEN!] 

THE  MORAL  FOUNDATIONS 
OF  THE  AMERICAN  FOUNDING 

[H: Now, reread the title above.  Is this not an interesting focus for a former Prime Minister of 
ENGLAND and Greater Britain’s colonies?  What is a British ex-Prime Minister doing lectur-
ing on God and Man in Hillsdale, Michigan, U.S.A.?] 

History has taught us that freedom cannot long survive unless it is based on moral foundations.  The 
American founding bears ample witness to this fact.  America has become the most powerful nation in 
history, yet she uses her power not for territorial expansion but to perpetuate freedom and justice through-
out the world. 

For over two centuries, Americans have held fast to their belief in freedom for all men—a belief that 
springs from their spiritual heritage.  John Adams, second president of the United States, wrote in 
1789, “Our Constitution was designed only for a moral and religious people.  It is wholly inad-
equate for the government of any other.”  That was an astonishing thing to say, but it was true. 

What kind of people built America and thus prompted Adams to make such a statement?  Sadly, too 
many people, especially young people, have a hard time answering that question. 

They know little of their own history.  (This is also true in Great Britain.)  But America’s is a very 
distinguished history, nonetheless, and it has important lessons to teach us regarding the necessity of moral 
foundations. 

John Winthrop, who led the Great Migration to America in the early 17th century and who helped 
found the Massachusetts Bay Colony, declared, “We shall be as a City upon a Hill.”  On the voyage to the 
New World, he told the members of his company that they must rise to their responsibilities and learn to 
live as God intended men should live: in charity, love and cooperation with one another.  [H: Boy, did the 
Native Americans suffer because of THAT suggestion.  Charity, love and cooperation with 
WHOM?]  Most of the early colonists were infused with the same spirit, and they tried to live in accord 
with a Biblical ethic.  [H: Yes?  What BIBLE says you can kill off OTHER people and steal 
everything they have?  Oh yes, I overlook that good old TALMUD!] 

They felt they weren’t able to do so in Great Britain or elsewhere in Europe.  Some of them were 
Protestant, and some were Catholic; it didn’t matter.  What mattered was that they did not feel they had the 
liberty to worship freely and, therefore to live freely, at home.  [H: What a bunch of garbage, readers. 
If you think that in 1789 THE POINT was to worship God freely had anything to do with it—you 
are sorely misinformed.  That may have been true in the 1500s or even in the 1600s but not after 
the 1700s!]  With enormous courage, the first American colonists set out on a perilous journey to an 
unknown land—without government subsidies and not in order to amass fortunes but to fulfill their faith. 
[H: I can see that I am not going to make it past the first ten paragraphs, readers.  This is tooth- 
fairy lies and total crap.  THIS is how you come to be in the mess you are in.  It may well be that 
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some few of the “colonists” did: “With enormous courage, the first American colonists set out on 
a perilous journey to an unknown land—without government subsidies and not in order to amass 
fortunes but to fulfill their faith.”  The most came to exploit and take CONTROL of all the 
others and set up the foundation and structure for THEIR PLAN 2000 FOR THE NEW WORLD 
(ONE WORLD) ORDER UNDER THE RULE OF SATAN!] 

[H: NOW, get this next travesty of truth:]  Christianity is based on the belief in a single God as 
evolved from Judaism.  [H: Judaism is the exact OPPOSITE of “Christianity”—or at the least, 
SHOULD BE!  Can you see how you have been lulled to sleep by the lies and liars?  This is what 
is taught in the grade schools through the lies of higher “education”.  By the way, these Ameri-
can Founders of whom the lessons are offered ARE THE ONES OF THE SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURY—NOT THE ACTUAL FOUNDERS OF AMERICA, AND THESE WERE ALL 
MASONS OF THE ORDER OF THE CROWN AND ILLUMINATI.  The true “founding fa-
thers” wore feathers in their crown—not money.]  Most important of all, the faith of America’s founders 
affirmed the sanctity of each individual.  Every human life—man or woman, child or adult, commoner or 
aristocrat, rich or poor—was equal in the eyes of the Lord.  It also affirmed the responsibility of each 
individual.  [H: Well, everyone was certainly NOT equal in the eyes of anyone else save the Lord 
and, furthermore, even the term LORD is conjured from the aristocracy of England. 

I’m sorry, readers, I can’t even offer more of this trash.  It sounds so phony as to nauseate 
the etheric beings.  Let me just give you an example from further into the speech and then I am 
going to leave this disinformation to the trash heap. 

....The most important problems we have to tackle today are problems, ultimately, having to do with 
the moral foundations of society.  There are people who eagerly accept their own freedom but do not 
respect the freedom of others—they, like the Athenians, want freedom from responsibility.  But if they 
accept freedom for themselves, they must respect the freedom of others.  If they expect to go about their 
business unhindered and to be protected from violence, they must not hinder the business of or do violence 
to others. 

They would do well to look at what has happened in societies without moral foundations.  Accepting 
no laws but the laws of force, these societies have been ruled by totalitarian ideologies like Nazism, 
Fascism, and Communism, which do not spring from the general populace, but are imposed on it by 
intellectual elites.  [H: Barf, Barf!!  The most incredibly degenerate and decadent society has been 
the very one which came forth from ENGLAND and she still reigns supreme with her coalition of 
British Israel.  I did not say “Jewish” but it is, in fact, a truthful term, for “Jewish” is NOT 
Judean.  “JEW” IS THE TERM CHOSEN TO CALL THE TRIBES OF KHAZARIAN ZION-
ISTS WHOSE “MAN” ELITE WROTE THE RULE-BOOK (TALMUD AND PROTOCOLS 
OF THE ELDERS OF ZION) AND WHO SET UP THEIR ELITE BASTARD RULERS IN 
THE GREATER BRITISH EMPIRE AND RUSSIAN EMPIRE.  ACTUALLY, THE RUSSIANS 
WERE HAPLESS VICTIMS AT THE TIME OF TAKEOVER—JUST AS WAS THE NEW 
WORLD CALLED THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  Let me example what I mean here: 
The Rev. Jerry Falwell is certainly NOT a Judean but he is a “Jew” by definition of Khazarian 
Zionist and he will tell you exactly that: “I am a ZIONIST and proud of it!”  What he is, is a 
preacher of misinformation/disinformation and is an IDIOT!  He is, however, “shrewd as a fox 
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and stupid as a turkey!” (no offense intended for the turkey which is a fine, fat bird who will turn 
his face into the rain AND DROWN HIMSELF).  I suggest you pay close attention to the 
ending of her diatribe because it is not only “interesting”, it holds much information.] 

ON  DEMOCRACY 

Democracy is never mentioned in the Bible.  When people are gathered together, whether as families, 
communities or nations, their purpose is not to ascertain the will of the majority, but the will of the Holy 
Spirit.  Nevertheless, I am an enthusiast of democracy because it is about more than the will of the majority. 
If it were only about the will of the majority, it would be the right of the majority to oppress the minority. 
[H: !!!!!]  The American Declaration of Independence and Constitution make it clear that this is not the 
case.  There are certain rights which are human rights and which no government can displace.  [H: Oh yes 
they CAN and have!] 

I am often asked whether I think there will be a single international democracy, known as a “new world 
order”.  [H: Total oxymoronic term: “New World ORDER”.]  Though many of us may yearn for one, 
I do not believe it will ever arrive.  We are misleading ourselves about human nature when we say, “Surely 
we’re too civilized, too reasonable, ever to go to war again,” or, “We can rely on our governments to get 
together and reconcile our differences.”  Tyrants are not moved by idealism.  They are moved by naked 
ambition.  Idealism did not stop Hitler, it did not stop Stalin.  [H: It certainly has not stopped 
Rothschildsberg or Rockefellerstein—not even Billy Clintonista—unless of course you con-
sider that their TAKE-THE-WORLD-INTO-A-ONE-GOVERNMENT-UNDER-”THEM” TO 
BE “IDEALISM”.  AND, READERS, IDEALISM IS ONLY A PERCEPTION OF INDIVIDUAL 
THOUGHT INTENT.] 

Our best hope as sovereign nations is to maintain strong defenses.  Indeed, that has been one of the 
most important moral as well as geopolitical lessons of the 20th century.  Dictators are encouraged by 
weakness; they are stopped by strength.  By strength, of course, I do  not merely mean military might but 
the resolve to use that might against evil.  [H: Note, always by power and WAR!] 

The West did show sufficient resolve against Iraq during the Persian Gulf War.  [H: Staged by Great 
Britain to allow the continuation of draining oil out from under Iraq as one little sideline of the 
“war” and “resolve” wherein you gave your own military troops untreatable disease, etc., etc., 
etc.]  But we failed bitterly in Bosnia.  [H: No, I would say for the New World Order the Bosnian 
circumstance allows for continued “National Emergency” for Billy Boy and the whole of the 
plans for the New World Order in connection with the INTERNATIONAL DEMOCRATIC 
MOVEMENT—which was once known as: COMMUNISM.  Can’t you see that the BEAST by 
any other name is now the NEW WORLD ORDER UNDER THE RULE OF THE UNITED 
NATIONS ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT?  WHERE WERE YOU WHEN ROME WAS 
BURNING?]  In this case (Bosnia), instead of showing resolve, we preferred “diplomacy” and “con-
sensus”.  As a result, a quarter of a million people were massacred.  This was a horror that I, for 
one, never expected to see again in my lifetime....  [H: I can’t stomach any more, readers, so I 
suggest if you want the whole bulletin please write and request the speech from Hillsdale Col-
lege, Hillsdale, Michigan 49242.  I think that the most insulting thing about this little presenta-
tion is how the “subjects” of the throne in the U.S.A. presented this “lady” with your American 
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symbol of nation: The Eagle which was donated by the “Remnant” Trust.  I warn you, citizens, 
YOUR ENTIRE BODY AND MIND HAS BEEN STOLEN—AND NOW YOUR SOUL IS ON 
THE LINE READY TO BE PUSHED INTO THE HELL PIT OF HADES.] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I would have done better to offer the article received on the same day as Maggie’s entitled “O.J. vs. THE 
NEW WORLD ORDER”.  It is, at least, the truth.  We will try to do that in another writing.  You are ALL 
pawns in this New World game, READERS; please pay attention for your times at bat are on the LAST 
STRIKEOUT. 

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
IGFF-PSC 
July 24, 1995 
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CHAPTER  1 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SAT., JUN. 17, 1995    7:44 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 305 

SAT.,  JUN. 17,  1995 

HAVE  YOU  EVER  HEARD...? 

MICHAEL  JACKSON 

Am I nuts over Michael Jackson’s idiotic performances?  NO—but have you ever heard of anything so 
silly as having the ADL and Jewish Leagues cry “foul”, “anti-Semitic”, “hate-monger”, and “bigot” be-
cause the man(??) wrote and sang a song asking FOR PEACE, NON-VIOLENCE, LOVE AND 
RESPECT FOR ALL WITHOUT BIGOTRY?  Now, at the very least, Michael has to write a retrac-
tion and explanation of his song’s MEANING?  In the first place you can’t HEAR the words, but more 
appropriately, the words ACTUALLY are most PRO-Jewish.  This, after Jews falsely accused him of 
molesting one of “theirs”, cost him a career, cost him millions of dollars, his “case”, and now are publicly 
causing him problems over something THEY DEMANDED IN THE FIRST PLACE! 

O.J.  SIMPSON 

And O.J.?  THE “bloody gloves” DO NOT FIT O.J.!!  Now, on the spur of the moment, a JEWISH 
businessman “sworn on the Kol Nidre to LIE” swears that the gloves, after four years of use in sun and 
rain, snow and tire fixing in the New York area—and anywhere O.J. might have attended a ball game, 
suddenly shrank from 3 cc’s of blood?  The idiot couldn’t even get the lining back into the glove he claimed 
to have made and sold.  Then the prosecution tries to make it look like the gloves actually fit when they 
obviously did not and were obviously NOT EVEN SIMPSON’S GLOVES—EVER.  Then, the entire 
team of prosecutors spend about three hours out of court trying to train “Mr. Ruben” to explain how the 
gloves that were THE MURDER GLOVES would have somehow been tampered to no longer “fit”.  And, 
worse, Mr. Ruben did his lying damndest!  Even worse, the very year that “this type of glove” CAME 
OUT WITH A SIZE LARGER—WHY WOULD O.J. NOT HAVE REPLACED THESE NON-FIT-
TING GLOVES WITH A PAIR THAT FIT?  But no, the gloves in court not only don’t fit but show major 
signs of having been worn to the point that one palm is almost worn through.  Mr. Simpson has large, larger 
and LARGEST hands—remember, he can catch a football-game with one hand.  His life was on a football 
field where he scooped up a football with one hand and was noted for same.  He could also reach down 
and pick up a basketball with one hand—CAN YOU?  Does snively Ruben look like an athlete O.J.? 
Well, he put the gloves on his tiny little claws AND THEY FIT! 

By the way, readers, have you ever noticed leather goods “shrinking” after YEARS of hard use?  It seems 
to me that gloves and shoes become misshapen—and LARGER!  We now seem to have a “physics” 
reversal.  This seems to be THE case of the “magical shrinking gloves”.  The “blood” suddenly added 
(some 3 cc’s, about half a teaspoonful) must have had Cryptosporidium which ate the extra size—how 
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else could a pair of gloves make such instant changes?  Moreover, how could those “Cashmere” linings 
(both of them) shrink in equal proportion when they didn’t even get wet with anything, as the prosecution 
even pointed out—only one spot on the inside of one glove.  Of course they aren’t saying “that” NOW. 

How too is it that the SAME suspected investigators and officers ARE PRESENT AT ALL OUT-OF- 
COURT VIEWINGS AND INTERVIEWS—AND WITNESS-PREPARATION MEETINGS.  HOW 
IS IT THAT YOUR CHIEF LAW-OFFICER (GARCETTI) IS ALSO POKING AROUND IN THESE 
TRAIN-THE-WITNESSES MEETINGS?  WATCH OUT, PUBLIC, YOU ARE ABOUT TO LOSE 
YOUR HEADS—AT THE NECK! 

Now for the double whammy! 

LOS  ANGELES  COUNTY- 
U.S.C.  MEDICAL  CENTER 

Los Angeles County is bankrupt say the Supervisors.  What will they do?  They are saying they must 
CLOSE DOWN the biggest, busiest HOSPITAL IN THE NATION!  Millions of dollars are being poured 
down the rat-hole (literally) over an innocent man’s set-up riot-causing world-wide television show-and- 
tell for the Mishpucka and the major and only County hospital is to be closed and millions of poor will have 
no medical care, trauma victims will have no emergency care, and burn victims will now be deprived of 
special burn-center care.  Are they out of their minds?  NO! 

This announcement of closures and shut-down of County facilities comes on the very day the GLOVES 
DON’T FIT!  The hospital only being ONE.  Further, the STATE has again not presented a budget. 
Remember, the Constitutional Law Center TRIED to get interest to cause the Legislature to honor the 
State Constitution and meet budget deadlines—but no, nobody was interested enough to help support 
the measure.  The Legislature is now angry at the new “Speaker” and refuses to even present a budget!!! 
What all will this lack of funds close down? 

Why NOW?  Because you are getting ready for the warm-up riots, good buddies.  The facts are proving 
that O.J. Simpson, a hero-idol of the wishful Blacks, is being railroaded in royal order and it is now 
showing its ugly head for exactly what it is.  With no welfare functioning, no hospital facilities, no govern-
ment agencies operating—YOU HAVE THE FOUNDATION FOR TOTAL DEVASTATION! 

THE TROOPS ARE ALREADY IN THE AREA AND ON ALERT—THIS TIME WITH AM-
MUNITION. 

DEPARTMENT  OF  WATER  AND  POWER 

The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power is shutting down some 2,400 jobs, getting ready to split 
up the water from the power, and sell the power portion to So. Cal. Edison, which is a major Cartel utility. 
Millions of acres of land are now under total control of the Federal Government as Wilderness areas and 
other stupid excuses.  These are not YOUR national parks, friends—these are not even for your use! 
THESE HAVE BEEN CONFISCATED (SEIZED) NOW WITH LIENS AGAINST THEM FOR 
FOREIGN DEBTS.  YOU ARE NOW “FORECLOSED”, AMERICA—EVICTION AND/OR IN-
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CARCERATION IS AT HAND.  LOS ANGELES IS ONLY ONE OF THOUSANDS OF CITIES 
AND COUNTIES IN FORECLOSURE, OR IN WORSE SHAPE, STAGED FOR RIOTS. 

By the way, how are you going to have medical care in the next “Big One” quake with no hospitals?  How 
about when the planned “plagues” hit?  Well, good voters in this Democratic society—YOU VOTED IN 
THE BASTARDS! 

EVEN  I  COULD  GET  HYSTERICAL 

With all this, friends, comes more information on Cryptosporidium (remember that which we long-ago 
[starting with the 9/15/92 CONTACT and most recently, specifically, in the 3/7/95 CONTACT] told 
you about—in detail?), those little devil-parasites which cannot be killed by ordinary water treatment. 
Well, it is now admitted it is in the water supply—of yes, the major cities and not only is there no treatment 
for the water—but there are NO FUNDS for even testing the water supply.  Oh yes, by the way, they now 
say they (these disease CARRIERS) are SPREAD AND TRANSFERRED BY SEX (AND KISSING). 

Yes indeed, readers, I would most certainly stock up on some extra parasite kits and keep as much 
colloidal silver and Gaiandriana on hand as you can possibly tuck away!  THE SWORD IS RAISED 
AND POISED TO FALL.  You will also need the upgraded resource of Spelt grain for it is the only grain 
and fiber I know of that can push those little vermin out of the intestines before they reproduce offspring 
which attach with their little suction teeth.  They have suction mouths on all sides of their cute little ball- 
shaped heads—remember? sort of like Henry Kissinger. 

We watch; we make every effort possible to offer that which will sustain, but we face a ruined crop.  By the 
way, here in Southern California on the 15th and 16th of June—there was SNOW down to 4,000 ft.—for 
the FIRST TIME—EVER!  No, weather did not ruin our crop—bad judgment ruined our crop of spelta— 
and lack of resources.  We now sit with an available source for 50,000 pounds of spelta, from elsewhere, 
at 30 cents a pound—ready for cleaning and grinding—and we not only do not have the funds but we are 
ROBBED, in addition, by outright thieves.  Fortunately, and God, we thank you, not one piece of the 
colloid material was touched.  Ekkers had the last of their Susan Anthony silver coins taken—but the 
colloidizing metal remains intact.  Perhaps the robber-thieves couldn’t recognize it!  Well, without the 
“farm” there is no place to set up the mill for processing or funds to pay the costs, so perhaps we all “go 
down”.  Dharma claims she already has lost everything so it might be a nice rest. 

RONN  JACKSON 

“When will he be out?” you petition and petition and petition.  I DO NOT KNOW!  Ones of authority say 
the 23rd (June), other authorities say “two more years” at least, some authorities say NEVER, other 
authorities say “right on time” (whatever that means).  Mr. Jackson says the 23rd and Dateline NBC 
interview viewing the 20th.  Who is your “authority” which is actually all you have?  YOU!  Almost 
everyone around has STOPPED demanding his release—a letter or two to the Board, the Prison Author-
ity, the Governor of Nevada—WOULD HELP.  This battle is NOT OVER until the man walks FREE! 
That, in addition, will probably be only the beginning of this war. 

LETTERS  TO  GERRY  SPENCE 
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We are humbly grateful to you who have written Mr. Spence on our behalf.  We note that copies of letters 
sent come from everywhere and perhaps the voices of the people will be heard.  We can only pray that this 
petition be heard IN TIME.  We have to close the CLC, at the least temporarily, at the end of June—there 
simply are no more funds.  The Institute simply has no buffer coverage enough to borrow more funds.  We 
have to “hold”.  The Law Center and the Farm, along with the Paper have been supported by a few 
contributors and mostly by notes and loans from the products whose profits all go into loans to carry load. 

As Kenny Rogers said in his song, we “have to know when to hold them, know when to fold them—and 
then, know when to walk away.”  Please Father, don’t let us have to “walk away”. 

YES  INDEED 

Yes, Gerry Spence at the helm of this property theft case would give funds enough to run it all for a while— 
but as it is, the very attorney who has handled this matter, Mr. Tips, has already MOVED TO FRANCE. 
No matter, in addition, how hard and well done are the cases in Nevada—rulings always go with the 
Mishpucka.  It is a hard time to experience, friends—indeed a very hard time—watching the greatest 
nation in the history of mankind on Earth—FALL.  Can we pick her up and heal her wounds?  Yes, but will 
we?  Certainly it shall not be done if things continue in the protection of the VERY ENEMY. 

[Editor’s note: Mr. Tips is moving to Europe to establish “safe-haven foreign trusts”.  Look at what 
has just been received—a paragraph from a “news service”, somewhat out of context:  “Now, 
without any news coverage whatsoever, a new bill [S700] is in the hopper which makes the previ-
ous one look absolutely benign by comparison.  This subsurface measure will not tax at 15%, but 
rather at the current capital-gains rate of over 32 percent.  It can be applied retroactively to anyone 
who has been out of the country eight of the last fifteen years.  The tax will be payable ninety days 
after expatriation, with a security clause compelling adherence, which means that your assets could 
be frozen by the government for ‘anticipated tax deficiencies.’  If you set up a foreign trust you will 
be required to divulge on your 1040 all the methodology which was used, as well as to divulge any 
other trust ownership in which you might have the merest beneficial interest.”] 

PTAH 

An emergency-urgent came from a “receiver from Ptah” in/from South Africa.  It warned Dharma that she 
was receiving bad information, hateful overtones and would be sorely punished if she didn’t change to say 
only “goody” things.  It went further and said Ptah IS GOD and we would be stricken and to “watch out, 
for the CIA is after” us.  A set-up is being laid—etc.  Ones around who have read this “warning” quiver and 
inquire as to Dharma’s state of mind.  Her reaction to this urgent message of warning?  “B.S.—what tripe!” 

Why pick on Dharma, good person?  She didn’t say to “watch out for Ptah”—I DID.  You, sir, have used 
very bad grammar in speaking FOR “God”, and you put yourself into the message—instead of Ptah—or 
anyone else.  This person goes on to suggest that Ptah is pronounced Poo-tah.  Dharma says, “Phoo— 
ey”. 

Until we rise into knowledge and climb out of the pits of garbage, friends, we cannot do anything worthy of 
our calling.  And, I suggest you ALL GET SET AGAIN FOR OPERATION BLUE BEAM.  It is coming! 
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You can call God anything you wish—but his name is NOT PTAH! 

When will the games stop?  Never!  It is up to you as to what you will believe, as deceiver after deceiver 
rushes in and past.  You are watching and experiencing the Evil Cabals battling their counterparts.  YOU 
ARE CAUGHT IN THE CROSS-FIRE—AS ALL SLAVES ARE ALWAYS SERVED UP TO DO 
THE BATTLE, SPILL THE BLOOD AND LOSE. 

Sad?  Yes.  Unexpected?  No.  How could these things be unexpected?  The rule book for the play was 
written and you swallowed it up, hook, line and now the lead sinker is killing you.  The Blue Beam brigade 
is going to give you a “Rapture” like you aren’t going to believe.  Good grief, readers, there is technology 
USED on your place which can literally transfer hard packages through airwaves and will become the 
delivery system soon—replacing the necessity of UPS.  You can present holographic FOOD—as in “eat-
ing”.  There is holographic SOUND equipment which presents sound from the holographic presentations. 
The big screen in the sky will present all of this TO YOU.  It will present invaders from space—and don’t 
forget, good Evangelists—that “Rapture” as the Serpent People strike.  I repeat a suggestion: Get Serge 
Monast’s material.  These things of which we have warned are coming SOON at your local sky.  We make 
our presence known constantly—but we will NOT interfere.  This is YOUR GAME, humans.  We most 
certainly WILL STAND BY.  GOD WILL NOT FORSAKE HIS PEOPLE!  BUT HE MOST CER-
TAINLY WILL LEAVE THE EVIL BROOD BEHIND TO FACE THEIR OWN CONSEQUENCES— 
AND THAT, READERS, IS CALLED THE ABSENCE OF GOD (LIGHT), PRESENTING “DARK 
AGES”—AND IT IS ALSO REFERRED TO AS THE BURNING AFTERMATH OF HOLOCAUST— 
HELL. 

God of Light offers you “the way”, “the truth” and the “knowing” and yet WE ARE ACCUSED of being 
deceivers and fear-mongers!  GOD WILL WAIT FOREVER—HIS TROOPS WILL NOT! 

DECISIONS 

We have many decisions to make this day—and like you ALL, they must be made without view into future 
magic globes.  We all work diligently with “what is” and do so with responsibility.  There is no MAGIC in 
working for God.  HE waits and we serve to the best of our ability—no more and no less. 

PRECIOUS  METALS  ALERT 

I can tell you who secure yourselves that you can soon expect the confiscation of precious metals—gold 
first—from the “citizens”.  There will then be a total collapse as currency and markets change.  YOU ARE 
IN FORECLOSURE AS A NATION AND A PEOPLE.  PLEASE DO NOT WAIT TOO LONG TO 
MAKE APPROPRIATE SHIELDING.  I “believe” as things are unfolding, that you can secure your 
assets into a corporation—but gold, except for some jewelry and business NEEDS, will be taken even 
from your safe-deposit boxes—as in 1933.  We believe we can salvage the metals for use in colloids. 
Offshore bank accounts are going to be FROZEN as the bankers do battle.  If you keep small, keep in 
working order and hold steady, you can make it through these things. 

PROPHECY  FULFILLED? 
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If, however, you continue the in-fighting as “patriots”, you are going to LOSE—BIG TIME!  I remind you 
of the prophecies (which I did NOT make): the major cities will go down, the nations will split apart 
(literally) and riots, plagues, weather devastation and all manner of vile and painful things will beset you as 
Evil takes final control of your planet.  The Evil bastards of the planet have input and total working assis-
tance from the long-ago-landed aliens known in the Cosmos as the Serpent Races.  They CALL THEM-
SELVES the Serpent People—and now, the One World Order. 

“FINAL”  MESSAGES? 

Dharma is getting quite anxious as I speak in terms which seem quite “final” as she sees the seriousness of 
the tones in which I speak.  Final is not a word in our vocabulary, nor is “can’t” or “impossible”.  However, 
there are all manners of reason for “interruptions” in communications and in ability to connect.  Agreements 
have reached stand-off proportion between the opposing factions in your political hierarchies and the stuff 
is in the fan.  I do not speak of agreements with we of “Command”—we are but a tiny speck in the overall 
game going on around you. 

I would point out that many of the military and concentration bases and underground facilities are at full 
alert and in full activation—NOW.  G-7 is “on” and so are the wars “stepped up”.  The Russians have 
more equipment for war on American soil than they have anywhere else in the world—including Russia— 
while you have been dismantling yours. 

Do “I” have concern over the Russians?  No—not “I”!  Should you?  Yes indeed.  I think, however, that 
you might well not fear the Russians any more, and perhaps quite a bit less, if you be “patriotic”, than your 
own beloved GOVERNMENT OF EVIL TRAITORS. 

Can you take up your “arms” and fight them?  Sure—if you wish to be deaded on the spot.  I tell you now, 
however, that the cities are planned to go down and I don’t mean just “sort of”—it is planned to take them 
OUT. 

When?  Well, by THEIR ACCOUNTING—NO LATER THAN 2002 (WITH ADJUSTMENTS 
FOR THE TWO-YEARS OF GETTING BEHIND)!  I do not believe the adversary(ies) will lay 
down without punching each other’s eyes out!  We have to now take time to latch down, batten the 
hatches and prepare for riding out the rough WATER.  The coast of California will, before it’s over, lap at 
our Island’s shores.  Not pretty?  Well, what did you expect—the prophecies you touted and believed— 
are at hand for finishing! 

But what of “our” people in these dangerous places and along these coasts?  What about them?  Of all 
people on the globe they should now know what is coming down and where they should be.  If not, then 
I guess our “Teachers” have missed the insightful lessons.  Students either learn or fail to learn—it is not the 
Teacher who decides.  Shall we dance?  While we decide how many Angels on a pinhead—ROME 
BURNS! 

You were promised a decade of hard teaching and WORD presentation—you are almost finished with 
year EIGHT.  The major changes in attitudes and mankind must take place in massive manner within the 
next year and a half.  If, by the way, THIS CENTER FOLDS—you are in MOST SERIOUS trouble— 
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for this was and IS—IT.  Is this somehow “special”?  Yes, I am here.  This land will be an island and we can 
do our necessary work from this point.  This does NOT mean that there are not other places, for there 
ARE.  I am not the only member of this team—I simply happen to be here because this is where the 
Cosmic guidance connections reside.  Why here?  Why NOT here?  Do YOU have a better suggestion? 
YOUR suggestions up to now have not been TOO HOT!  I relinquish my responsibility TO NO ONE— 
SPIRIT, LIVING, WALKING-DEAD OR DEAD.  We are not here to SAVE anyone or anything and we 
will have no EVIL ABOARD.  Man makes his own choices and, at confrontation—man and Creator 
decide—NOT ME. 

“God shall mark His people and they shall be known to the Angels, in that day of final tribulations, and I 
have gone forth to prepare a place for you—and I shall return that you might be spared.”  This means, 
friends, that WE, the messengers (Angels) will be given listings from the “Book of Life” and you who are 
entered upon that list are KNOWN.  “God spake and said, ‘ye are either for me or ye are against me’— 
where stand ye?” 

Do we prepare for the final days?  You bet your bottom worthless dime.  We do not, however, rush to 
some innocent mountain to take our foolishness and idiot scramblings.  Nobody is coming to Rapture you 
off to anywhere “SAFE” for your fannies.  A LOT of people are going to ascend, however, in missile blasts 
and, incredibly, in a stupid lie called Rapture.  You are going to be literally “evaporated” and those left will 
be mostly totally mind-damaged by the assaults against your physical beings.  All the senses, except the 
fear and pain, will be lost.  The intended laser lights will blind, and the frequencies pulsed at you will deafen. 
The land will shudder, heave, change in massive rollover and will again be still, as sunken lands rise and the 
old is scourged.  GOD DID NOT DO THIS TO YOU OR BRING THIS UPON YOU—THIS IS THE 
WORK OF “MAN”.  THE “SEERS” AND “KNOWING ONES” WEEP WHILE THE MULTITUDES 
RUSH MADLY ABOUT IN THEIR COMPLAINTS AND UNGODLY ACTIVITIES.  WHILE ONES 
TAKE TIME TO THROW MORE STONES UPON THE MESSENGERS—THE BOATS ARE SINK-
ING!  I WONDER HOW MANY OF YOU WILL GO DOWN WITH YOUR LAWSUITS PEND-
ING (AT “WIPE OUT” DAY) AGAINST US FOR OUR EFFORTS TO INFORM YOU OF THE 
TRUTH OF YOUR JOURNEY?  I WONDER HOW MANY WILL “WISH” THEY HAD HELPED 
MORE AND SERVED A BIT MORE GENEROUSLY—ON THE EVE OF THAT DAY—FOR IN-
DEED, ALL SHALL BE AWARE AND KNOW!  ALL! 

Remember the verses: “Man shall plead for the mountains to fall upon him that he might be saved from that 
which is upon him.”  That request will also be accommodated—but not to those who are not near the 
mountains! 

Will the great tunnels and cities built beneath the land suffice to save the One Worlders?  No; we can turn 
off their electricity supply!  They will be trapped like rats in a cave.  Neither shall they be allowed passage 
beyond the planet or nearby orbs.  Further, they shall be deprived, there, of life-sustaining substance.  The 
Serpent aliens will return to their places of station and wait for return or other lands to conquer. 

I can only remind all of you, one more time: GOD WINS, HAS WON AND WILL ALWAYS WIN.  SO 
BE IT 
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CHAPTER  2 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SUN., JUN. 18, 1995    7:34 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 306 

SUN.,  JUN. 18,  1995 

FATHER’S  DAY,  1995 

I have very little comment to make on the subject of “Holidays”.  This is not because I object—it is only 
that I don’t understand them for it appears that every “holiday” you have it becomes a commercial venture 
and my adversary makes a lot of money and very little “honoring” takes place.  Each “honoring day” 
becomes a day of political or commercial extent and the thoughts set aside are mostly passive and passing. 

In the higher dimensions of expression there are not “fathers” and separate somewhere are “mothers” as 
you recognize it here.  I believe, in my own opinion, that it is a most wise evolvement for the “child” is 
always presented with both “parents”. 

SOULS  ARE  BIRTHED 

Each soul that would experience the dimensional passages is are most certainly “created” in a realm of 
energy which offers nurturing and maturing to soul.  In higher dimensions wherein souls are formed and 
begin their journeys—mother and father are MERGED.  There are very definitely dual energy presenta-
tions as are is always present in God’s Electric Universe but not presented as human manifestation in 
physical “sensing” form.  All “senses” are centered within soul—but in a third dimensional physical for-
mat—are expressed through the physical bodies.  The “senses”, themselves, are emotional “responses” to 
triggering energy pulses along nerve routings, i.e., a paralyzed person “feels” nothing below a severed 
spinal cord while his “thinking” and “emotional” status is untouched save by the “emotional” impact of the 
event.  However, for recognition and identification—you as third dimensional travelers are experiencing in 
a “sensing” state—while responding physically to sensed data. 

It is, therefore, ONLY in the physical expression of experience that there is PHYSICAL procre-
ation of male and female counterparts.  This is WHY, when asked about homosexuality, I have to 
respond that I have no input about the matter.  Energy form recognizes not the individual human physical 
responses of anything except the brotherhood of relationships.  Energy form experiences “love” just as you 
do—with “emotional” energy response to another living being and appreciation and reverence to all that 
lives and is “created”.  We [of higher dimensions]  “love” our “mates” but not in a physical manner—we 
further, express our love in a most respectful and reverent manner. 

My objection, if I would have one, is that mankind has brought his most creative acts of gifted response of 
“love” for another into the deathbeds of disease, excrement and USE.  This results in abuse, sickness and 
pain for both participants (or all participants as is the case today).  Therefore, I have no comment about the 
sexes having great loving friendships for that is what love means, a giving and sharing, protection and caring 
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of and with another.  I object to the sexual practices in the name of, but certainly presenting as a lie, love 
when it is beyond even the boundaries of lust.  Lust is a “desire for”—not a physical expression.  You can 
lust after a thing or being—but the actual physical expression is the physical follow-through of uncontrolled 
selfishness.  This always results in NEGATIVE aspects of emotional unbalance. 

In the energy world of expression, I suppose, as some immature energies express or “desire for expres-
sion”, they are in need of further physical experience in order to grow into REALITY and out of the child’s 
world of experiencing in the primary primitive aspects of life.  What man human does is his business, not 
mine.  However, from experience I KNOW that some of man’s activities are not going to get him other 
than ultimate pain, lack of peace and locked into a circle of one event after another which brings only a 
response of HUMAN PHYSICAL MALADJUSTMENTS.  It is not the “love”, it is the “physical behav-
ior” which presents as the problem.  I have no more “use” for misbehavior or disrespect between hetero-
sexual parties than for misbehavior and irresponsibility between any other combinations of entities.  Misbe-
havior is always a lack of responsibility.  Does this mean, then, that “I” don’t love these individuals who 
express in this manner?  No, it means I don’t like their behavior—there is overwhelming difference.  If your 
child wets his bed, deliberately, do you hate him or stop loving him?  No?  Well, don’t you get totally 
aggravated at that child and dislike his behavior?  You are, as a species, producing mutants because of the 
activities and INTENT upon your place—where the physical acts are so carelessly considered as to be 
worthy of abortions and amputations.  You have reached a time of thoughtlessness as to consider a deadly 
disease a RIGHT and a flag of some type of sick honor.  This indicates that when accepted as social 
behavior and laws are made to enforce the activities—you are on your way out as a species—simply 
because you will kill off your own races.  Two entities of the same “sex” cannot procreate. 

Do not give me the old “some types of earthworms...”  No, within a mono-organism is a DUALITY OF 
SEXED PAIR.  Procreation is present because of the duality—not because it is housed in the same house. 
You can have artificial propagation but the facts are that you HAVE TO HAVE MALE AND FEMALE 
DUALITY OF PAIR(S). 

In the sexual experiences of intercourse there is a rush of energy which disallows the actual distinguishing of 
pleasure from pain; a burst of energy is neither—it just “is”.  When society becomes fixated on the physical 
energy exchanges of negative behavior—there can only be a downgrading of SOCIETAL STRUCTURE, 
for morality is “anything” expressed and RESPECT and REVERENCE for the once beautiful things are 
lost in probabilities of disease and DIS-EASE.  If the only excitement of the day is the living on the brink of 
wondering if you have AIDS or not, the multifaceted wonder of life has no positive focus for creativity.  I 
do not consider movie-acting and money-making as creative events.  These are both activities of an 
illusioned world—not the perfection of the state of REALITY.  I certainly DO NOT consider intercourse 
by any means as a creative event in almost all ways man-physical USES the act.  I do not limit this abject 
observation to only sexual intercourse.  This word “intercourse” meaning inter-exchange is another one of 
your RUINED words.  Creative intercourse is Balanced Communication—abuse is unbalanced discord. 
So, whether you be screwing in a light bulb or your neighbor you might well be wise to consider what you 
are doing because you can get “electrocuted” either way. 

I have a bit of trouble, at any rate, in the one-day-a-year honoring of anything worthy of honor on ALL 
days.  I honor my Mother/Father Creator EVERY MOMENT OF MY EXISTENCE—I AM A LIVING 
HONOR TO THEM IN EVERY WAY THAT I AM.  In this manner of existence I have to make no 
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petitions for pardon or forgiveness—for I attend the perfection of themselves.  Was I as an energy form 
always such as I now AM?  No—but again I remind you: it is what I AM upon which I AM judged! 
“Perfection” is not one of the “judging” criteria; intent is the only measure of meaning—and actions are the 
expression of that intent.  Therefore, the positive force of LIFE is with me and I do not have to be 
distracted by the individual negative characteristics of your most interesting choices.  I know that which 
damages rather than advances and enhances.  Why would I ever be foolish enough to chose such self- 
abusive actions or make such destructive choices?  I do not have to touch—to love, for, in love—I AM 
within wherein I cannot be closer! 

MESSAGES  TO  OTHERS 

In this locale there is a couple of my precious friends who are given instructions to relocate and do so 
immediately.  Do I have comment?  No.  They claim that Sananda and Hatonn gave them instructions so 
Dharma is asked about the correctness of such a statement.  Why?  I speak to Dharma; I speak to others. 
Why do YOU question the possibility of my inter-change with others?  Do I not speak with YOU?  Or 
perhaps, you do not HEAR?  You have no way of “judging” another’s contract, mission or danger.  Wherein 
Dharma might well be safe and secure and serving her purpose in one point, another might well be needed 
elsewhere as changes come and would not be “safe” in the same point of reference.  It behooves all to 
LISTEN, for guidance will come in that manner—not from a bull-horn on a hilltop.  There are myriads of 
people right now in the changing of temporary or permanent locations, activities, insight-gathering or sim-
ply being urged to go experience elsewhere.  I do not advocate ill-advised meandering around here and 
there in the hopes that something wondrous will drop on your noggins.  LISTEN TO YOUR GUID-
ANCE.  As you mature in KNOWING and HEARING, you will not be misguided and you will notice that 
when the directions are correct, doors will somehow open (or close) as a “SIGN” THAT YOU ARE 
RIGHTLY FOCUSED.  It does not help us or you—or the “cause” of anything—if ALL BE IN THE 
SAME SPOT DOING THE SAME THING.  I am grateful and extremely appreciative of our team 
members who hear and see and KNOW and do not pretend to take the role of another—simply to be 
somehow one-up in stature.  Each is different, each job is different—even though the purpose is the very 
same.  We certainly do NOT go about inferring or denying another’s ability to see and hear and, hopefully, 
from the same teachers—especially and hopefully from the SAME teachers.  You would not be drawn 
together if you did not hear and have the SAME TEACHERS. 

Russ and Penny have my precious little Robyn and they shall find great reward and service in response to 
HEARING the messengers.  Just because some of YOU do not often see these persons—does not mean 
that I do not.  They shall be offering great service and shall receive great reward and security by their move. 
They will be moving to Las Vegas where they are both safe and needed.  They did not know that and they 
anticipate immediate changes, so their abrupt change may appear quite unusual and even foolish to a lot of 
you.  Forget your “opinions”—there is such massive stuff coming down that you had all better start listen-
ing! 

Las Vegas will be fairly secure (compared to other places) because when the major dam goes, it will move 
water DOWN-STREAM.  Vegas is a city which the adversary will not want destroyed for it is known as 
“Sin City”.  You don’t have to be sinful to dwell there and, through the security network the Elite have built 
for themselves, the people of God can function and live nicely also—WITHIN ALL LAWS OF GOD 
AND LAND.  I give my encouragement and blessings to the willing persons.  I remind all of you that when 
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you “wait upon the Lord”—He will show the way and when you offer willing service in truth, not just 
mouthing—the opportunity will not only come—but will “overlap” so that loss of security is not total.  Just, 
however, to hop around and demand that God will protect and bless you with riches is foolish—for that 
means that you are depending on someone else to look after you—not God or self. 

Remember, team, that there needs to be “business” here so that our presentations can be perfected.  But, 
as the corporate headquarters are “there”, it is only logical that the businesses, once established—be 
operated there.  We don’t need all the bother and problems HERE in this VALLEY—for most of living will 
be done elsewhere.  We need to establish “the model”, if you will, and then hand it off to others in appro-
priate locations.  Have we not had enough battering and bashing here?  As we move into ventures of 
physical nature—the focus must be in Nevada—separate and focused THERE.  We are but the nucleus, 
and to be able to change enough lives to rebuild or have remnant in stability—we have to spread the load 
and responsibility and most importantly the “distribution”.  Our businesses are children of Nevada—they 
need stability of home in Nevada along with roots.  There is nothing special about California as such, 
nothing remarkable about being in or from Texas or anywhere!  Where YOU are is where YOU must 
focus and be willing to change if you wish growth and it becomes desirable to relocate.  I desire that all 
have security of and in placement but when you “marry” to a given place or things—you limit your own 
growth.  Be flexible and open—but do not be a hop-scotch Bunny Rabbit that simply hops around for the 
heck of moving about.  IF YOU LISTEN TO GOD/CREATOR YOU WILL NOT BE MISGUIDED— 
YOU WILL BE IN EXACTLY THE RIGHT PLACE AT ALL TIMES.  Refuse to see and hear—and 
you are going to be in the wrong place at almost all times.  The old quote of, “I’ll do God’s work but, by 
God, I’m going to do it MY way!” IS REMARKABLY STUPID.  That may make for a cute joke but it is 
unwise as a method of functioning.  Why?  Because you will always find the WRONG GOD—YOUR 
WAY!  You will always find a “god” who will accommodate your ego-focus.  The TRUE strength and 
presence of a man is to be secure in God and then he can function beautifully in full ability OF NOT 
BEING SWALLOWED UP BY THAT WHICH IS PRESENTED TO YOU ON THE PHYSICAL 
PLATE.  You can eat from the silver plate without eating the plate.  We, however, must eat a bit of that 
silver plate—do we not?  Perhaps when we stop JUDGING another’s choices and moves—we shall find 
ourselves in better balance of our own destiny. (??) 

You may well wish to think that places like Nevada in general, New Mexico and other States are not 
particularly “safe”—especially after looking at maps by Scallion and other “seers”.  I don’t think that is a 
particularly good resource for decision-making.  Go with where the ENEMY has built his major under-
ground facilities.  You can live nicely with them if you do not take up arms against them.  They have placed 
these facilities in security as far as they have been informed through technical knowledge.  Those tunnels, 
etc., can become your safety shelter, also.  You can get along very nicely with aliens of the Cosmic kind 
and they will respect your attachment to God.  I would far prefer to JUDGE location on WHERE THE 
ADVERSARY HAS BUILT HIS NEST. 

Remember something: there is no point in owning the world—if there is no world!  Further, there is no 
loyalty or trust, in reality, among the liars and thieves.  They will sooner do-in one of their own as YOU. 
Why?  Because they can’t trust their OWN.  I have no “enemies” for I command respect and am re-
spected—far more than the Kings within their systems—who are totally disrespected and have no loyalty 
or integrity.  The major players with the most impact recognize that I will always keep my word.  They 
likewise know that the ones who CLAIM to be on their team—WILL NOT.  Who would YOU rather 
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work with?  God’s true people will be respected and attended—the liars who simply call themselves 
God’s people but who are not (which is 99%) will fall at the hands of their own false pipers.  What matter 
if there be but FEW of God’s TRUE people?  If you are among that number—it is 100%, is it not? 
Further, why would ascension be of importance to you in physical form by chanting and garbled instruc-
tions?  If you recognize the all-possible unlimited God—you will ascend when it pleases you and the need 
arises.  Why focus otherwise?  Our job is not centered on ascending—it is focused entirely on NOT 
ASCENDING at this time.  Until you know the difference, you aren’t ready for the professorship—for 
you are still the primary-grade student! 

THE  NEXT  THING  I  HEAR 

Ah, the next thing I hear if one is guided elsewhere and it ends up looking pretty good, is: but I have served 
well; why did you not send me?  That is exactly why!  I detest the envy of one for another.  And if I choose 
another—I don’t like that type of response as if I somehow must serve your needs instead of the better 
way FOR GOD and our mission.  Any of you who wish to be in Las Vegas are most welcome to be there 
and, as things are less focused here, there will be more opportunity there.  You can CHANGE a nation 
from Tehachapi—YOU CANNOT EASILY BUILD A NEW ONE THERE.  And always know that 
“your need or want” is NOT MY COMMAND. 

Why do I not suggest Carson City or northern Nevada?  Because we have had most unpleasant disadvan-
tage there.  That may well become a hub or focus again, but why would we subject any of our people or 
projects to that kind of heinous assault?  This is not due to “Nevada”—it is due to the corruption of George 
Green and cohorts.  It is simply a more “desirable” topographical place to live and rear family in a commu-
nity environment—but community and environment is that which you make it to be. 

Certainly you must be even better prepared for “survival” in Las Vegas than, say, in Tehachapi, as remote 
as that seems.  When the dam goes, so goes the electricity supply so please, as you establish selves— 
make sure you have some backup resources to make it through and MAKE IT HOME!  There are, 
however, myriads of massive back-up generators established in Las Vegas and in Reno for such contin-
gencies, and in some ways it makes it more feasible to expect quick recovery if systems go down—in the 
immediate emergency.  The ADVERSARY will have thought of all those little contingencies!  When we 
learn to USE the enemies’ tactics without becoming the enemy—we have double strength and protection. 
We must be as shrewd as the fox and serpent—but as gentle and flexible as the dove—REMEMBER? 

Dharma, I think this enough for today.  We must keep the papers small to meet our financial problems— 
but you also need a bit of respite and ability to sit and consider response to this latest stupid barrage of legal 
documents just received.  I believe you are beginning to “think”, chela—go with their accusations and quit 
“fighting” and “defending”.  The opponent cannot degrade you—only himself, and Mr. Horn is perhaps 
setting himself up for his own demise within his own “unprofession”.  You can never be dishonorable 
because a George Green or a Steven Horn says you are dishonorable while projecting THEIR OWN 
mode of conduct.  They only end up presenting their own lack of integrity, morality and lack of honor. 

There is not one accusation made on the basis of anything except to emotionally cause you to struggle with 
possibilities.  No—good business is GOOD BUSINESS and to say that you tried to rip off a SAVINGS 
AND LOAN which is birthed and nurtured in total corruption is but a fling of dung to distract.  I would not 
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have you in leadership of my assets and management teaching IF YOU DID NOT MANAGE WITHIN 
THE SYSTEM TO THE VERY BEST OF MORAL, LEGAL AND SHELTERING INTENT.  FOR-
GET THE BADGERING, FOR REMEMBER—THERE IS ALWAYS A BADGER TRAP!!  LEAD 
THE SUCKER INTO THAT TRAP AND THEN SPRING THE DOOR SHUT ON HIM.  YOU CAN 
USE A “HAVE-A-HEART” TRAP IF YOU LIKE BUT DO NOT TURN THE VARMINT LOOSE 
AGAIN ON THINE BROTHER.  I BELIEVE, E.J., THAT IT IS TIME FOR YOU TO HAVE A MAN- 
TO-MAN TALK WITH MR. SPENCE FOR, BY THE WAY, THIS BLAST IS GOING TO PRE-
VENT YOU GOING FURTHER WITH THIS CASE.  THERE MUST BE A REASON! 
Thank you for your service and allow us to accept and anticipate the changes coming, in joy, for we must 
always move into the “better”—not consider backsliding.  Salu 
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CHAPTER  3 

REC  #1    HATONN 

THU., JUN. 22, 1995    6:55 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 310 

THU.,  JUN. 22,  1995 

ORDER  AND  DISORDER 

“Order” is “categorically” (absolutely) splendid for this represents “non-chaos”.  However, a library filled 
with “dead” books can be categorically in order and yet have no “balance”.  Let me see if I can paraphrase 
a bit better for picture value.  If you have a motor which, say, runs on a fuel of gasoline, air, etc., and let us 
say you have six cylinders to cause this motor to release “moving” power.  You have ordered chaos going 
on within each cylinder as the piston functions and fuel ignites and thus and so.  This is “contained chaos” 
and “potential” power (until released in “orderly” sequence).  So, you have total chaos on either side of a 
BALANCED machine.  This is only for example, so please do not ask me to go into the mechanics or 
physics of a cylinder for exploding gasoline. 

Let us suppose, however, that the balanced center of the motor is suddenly out of balance—say a couple 
of spark-plugs foul and a couple of cylinders fail to fire in proper sequence—on the same side of the 
fulcrum.  Not only will the power be instantly diminished but the motor will run so roughly (if at all) as to 
shake, rattle and eventually fall apart rather than “roll”. 

Perhaps a better picture-gram (mental holograph) would be a rocket with two thrust engines on either side. 
If one fails to fire the missile becomes totally unbalanced and the one that is thrusting will push the missile 
right back in circles to where it came from and actually eventually cause a whirlwind, whirlpool or tornado! 
In fact, all we have to do with an enemy missile is simply neutralize ONE thruster to dump the thing right 
back on the sender as it leaves its launcher.  Once airborne all we have to do is, after launch, disable one 
thruster “side” and then kill both thrusters.  Would we do such a thing?  Yes indeedy.  Through manipulation 
of missile thrusters we can send your toys right back to launch-pad, or wherever it seems appropriate— 
but always back to sender of the cute death machines.  He who launches death machines against a brother, 
be the brother earthbound or spacebound, inbound or outbound, is going to be the recipient of his toy’s 
intended chaos.  Chaos comes in myriads of forms. 

ENERGY 

We aren’t really interested in the physical toy, and why bother with it when the physical is so nicely 
CONTROLLED by the energy flow?  We have discussed this many times: you cannot “blow up” a true 
SPACE machine.  The only way physical damage “take out” CAN occur is through disruption of energy 
fields.  This is what your accelerators (scientific apparatus such as in Texas) (to the person who inquired) 
are for—to create a weapon that can take out alien ships through laser energy beams AND to power such 
lasers for such as Operation Blue Beam and other cute little products of unbalanced minds as well as for 
use as weapons.  When you start dealing with prana (life) energy—which some call “scalar”, you are 
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dealing with that which can outrun capacitors and blow out transformers and it has happened often.  It 
happened in Russia [at Chernobyl] and it has happened a couple of times at the Lawrence Livermore 
Labs in California (which was almost the end of your U.S. West Coast—at the least).  By the way, 
unsuspecting friends, biological material in living form can be scattered through those laser beams and is— 
with pinpoint accuracy.  The system has recently been tried and found effective in Africa.  The point “there” 
being to immobilize an isolated area with short-lived viruses, render it helpless and then let the disease do 
its work.  As the infection plays its “course”, then the take-over is accomplished.  The outbreaks at onset 
are always in remote villages where the testing can be “controlled” and observed. 

SPIRITUAL  BALANCE 

He who calls out in the name of “peace” is easy to discern as to intent by the balance or unbalance of the 
caller, himself.  You can CLAIM to want peace, for instance, but unless there is spiritual peace within the 
speaker it is but empty unbalanced rantings to deceive you who listen.  Unless your thoughts, which keep 
that part of the universe wherein each of us stands, be in balance, there is NO BALANCE and thus, NO 
PEACE.  The enemy of God efforts to maintain the masses (YOU) in ever-changing, ever-increasing 
chaos, unbalance and disharmony.  So far the “enemy” grows more powerful in his abilities to produce this 
through energy fields which you cannot see or hear and, much the more, cannot understand for you mostly 
know not that they exist.  In this manner of “control”, the puppet-masters who have invented the story-line 
for your holographic experience have total ability to manipulate and YOU INSURE THEIR SUCCESS. 
How and why?  Because YOU are the one contributing the individual energy to the role you play.  Until, 
further, YOU come into total balance spiritually—you will continue to give energy to your very own enemy 
for it is Universal LAW.  WHEN YOU GET SPIRITUALLY IN BALANCE—YOU CONTROL THE 
PLAY!  YOU CANNOT HOWEVER, TAKE A BUNCH OF HOSTAGES AND SHOUT “I WANT 
ONLY PEACE” WHILE YOU SHOOT THE HOSTAGES, FOR YOU HAVE SIMPLY INCREASED 
THE POWER OF THE LIE. 

RESPONSIBLE  ACTIONS 

Responsible actions are the result of totally responsible knowledge and, ultimately, KNOWING.  For 
“others” to see and hear TRUTH, it must be demonstrated EVERY TIME.  The details of a thing may be 
flawed but the focus or concept must not vary.  Sometimes the very split second of “time” in detail must not 
vary. 

Example?  Well, let’s see.  We have Mr. Ted Gunderson objecting to CONTACT’S running of information 
which states that Gunderson is attached, or something such, to the ADL.  At first Mr. Gunderson spoke in 
objection as if he did not KNOW what ADL meant or what the organization is.  Next he claims he is simply 
not attached to it or any other organization.  So be it.  The presentation is what should be noted—not a 
blithering organization or that of another.  The facts are that the information originally came from one whose 
presentations have been without peer or errors save in tiny misspeaks or errors in “first names”, etc.  Well, 
if people change their names to protect their guilt—it is easy beyond modern belief to recognize all the 
aliases.  This is also not in point at this writing focus. 

THE POINT?  Well, someone has sent a document to PROVE the type of bomb used at Oklahoma City’s 
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federal building.  I will only use three reference points regarding that bomb.  Mr. Gunderson presented the 
information in point, regarding the bomb.  He in turn said he got his information from the infamous Riconosciuto 
(OF “INSLAW” FAME).  He thinks Mr. Riconosciuto is “brilliant”—which may well be true—for we find 
him in prison which is positive evidence for his modern-day annoyance of the politicians. 

Well, Ted Gunderson is a 28 year-top veteran of the FBI, now retired and has his own investigative 
agency.  He has done some of the best investigative work on Satanism that you will ever find.  He also does 
investigations for Mishpucka F. Lee Bailey, Esq. (Attorney with foreign title of nobility), who describes 
him as a person “Whose investigative skills are unsurpassed by anyone I know or have known.” 

TED  GUNDERSON  REFUTES 
“ADL  CONNECTION” 

5/24/95 #1    HATONN 

WHY  ARE  OTHER  GROUPS,  SUCH  AS 
SPOTLIGHT  AND  MILITIAS  GETTING 
FOCUSED  ON  AND  NOT  CONTACT? 

Editor’s note: Mr. Gunderson has objected to a statement made by Commander Hatonn on p. 25 of 
the 5/30/95 issue of CONTACT.  We first print Commander’s cryptic, cautionary statement and 
then Mr. Gunderson’s objection to same. 

Because we offer NEWS (both sides) and we HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO GROUP—NOT EVEN A 
PHONE NUMBER OR ADDRESS other than the CONTACT office.  No one in any business has any 
business at all in any other business.  We are not at war with anything—our purpose is to bring you the 
news and tell the truth.  Your enemies know the truth and they don’t think enough people will listen to us to 
make any difference at all.  So, we represent “small potatoes” BECAUSE if they take on THE COM-
MAND of HOSTS, they are going to get wiped away right quickly! 

Continual efforts are made to get us “set up”.  So, if we seem insulting to a given party at some time along 
the way, forgive us—BUT—we are not falling for the bait (or the non-bait as the case may well be). 

We have offered, for instance, the information regarding the BOMB, etc., of Mr. Gunderson [see page 19 
of 5/9/95 CONTACT]—however, it is erroneous information and it becomes reasonable as to why it is 
erroneous.  He was a solid and substantial Intelligence person in the recent past.  He is focused on Satanic 
expression and Ritual Abuse.  He is said to be a working factor of and in the ADL and is given wrong 
information as distraction.  We can offer everything he brings and, balanced against the other insider 
information, the truth will emerge.  If his be truth, fine; if not, you will know. 

6/21/95    TED  GUNDERSON 

To:  Rick Martin, CONTACT 

I was amazed and astonished when I read in your May 30, 1995 edition, page 25, that my information 
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regarding the Oklahoma City bomb was erroneous, but this is understandable as I am said to be a “work-
ing factor of and in the ADL”, and am giving [“is  given”  is  the  correct—and  significantly different 
in meaning—phrase used in Commander Hatonn’s commentary.] erroneous information (disinformation) 
as a distraction. 

I have been on at least 25 national and local radio shows plus lectures, and in every instance I have 
suggested to the audience that they subscribe to CONTACT and other non-mainline publications in order 
to be properly informed as to the current events.  Do you believe I would be touting your paper and the 
other publication if I was involved in the ADL?  I have been asked to be a spokesperson and on the board 
of various “Patriotic” organizations.  In each instance I have declined because I am concerned about 
infiltrations and disinformation.  So to put it plain and simple, I belong to no organization other than the 
Society of Former Special Agents of the FBI, nor am I affiliated or aligned with any social or political 
agendas.  I am strictly the “Lone Ranger”.  I do, however, have my own “Tonto” working with me.  He is 
my Technologist and Intelligence Analyst and he is very competent.  I am a loyal patriotic American who 
loves his country and I am totally dedicated to seeking the truth and exposing corruption and Evil. 

/s/   Ted  Gunderson 

THE  BOMB  DESCRIPTION 

The above certainly does not present as anything that will discount his presentation of the bomb, its mecha-
nism or its possibilities—however, the very write-up presents such contradictions as to render a reader 
unable to know what the heck is afoot.  Is the concept correct?  Who knows? 

Note the following statements and see what you can decipher.  And recognize that actually Mr. Gunderson 
is not responsible for more than one of the inputs, we suppose, but cannot have insight from this document 
in hand. 

[QUOTING:] America Today: ....At 9:04 am Central time, a bomb ripped through the Federal building in 
Oklahoma City.  Also at 9:14 am Central time a second bomb ripped through the same building.  A third 
bomb which would have leveled the building was to go off also, but did not, was found and removed... 
[END OF QUOTING] 

This led into the document letter from Mr. Gunderson from which we find the following: 

[QUOTING:] ...There follows a copy of a seismograph from the University of Oklahoma Geological 
Dept., Norman, Oklahoma.  ....there were two surface waves, one at 9:02 am and 13 seconds and the 
other at 9:02 am and 23 seconds on April 19, 1995 (Ten seconds apart).  He stated this chart indicates 
two detonations... [END OF QUOTING] 

Fine, with one exception—in an abstract also presented by Mr. Gunderson comes the following: 

[QUOTING:] ...Basically, the explosives (sic) itself is Ammonium Nitrate, however, the Ammonium Ni-
trate is detonated 10 to 15 milliseconds later in a secondary and more powerful blast... [END OF 
QUOTING] 
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These are SERIOUS DISCREPANCIES!  Does it not become obvious why people toss aside the 
information?  Each statement may well be a simple misspeak or typographical error—but the combined 
result is massive disregarding of credibility. 

I am reminded of the beautiful lady on TV who handles the long evening news on a channel in Los Angeles. 
She is a Black person with nice presentation and seemingly “informed”.  But oh my, a couple of nights ago 
there was an almost 3-hour “hot pursuit” of a bashed up truck with one Hispanic driver aboard, two rear 
tires shot out and which never went, at most, over 45 mph.  This filled ALL the news and nothing else 
escaped into the news during this CHASE.  We will leave the chase for it was so absurd as to simply give 
all viewers a guided million-dollar (literally) tour around all parts of the Marina, high rent district, down-
town, Beverly Hills and all points (two or three times) in between. 

It is the description of the truck and wheels which was so impressive as regards the TV announcing 
personnel.  A report from an eyewitness stated that the truck was “...a dually” (pronounced “dooly” [I 
guess]) with at least one “outside” tire “gone”.  Now, the wizards are there LOOKING at the pictures and 
yet, with ability to see the truck clearly—there could be no conclusion as to what a “dual axle” might be nor 
what could possibly be described as “an outside tire” being “flat”.  Well, the sparks were flying and the 
streets gouged and still the joke continues, some two days later, about the foolishness.  As a matter of 
fact—after looking at the picture for three hours and as commentary continued, it was decided that the 
“dually” meant it has three axles, “two on the back and one on the front”.  It was actually even more 
ridiculous than the above for the commentators continued to say that there were no “back rear wheels” 
[speaking of being “out of balance”!].  And again, this continued after the commentators were INFORMED 
that the police had disabled the rear right tires.  Now we move on and the story went that the “cops had 
shot out the back rear wheels”.  Then the CATCH came when the cops “shot out the left rear wheels”. 
Facts?  Oh let’s not spoil the story but let it also be recognized that the “cop” who disabled the truck— 
took his pocket knife and punctured the outside tire and sliced the other.  This while the truck was totally 
STUCK between two unmovable objects (apartment buildings).  The driver had to decrease the size of 
the vehicle to fit through—which happened with continued ramming of the buildings until the truck folded. 
Now this was some kind of chase, readers.  A disabled truck running on rear hubs on one side and crushed 
like an accordion with gaping wounds going for some almost 3 hours “hotly pursued” by at least 9 patrol 
cars at 25 miles an hour through every part of downtown Los Angeles and suburbs.  The entire city was at 
a dead standstill.  And the offense of the driver?  He turned the wrong way onto a one-way street without 
his headlights on.  The first “officer” was not a policeman, actually, and only wanted to stop him and turn 
him around. 

The kid (early 20s) was terrified for he had “received a piece of stolen property” before and was on 
“probation”.  Now this child will likely spend until his dying day in prison. 

WHY  ALL  THIS  DISCUSSION? 

Why?  Because you have to be discerning and learn EVERYTHING you can possibly learn so YOU 
know what goes on without depending on TRUTH from a controlled (and they don’t even know it) bunch 
of robotoid leaders.  This lady is only on the newscast because of regulations demanding distribution of 
races rather than quality of anything—much less ability to do a job. 
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Now, who can be blamed for such garbage?  The police?  No, they did exactly the RIGHT thing by 
protecting the public, blocking off streets to allow no one to get hit or panic the driver who could, at the 
least, have bashed up a whole bunch of other cars and people.  The police followed until they could safely 
stop the vehicle and driver, take him into custody and safely follow-up.  Was the driver of the truck to 
“blame”.  Yes, for his actions, but terror does a lot of damage to “reason” and with a city shut down at 
every street and a dozen or so cop-cars behind you with officers with DRAWN GUNS shooting at you 
every time they got close—WHAT WOULD YOU DO?  I have whole groups of militia troopers in sight 
who plan to blow away any enforcement people who might cross them.  So the real fiasco again boils 
down to media coverage and totally absurd broadcasting. 

What of the “other” channels?  This is the only news on the TV at that time of evening (Ch.9).  The others 
picked up the “chase” as programs could be interrupted. 

I have to again ask Mr. Gunderson why CONTACT should make “retractions” about him—when we can’t 
figure out if he speaks in milliseconds, seconds or minutes when a bomb is not very forgiving—especially 
when it BLOWS.  Therefore, all of our information is offered with “qualifications” as to accuracy—for we 
can’t always WAIT until proof is present in total application to offer you some shred of news.  Further, we 
ask some forgiveness if we misspeak for certainly it is not the intention of CONTACT to offer anything 
other than truth in publication.  In this old world, readers, THAT IS A BITTERLY HARD TASK. 

SPIRITUAL  RAPE 

Do I object to people belonging to organizations?  No.  I only object to ones who are belonging to and 
working within organizations whose sole intent is breaking down freedom into controlled slavery.  When 
ones, such as Masons, who recognize truth of intent of the originally established organization such as 
“Freemasonry” and “Illuminati” and refuse to see and hear truth, the refusal reflects intent and deliberate 
action from that intent.  Actually it is more than “that”.  The ORIGINAL establishment may well have been 
in honorable and good intent—only to be usurped by the “Usurpers” for inroads within society to gain 
power and control.  It happens every day!  Especially, it happens in the so-called God-Churches where 
the “inmates” are dragged around by the rings in their noses and who are willing to even PAY for the 
privilege of being spiritually raped. 

I stand accused of being a boogy-man dealing fear and fire.  Am I?  Who is a boogy-man?  I carry the lamp 
to LIGHT all the dark corners; I NEVER fail to protect both spirit and body, and I tell you who I am and 
what I am about.  The other comes sneaking in the dark, bringing pain and mystical terror, disinformation, 
abductions and FEAR while making sure the places remain in the DARK.  WHO IS THE BOOGY- 
MAN—THE ONE WHO BRINGS LIGHT AND TRUTH—OR THE ONE WHO COMES IN DARK-
NESS AND LIES? 

GOVERNMENTS 

Let me ask you another “hard” one: If both facets of government LIE to you—WHO IS THE BETTER 
GOVERNOR?  How do you arrive at your conclusion?  If neither allows your input (you know: Govern-
ment by the people and for the people and of the people), again, which is better or worse?  No, don’t turn 
away and say, “Oh well...”  Why do you not sidestep ALL the lying controllers—and take your stand on 
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the LAW OF CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY, WHICH IN ITS PURITY WAS STOLEN FROM 
THE NATIVE AMERICANS ANYWAY, AND BUILD?  Are you only willing to TAKE UP GUNS 
AND WEAPONS AND “TAKE BACK” YOUR GARBAGE?  Many might respond, and do: “Well, it’s 
‘my’ garbage!”  WHY DOES ANYONE WANT GARBAGE—SAVE THE GARBAGE COLLEC-
TOR AND ENERGY-FROM-GARBAGE PRODUCER?  YOU CANNOT BUILD A NEW STRUC-
TURE ON A BAD FOUNDATION AND EXPECT IT TO STAND IN PERFECTION!  (Go 
check the Leaning Tower of Pisa!) 

UPCOMING  EARTHQUAKE  DANGERS 

How stable is San Francisco, as another example?  Not very!  The most needed one institution in Earth-
quakes is a hospital!  You have five major hospitals in San Francisco BUILT ON TOP OF THE HAY-
WARD FAULT!  That fault runs right through the major STADIUM, as well, and moves offshore under the 
CIVIL DEFENSE HEADQUARTERS.  Could it be that somehow the real-estate brokers had a reason 
that the LAND WAS REASONABLY PRICED AND THE CITY “GOVERNORS” TOOK THE LOW 
BID?  Ah, are we beginning to have a candle flicker? 

How about Los Angeles?  The new subway RUNS RIGHT WITHIN THE WORST UNDERCITY 
FAULT ON THE COAST.  No, not the San Andreas—the Elysian Park Fault—which is expected to 
rupture at somewhere around a “10” or more on the Richter scale—ANY MINUTE! 

How about moving to the East?  OK—what about that New Madrid Fault line?  Good brethren—it has 
already changed the entire river course of the mighty Mississippi River and wiped out entire towns.  IT 
WILL HAPPEN AGAIN—WORSE AND BIGGER! 

Back to the West: There are a couple of nice lakes “made” RIGHT ON THE SAN ANDREAS Fault 
which are great for boating and fishing.  RIGHT ON THE FAULT, which is ready to produce the Big One 
at any minute! 

Why don’t YOU know?  I don’t know but I have a pretty good idea.  If you were guilty of setting-up 
unsuspecting people when you are supposed to be the servant (as with public officials), for sure death and 
destruction and loss, would you want your employer to know about it?  I would reckon not!  And, you 
“employers” (citizens) of those hoodwinking criminal “employees” (politicians) not only don’t do anything 
to the guilty employees, but attempt to stone to death the messengers who point out the crimes!  Ponder it. 
I’m sorry, readers, for the O.J. Simpson “gloves” DID NOT FIT and the Emperor’s New Clothes ARE 
NOT THERE!  Until YOU face truth—there will only be THE LIE upon which you will surely FALL. 

BEWARE  END  OF  O.J.  TRIAL 

Be wary of the ending of the Simpson trial—for that is when the massive riots are set to begin!  The 
Mishpucka does its work WELL.  This is also why such an institution as the biggest hospital in the nation— 
WILL BE CLOSED IF NOT STOPPED—so that the people of Los Angeles are HELPLESS DURING 
THE UPCOMING CHAOS OF RIOTS AND QUAKES. 

Am “I” out of my mind?  No, but you may well be out of yours if you keep dancing to the “goody two 
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shoes” and twirling about in deceptive circles like Pollyana in the Witch’s star.  Hocus-Pocus will continue 
the chaos—only Focus-Truthus will bring order and, eventually, “Balance”. 

How does the “jury” feel about O.J. Simpson?  Who knows?  I can tell you this, however: if the case was 
about attorneys and judges as in all the attorneys involved along with Judge Ito—the jury would release 
O.J. and hang the rest.  This case has allowed a system that had occasional redeeming justice in isolated 
“spots” to be totally and irreversibly destroyed in the eyes of the entire WORLD.  Mankind no longer can 
turn for justice to the LAW set forth to protect him.  The outcome of this trial by media and corruption 
matters NOT—for the controllers have it “structured” that either way it goes—there WILL be insanity 
abounding, correlated with other happenings as in a carefully choreographed soap-opera.  Worse, most of 
you will not even realize—EVER—that you have been royally screwed. 

TASK  OF  BRINGING  TRUTH 

Does it matter to me?  Yes, but not terribly, for your choices are yours—my task of truth-bringing is not 
changed by YOUR choice.  I am not at WAR with anyone over anything.  My mission is to offer a hand as 
requested and the truth—no more and no less.  Interference is not acceptable—intervention is carefully 
studied at all times.  Are there “star wars?”  No, no more, that is, than on your “star”—isolated and totally 
stupid.  But, you are correct, as with “your” garbage, it is “your stupid” so you have a right to hold it and 
fight for it if you so choose.  I find stupid garbage to be the major polluting factor on your globe. 

When global society is reduced to robotic control by slap-stick stupid actions, violence, terror, fear, 
disease, war, blood, immorality, deviance in all manners of ways, corruption, greed, lust and resulting acts 
of lust, rape, pillage and plundering, disrespect for anything or anyone—you have trouble!  YOU HAVE 
TROUBLE IN A BIG WAY! 

Do “we” have trouble?  NO.  We have “problems” presented by the “troublers” and “troubled”.  We also 
have “SOLUTIONS” for our problems.  There is a gargantuan difference.  When the SPIRIT is centered 
and Balanced there may well be continuing problems which “trouble” the consciousness—but the being is 
not thrown into chaos by such disruptions.  For example, Dharma has problems which “trouble” but they 
do not disrupt the balance of Spiritual status.  This makes the “problem” “objective”.  When the problem 
causes perturbations to the “Spirit” it is “trouble” but stability can be regained by KNOWING TRUTH. 
Does this mean that the problem will “go away”?  No, it means that in wisdom it is known that every 
problem has a solution.  Wise handling of the problem offers dissolution of the “trouble”.  Unwise action 
will enhance the “trouble”.  Therefore, WISDOM becomes the method of desired operation.  Is this 
always possible?  Yes, but it is rarely ALWAYS presented as the chosen “possibility”.  No man has a 
“corner on the market” of unwise decisions.  There is, however, a WONDERFUL SET OF GUIDE-
LINES which, if always utilized in every action and decision, will merit WISE DECISIONS AND SOLU-
TIONS.  At the time of the “trouble” it is usually not immediately recognized by the individual as only a 
“problem”, Dharma included.  Recognize which is assaulting and RESPOND carefully.  Do not REACT 
wildly.  The resolution will always come through wisdom in response to a problem presented.  Trouble will 
simply be enhanced by the REACTIONS in ignorance of ego tantrums and demands. 

Am I some kind of nutty expert on Spiritual and emotional “stuff”, i.e., “problem” vs “trouble”??  No, I am 
an “authority” on the subject through learning and experience by gaining WISDOM through both.  JUST 
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LIKE YOU!  I learned but perhaps you have yet to learn?  I know who I AM; who might you be?  If you 
begin your response to this last question with “I think...” then you have “trouble” or at the very least—a 
“problem”.  If I “know” and you only “think” then, by universal law, I’ve gotcha’ two to one and have all 
the trump cards still holding. 

GOD always sends His troops (messengers) when the problems present—and by the time the 
problems are “troubles” we are in full force.  But most never find us in the midst of the LIES. 
The LIGHT is always there for the seeing—but most just keep trying to “put it out” so that their 
own perceptions of themselves are not “found out”.  God KNOWS, students, and when the big 
“professor” in the sky, Who CREATED you as a wondrous machine, KNOWS, there isn’t any-
thing else worth noting to continue to HIDE from. 

I certainly am not here for your “religious” exercises, friends; I am here with facts as they ARE.  I don’t deal 
in wishes and druthers—I DEAL IN REALITY—not within YOUR ILLUSIONS AND DELUSIONS. 
IF YOU DON’T LIKE THIS FACT, THEN I MOST CERTAINLY SUGGEST YOU LOOK AROUND 
YOU AND THEN VERY CAREFULLY AT SELF.  If “I” am somehow a threat to you—perhaps you 
had better ask “why?”.  If I but represent one more 68,000 year old space cadet—why would that 
concern you?  Why would my message concern you?  Why?  BECAUSE I AM NOT!  AND MORE-
OVER: YOU KNOW IT! 

I don’t need to hang around and dwell on the “shortness” of “time”.  We can speak of events and sequence 
of events—but “time” actually has no meaning at all.  You have all the time in the universe—infinite eternity. 
The point is: WHERE WILL YOU EXPRESS THAT ETERNITY?  HUMMM-HUMMNN! 

Salu, have a “hard” day.  The “nice day” routine is a Khazarian phrase meaning “sleep well”. 
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CHAPTER  4 

REC  #1    HATONN 

FRI., JUN. 23, 1995    7:42 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 311 

FRI.,  JUN. 23,  1995 

“Yea, though we walk through the valley...” 

Dharma, staring at the empty screen will not our work get done!  Let us share a moment in communication 
and understanding, and then perhaps the recognition of “what” brings such sadness and loneliness this 
morning might emerge.  May I ask that this be considered a response to several people at a most personal 
level for there is such a contradiction of “feelings” in my compatriots as to cause us all to stop and take note 
of what is happening to ourselves.  Most especially I want to respond to the loving note from Wally G., 
although he will suggest he sent it not to me.  He did and I hear.  Dear Friends, it is not a matter of work 
finished or waiting to be done as much as it is that no matter what might be our “work”—there is always 
MORE.  Gloriously, there is always MORE.  We call it “work” for it is not the labor as such which impacts 
our senses; it is our necessary confrontation of choices, patience, feelings of unworthiness, loneliness, and 
sorrow that sweeps across our LIVING MINDS.  The consciousness responds in hopelessness oft-times, 
flitting here and there to find all the chinks in our armor of Light which will allow the true feelings of 
helplessness and “child” to rise to the surface and consume the moment.  We are, after all, but children 
finding our way in a time and space which makes no sense to our REALITY.  So what is it that tugs at us 
and pulls us away from all that “others” accept as their plight, their passage, their rightful RIGHT to live in 
an empty void absent wisdom, intellectual challenge and entrapment in that environment.  If this be “their 
‘right’ “ then how dare we intrude upon the moment of their lessons?  Can we love, watch, and maintain 
respect for that which is so damaging to our senses as to overwhelm us at times?  Yes, we can, we must 
and WE SHALL. 
Is it loss that causes us the unfettered need to continue our pursuit of that which is part of us?  No, it is our 
“growth” which causes us to push on for, as we grow in understanding and recognition of our acquired 
KNOWING and confrontation of TRUTH, our consciousness will no longer accept the ignorant incar-
ceration of our brother’s mind.  It has nothing to do, actually, with our brother’s desires—it is the LIE 
which confronts our senses like a disease of unending proportion. 

The terrible sadness which sweeps our beings is a grieving, a terrible and deep grieving for that which we 
must release and the terror of breaking away from the recognized security (but death sentence) of that 
which IS abounding about us, accepting it and others as “their” right to express but the feelings of self- 
dislike for having allowed, especially our close and beloved ones, to become part of the lie—of which we 
were the largest part as we matured.  But remember, we can only be a product of that which came before. 
The student will have no alternative save to learn from the professor, so our learning can be no better than 
our teacher—be it kindergarten or LIFE.  So where, sir, were you when I was first learning?  I was right 
there waiting for you to grow enough to hear me.  The stage was set and lighted but the growing had to take 
place—just as with each being.  We are not separate, one from another—only expressing differently. 
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Worlds CANNOT be changed or political order achieved WITHOUT ACHIEVING KNOWLEDGE 
AND MORAL INTENT OF SELF AND THEN BROTHER.  YOU CAN ONLY REPLACE SYS-
TEMS WHICH ARE BOUNDED BY EVIL AND CORRUPTION AND EXPECT THEM TO AGAIN 
FOUL THEMSELVES, FOR THEY WILL DO SO.  IT IS AS WITH THE “ADDICT”, HOWEVER, 
IT WILL NOT HAPPEN UNTIL THE GUTTER IS REACHED AND THERE IS NOWHERE ELSE 
TO GO SAVE DEATH OR “UP”. 

The painful time?  While there are still choices to be made.  He who commits suicide of physical is one thing 
and is painful indeed, but suicide allowance of mind and soul goes beyond any violation or rape of self.  So, 
what causes this pain?  Possibility of “change” and the unknown, i.e., “Will I be making a mistake?  Is it 
better to leave it alone?  What else can I do?  I am old, I am poor, I am, I am, I am.”  What need thee say 
to self in the midst of the I am’s?  “I AM!  AND I ACCEPT NO LESSER THAN WHOLENESS WITH 
GOD BECAUSE I AM.” 

WOULD  YOU  BE  HAPPIER  IF...? 

Would abundant joy, laughter, thrills of delight, fulfillment and gaiety flow from your being as a flood of 
rhapsody if you had all the funds in the world, all the “spare time” to live lavishly, without thought, with all 
those things you desire and argue over, with those who lust and greed over that physical acquisition of 
“things” and power?  Would these things solve your “problems” or would the “trouble” simply be post-
poned in interpersonal relationships and allow our ego to be soothed for a moment NOT in truth?  Do we 
appease or confront another who is obviously in pain which we somehow accept as our own responsibil-
ity?  The greatest pain known to man is to FAIL HIMSELF!  If you bend to the nagging of a partner or any 
other when you KNOW that your stance is correct—you FAIL SELF!  You can honor and respect that 
“other” for their right to be entrenched within their own bindings—but if you, in wisdom, in truth, and intent 
of purpose move on in your necessary and responsible course—they must respect you OR FACE IT: 
THEY WERE NOT “WITH” YOU ANYWAY AND THE RELATIONSHIP IS BUT A SHAM.  A 
couch for sitting can live nicely beneath a “sham” for years—a MAN will perish under the pressures of a 
sham existence.  Age has no limitation to the heart or MIND and NEVER TO THE SOUL.  The greater 
the sham the greater the SOUL’S BONDAGE AND, AFTER ALL, IT IS THE SOUL THAT IS ETER-
NAL WHILE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION IS BUT A PASSING WHIM. 

LIVING  OR  DEAD 
WE  CANNOT  LIVE  FOR  ANOTHER 

It is our obligation as a giving, living, responsible person to make every effort to bring ourselves into the 
balance and harmony of good relationships and to, if necessary, extract ourselves from “bad” relationships. 
The hardest to do, however, is to face reality and stop the bondage of self and “another” rather than simply 
continue into infinity simply existing.  If this is a relationship achieved—then often times separation is 
necessary to allow each to breathe and grow—again, age has no meaning in this equation. 

One reason we can keep going and going and going—here—is that the relationships toward mutual re-
sponsibility of our task is mutual.  All else might well fall away as physical needs fall away from conscious-
ness—but LOVE GROWS, RESPECT RETURNS AND GROWS, MUTUAL WISHES BECOME 
BONDED AND ALWAYS—THE DUALITY OF RESPONSIBILITY IS SHARED.  But, dear ones, 
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as that KNOWING and RESPONSIBILITY grow—we have need to face those things head-on and be 
willing TO RELEASE another “from your bondage”, whether it be they who are bound by you or you who 
is bound by they.  Where there is BONDAGE—there is NO FREEDOM.  “FREEDOM” is or it is not! 
Just as you are pregnant or you are not—so too is “Freedom” a word which has no “partial” meaning. 

NEGOTIATE  VS.  COMPROMISE 

Sometimes we even need to “negotiate compromises” BUT NEVER IN SOUL EXPRESSION OF 
PURPOSE IN TRUTH.  You can compromise as to whether your curtains have ruffles or not, whether 
you eat beans instead of peas—but if you COMPROMISE TRUTH, you will surely destroy self and 
painfully damage SOUL.  You will not make that “other” happy for your foolishness—for the curtains or 
the beans were not the PROBLEM in the first place. 

So, why is it so hard to exist in the same place while sharing opposing “ideals” and “ideas”, about such 
things as cause and effect?  Because even though the one who has found TRUTH may well keep silent— 
THE OTHER KNOWS FUNDAMENTALLY THE TRUTH AND CHOOSES THE LIE FOR COM-
FORT AND CONVENIENCE TO ALLOW FOR CONTINUATION OF STATUS QUO.  A PER-
SON WILL CLING UNTO DEATH TO A BAD IDEA RATHER THAN LOOK INTO POSSIBILI-
TIES—ALL THE WHILE CLAIMING FLEXIBILITY AND OPEN MINDEDNESS.  A PERSON 
CANNOT REMAIN “OPEN MINDED” TO TRUTH BECAUSE THE VERY ACT OF STATING 
SUCH A THING INDICATES CLOSED MIND AND GOES AGAINST ALMOST EVERYTHING 
ESTABLISHED IN THE WORLD OF PHYSICAL EXPRESSION. 

Aging causes ones to think carefully about choices and most will try to hang onto BOTH “just in case”.  But 
is that wise?  Of course not—for God hears not lip service.  So to be all things to all things is impossible, 
improbable and foolish.  We want our SECURITY and our God passage with ease and, hopefully, take 
everyTHING with us on that little jaunt—or, “I will be the first to never die!” 

To very elder friends it is often considered as, “You old fool, you aren’t ever going to do...” this or that or 
the other.  No, precious ones, it is no longer that way for you of God and Change.  It is the elders who 
MOST CERTAINLY WILL produce the change for the physical world of Planet Earth and humanity who 
resides upon her wondrous places.  Why?  Because only the elders can SEE AND KNOW what was, 
what is and what CAN BE.  For we have walked this path so many times as to be THE TEACHERS and 
we will not settle for LESS.  We may as individuals make transitions back and forth—but we will NOT 
SETTLE FOR LESS.  The “waiting” becomes the hardest of all things as we watch that which we perceive 
as youth and years flitting by so quickly as to actually “miss” their passage.  Then we “give up”?!!  We 
announce that we can’t struggle any more, we are too weary and “others are right”.  No, the BEST 
WORK IS THAT WHICH IS TO BE—not that done, ever!  Age only brings WISDOM.  We GIVE age 
the golden glove in ability to take us away.  The best way to not be tired is to be doing that which is most 
productive.  This is KNOWN by the “Adversary” so every effort is made to cause man to become infirm, 
senile, destitute and dependent upon the “system” for sustenance and shelter. 

MARKINGS 

I am appalled by the numbers of so-called Christians who declare worse than death by somehow “taking 
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a so-called mark” (of the beast?).  Who and what IS THE BEAST?  No, you DO NOT KNOW and 
neither does the great speaker who taunts you to stand alone if necessary in the name of Jesus.  B.S.  If you 
cannot hold to GOD and live in the world in which you find self expressing—you are unworthy of calling 
yourself “Christian” for the “CHRIST” IS NOT A PERSON BY ANY NAME, IT IS A STATE OF 
BEING—IN GOODNESS.  WORSHIPING AND DUMPING YOUR LOAD OF “SIN” ON A 
MURDERED, BLEEDING STRANGER IS GARBAGE—YOU HAVE TO ACCEPT RESPONSI-
BILITY FOR SELF!  God is not judging but if He were—HE HAS ALREADY JUDGED “JESUS”. 
You are on your own!  Do you really think a TATTOO is going to sever you from God?  If you can’t bear 
a TATTOO and still, within soul, honor God—you’ve got real trouble, friends.  Aren’t you going to pay for 
your goods ANYWAY?  What difference if you use a card or a paper?  IF YOU ARE LIVING WITHIN 
GOD’S LAWS—YOU ARE NO THREAT TO THE SYSTEM OR TO GOD’S SYSTEM.  The ridicu-
lous failure to accept a checkmark on a check-out slip in a store is silly and makes you stand out like a sore 
thumb in neon lights.  What have you gained to honor God by such silliness?  There is only ONE place 
upon which Satan wants to make his mark—ON YOUR SOUL AND WITH SUCH A MARK AS TO 
CAUSE YOU TO “SELL” THAT SOUL—TO HIM.  THERE IS NO PHYSICAL MARK which 
matters TO GOD. 

ILLNESS 

Why do we allow ourselves to be sick or compromised in some physical way?  Because it is as a “time 
out”.  When we are “sick” then surely the “others” will respect my circumstance and I won’t have to 
confront what REALLY troubles me.  Death is not as good a tool because relationships which were BAD 
in living color—become gray in remembering.  Death predominantly allows the remaining ones to suffer a 
lot and gain sympathy and, ultimately, the BAD relationships are remembered less and less as the good 
takes over.  This, of course, depends on the attention-gathering worth of the experience.  Sometimes a nice 
guy is remembered constantly as the “failure” that somehow destroyed the life of the living one remaining. 

My stance?  Let anyone remember me any way they choose (they will anyway).  If I have been true to self 
and God—it is their problem, not mine.  What you think of me is not my business—it is YOURS.  I live in 
goodness of intent ALL THE TIME—I make no EXCEPTIONS!  In so-doing I have only positive expec-
tations for and of all things which enter within my ‘spaces’.  Am I some “Goody two shoes”?  No, “I AM” 
and in that being I can have no lesser expectation of self than of GOD.  Therefore, I may well negotiate with 
students—I will NOT compromise and BE LESSER.  Just as a parent can negotiate with a child—to 
compromise TRUTH to serve the child is out of reason—for the parent is the parent and the child is the 
child.  RESPECT is the key word to be used here for Love is overworked and no longer understood in its 
meaning.  If you respect another you will be kind and gracious even if you disagree with conclusions and 
demands.  As the elder and hopefully “wiser” parent or teacher living in TRUTH (not La-La-Land), you 
WILL be able to offer respect, negotiate and resolve confrontations—not compromise that which you 
know to be RIGHT in favor of furthering evil upon your student or child.  You CAN allow and forgive 
differences without becoming the difference or blessing the actions of another.  Worse, if you FIGHT and 
deny—you strengthen the resolve in the other to NEVER hear truth and you insure the furthering of 
damage to that one you love. 

A child or student is most often on a “cause” of some kind so “your way” is the last “way” they want to hear 
if you be a parent or professor.  You don’t have to “bless” their foolishness but you can respect their right 
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to experience.  Why?  Because there is damned little you can do about it!  You have to release and allow 
and pray that your truth will someday be heard and honored.  You will also pray that wisdom does not have 
to run over them in death-bringing disease or a Mack truck. 

WHY  KILL  THE  MESSENGERS? 

Man has got to kill the messengers of truth.  Why?  Because evil cannot live or function in the face of truth 
and light.  A man cannot do that which is wrong or break the laws while the spotlight is shining upon him— 
UNLESS HE HAS FORCE TO BACK HIM UP.  So, the choices are to break out the light-bulbs and, 
in the darkness, the continuation of that which is unacceptable can be maintained or continued.  TRUTH IS 
KNOWN—it is the “cover up” job which is in point here.  Man doesn’t want to change because accepting 
truth brings terrible responsibility upon self.  KNOWING TRUTH demands of one to ACT in that truth IN 
SOME MANNER.  KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH!  Just KNOWING is but the catalyst that causes 
a NEED FOR RESPONSIBLE ACTION—ACCORDING TO YOUR ABILITY.  KNOWING re-
quires that we acknowledge ourselves as that which we ARE and not that from which we have been hiding. 

Why do I single out Wally and Dharma to “pick on”?  Because they have both asked me for answers—in 
genuine intent of desire to see and hear.  They are ones of so many we cannot count them—save to say that 
you are all but ONE and the heart cries out exactly the same—only in different circumstances.  It is not in 
the letter from Wally to E.J. and Doris that I find the important message—it is from Wally’s friend and wise 
comrade, reaching his century mark on his calendar, that I find the real message. 

I am pleased with what I witness in my friends.  I see growth which allows for severance of self in attempt 
to ease that “loneliness” or “pain” within another.  When our hearts can recognize the problem and realize 
the solution but can make no mark FOR that other—the souls are both saddened for that “other” beyond 
any feelings for self that might enter within the focus. 

What none of you seem to wish to face is that in your petitions to God for solutions to circumstances 
bearing problems, you GET YOUR RESPONSE.  VERY WISE AND THOUGHTFUL CHOICES 
PRESENT THEMSELVES—SO DO NOT OVERLOOK THE POSSIBILITIES. 

Perhaps, as with Wally G., opportunity may well be ringing the door-bell for solving several “problems” 
without severing any bonds but perhaps offering opportunity to strengthen them.  Sometimes separation 
from that which is secure and “comfortable” can provide more security in such a way as to sever conflict 
while producing ability to grow, seek and find direction and service. 

All the prophecies of any time for any where are NOTHING.  ONLY YOUR SCRIPT HAS VALIDITY, 
for all else is illusion.  A screen-writer has unique opportunities beyond that of others to bring to life a script. 
WE MUST REWRITE THE SCRIPT, WALLY.  WE MUST REWRITE ALWAYS IN SUCH A WAY 
AS TO OFFER HOPE AND POSSIBILITIES AND GROW FROM THOSE FIRST TINY FOOT-
STEPS—OFTEN SHOWN ON THE SHOULDERS OF THE GIANTS COME BEFORE US.  IF 
WE DO NOT REWRITE THE SCRIPT FOR EARTH AND EARTH-MAN, HE WILL DE-
STROY HIMSELF AND THE WONDROUS CREATION OFFERED FOR HIS STAGE.  CAN 
WE?  OF COURSE!  IT IS YOUR VERY TALENT, MY FRIEND—NOT MINE, NOT 
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DHARMA’S—YOURS!  We will each write our OWN script—but we know not how to make a film 
which can express LIFE PURPOSE and one film cannot serve ALL—so we need many, each more 
wondrous than that before.  Man hungers for LIFE—to escape his death walk.  But man has come so far 
into the darkness as to have to now be SHOWN alternative possibilities.  HE IS BLIND TO THAT 
WHICH IS and he must now remember WHO HE IS. 

We are continually focused on the loss(es), not the gains.  Let us take “religion” as a topic.  We feel loss 
and betrayal in the opportunities taken to destroy truth rather than build truth within the great halls of 
churches and accepted ritual.  No, consider that the failure of the churches and the preachers is your 
ASSURANCE that God is not some idiot being hanging on a tree branch.  God IS the tree branch and the 
LIFE—not the spilled blood of limited ritual.  HE IS THE TREE!  Each of HIS are also the TREE and 
lesser is not acceptable.  But MAN has forgotten and he must again be shown the way.  The Universe is 
God’s cathedral—you can only build your puny sticks and stone temples within HIS MIGHTY REALM 
as the ants build their nests within the places of their choosing.  THE SOUL IS THE HOLDER OF THIS 
WONDROUS UNIVERSE OF GOD—ALL OF IT!   MY SOUL/YOUR SOUL—ONE—HOLD-
ING ALL OF IT. 

How can you express this magnificent TRUTH?  By giving FREEDOM to soul and heart and God will 
express it!  You have but to put it to scripting and picture and we shall CREATE our holographic WHOLE-
NESS in truth and presentation.  WE SHALL CREATE OUR PLACE AND OUR “FUTURE”.  We only 
have to remember the “old”—while we turn to the “new” and, from that which is UNIVERSAL KNOWL-
EDGE—CREATE!  We are not limited to that which seems to be, however; that which we need for 
projecting CREATION is available in already manufactured equipment.  CREATION NEEDS NOTH-
ING MORE THAN SOUL AND MIND.  GOD IS CREATION—SATAN IS ONLY A MANUFAC-
TURER AND “USER” OF THAT WHICH IS ALREADY CREATED.  EVIL IS A DESTROYER— 
GOODNESS IS A CREATOR. 

Is each of us STRONG enough to do our task?  OF COURSE—HOW CAN YOU QUESTION GOD’S 
ABILITY TO KNOW? 

INSIGHT 

Will recognizing the truth of this message make things hunky-dory?  No, but responsible insight will make 
your journey more acceptable and worthy.  Choices will be easier—fulfilling the choices will not be much 
easier—depending on what the “problem” might be.  There are always solutions to problems but “trouble” 
takes on an endless life of its own.  Solutions to problems are only extensions of “trouble” if you fail to use 
them.  While you focus on your “trouble”, however, most of you MISS OPPORTUNITY. 

When you can take self to God and say, “Father, here am I—send me!” and MEAN IT solutions to 
problems will pour forth as a fountain in Spring.  But, you have to be willing to do it HIS way for it will 
almost always, with FEW exceptions, present differently than YOU perceived it would be.  When you 
learn this lesson—it will continually be MORE often AS YOU EXPECT IT.  Sometimes we must move 
away from continual confrontation of a problem to FIND SOLUTION.  This is neither evasion or avoid-
ing—it is called WISDOM. 
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We often cry to the wind in petition of why we did not sooner see and hear and know so that we could be 
vital and offer change.  For what and when?  NOW is all we have to express, my beloved ones.  “Too late” 
is not a concept in Truth.  That is a concept of the lie desiring to procreate itself in ever enlarging cycles of 
deceit.  You each have to make the choices, in TRUTH, and then, together, WE CAN FIND THE WAY! 
No man is an Island?  There is no such thing—for where there is a single man—there is also God and, even 
though Man may well consider limitations—GOD DOES NOT.  Don’t quote your birthdays counted, TO 
ME.  You have no concept of “OLD”.  I AM OLD and yet ye expect me to serve without interruption or 
ending!  Well, I expect you to serve without interruption or ending—what is wrong with that expectation? 
You expect of GOD—but do not want GOD to expect anything of you!  FORGET IT, kids, for GOD has 
total expectation of perfection from YOU.  HE also has patience for your learning experiences, but His 
patience for His elder students is not so forgiving in practice.  He expects that which is impossible from we 
of the guides and messengers.  And I can’t speak for YOU—but I certainly intend to not have disappoint-
ment written on my headstone.  I will stick around until our mission is FINISHED—no lesser is accept-
able. 

Most of this particular expression will be allowing ourselves to be used as a screen upon which others may 
find their own direction instructions.  We, through our expressing, often present the opportunity of experi-
ence and action which offers another a chance to express his own talents.  I example, how can you expect 
Gerry Spence to share his legal acumen with you if you have no “case”? 

Wally, I would appreciate your writing to Mr. Spence regarding taking this “case” of Ekkers.  He will be 
well paid from his “winning” and he will like the relationships formed here.  Keep it “simple” for he prides 
himself in his own simplicity and rightfully so—but the wisdom of your experience in honor of his wisdom 
gained is always appreciated.  Get his book and you will see that we can all learn greatly by his insight. 
HOW TO ARGUE AND WIN EVERY TIME.  Please write to him—twice; now, and then after you digest 
the wisdom within the pages of his book. 

You cannot begin to hope to change the judicial system unless you have leaders within the “profession” (sic 
sic) who have respect for LAW while demanding and expecting integrity and justice in that LAW.  Accept-
ing less is not enough.  There are plenty of able bodies and souls to accomplish this task of change—but it 
requires leaders and not “just” bank accounts.  There is no race, creed, color or sex to do these jobs of 
restructuring in integrity, just as there is no race, creed, color or sex which rended freedom and justice 
asunder.  It requires all men of truth to join together and accept no LESS.  It certainly is not a job for guns 
and bullets, swords or slings—it requires men worthy and able to stand forth on THE WORD IN RE-
SPONSIBLE STANCE. 

How do you win great damage settlements for someone like the Ekkers?  You tell the jury THE TRUTH. 
Further, you commit that the proceeds beyond absolute costs are FOR INSURING THAT, TO THE 
BEST OF OUR ABILITY, THE TYPE OF PAIN UPON THE EKKERS WILL BE STOPPED FROM 
VISITATION UPON OTHER CITIZENS, INCLUDING THOSE ON THE JURY!  You, further, ac-
complish that in PROOF by presenting the contract which serves same to the Constitutional Law Center 
for furthering investigation and prosecution of the culprit criminals who call themselves your political ser-
vants.  People desire JUSTICE, not for someone else to simply get rich off a decision.  Man wants 
BETTER but he can’t see how his input can be large enough to bring change—so give him a way to share 
in “winning”.  Winning is the allowance of right to overcome wrong, strength of justice to overcome cor-
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ruption, especially that which has infected the judicial system of the nations.  There is no religion or “sys-
tem” which can accomplish freedom and integrity save one goal in action and that is action in RIGHT-
NESS. 

GOD IS NOT A RELIGION—GOD IS LIFE!  When we stop categorizing God—we can almost see the 
way it IS.  GOD/SELF IS THE REALITY—ALL ELSE BUT STAGE SETTINGS AND TOOLS FOR 
OUR PERFORMANCE OF “OUR” PLAY.  IF WE HOLD THIS UPPERMOST, WE CANNOT 
FAIL, FOR “FAIL” CEASES TO HAVE MEANING. 

Has Dharma “failed” for not being able to write on the subjects under focus?  No, indeed not, dear 
students.  She has allowed us to share that which has REAL MEANING and not simply lessons of 
historical review.  We need to speak and share that which we are about, not limit selves to the history 
books and possibilities confused within chaos. 

We ARE soul and within the trappings (the trap) of human physical expression we are not allowed full 
awareness of that FACT.  We need to STOP, LOOK AND LISTEN.  We need to take the hand of the 
MAN—not of Galilee—but of GOD, that hand which creates the Sea and therefore stills the waters, 
calms our fears and allows realization.  We need to hold that hand within ourselves in remembering that it 
is our very breath, our LIFE, our SELF of which we speak.  In that realization we KNOW GOD and in 
that PRESENCE we will think again and again before we will act in opposition to the teachings of PER-
FECTION, for when we diminish selves we drag God with us, for HE will never abandon us.  Where have 
we dragged God this day?  Have we risen in HIS glory or dragged HIM within our dankness?  Do we 
rejoice in HIS flowers or do we tread upon His glorious gifts, seeking the things of physical non-value? 
Physical expression, students, has untold value but the value is not in the “things” which distract us and 
capture our senses.  The gold and silver used to provide LIFE in, say, colloids for good health and protec-
tion of body, are far more precious and lasting than all the trinkets which can be purchased on the face of 
a physical world.  But I ask you travelers: can you not have BOTH?  God wants you to have LIFE and 
PHYSICAL expression in abundance.  HE WILL, HOWEVER, INSIST YOU LEARN THE DIFFER-
ENCE IN VALUE.  There are pearls of great price which bring pleasure and treasure.  However, it is the 
pearl beyond price which is THE treasure.  WISDOM IS THAT PEARL. 

PEARLY  GATES 

Why are the gates to “heaven” referred to as Pearl?  Because the pearl is considered an expression of 
wisdom.  So, consider passage and sorting to be that which is presented “at the gates of passage” as 
wisdom and foolishness is confronted.  God refers to HIS crown of life as having Pearls abounding.  These 
are not oyster tumors, children, these are the crowning glory of accomplishment in that which holds real 
VALUE.  We work to acquire our dwelling place on the street of WISDOM and LIVE by that which is 
eternal, just and right.  All that is precious exists in its truest form in the Universal substance of being, very 
real and very available.  The lowest use for such treasure is presented to Man for his lessons and experi-
ence.  He then uses those priceless treasures for self indulgence and sets prices on their being and holds 
power or control by their bindings.  They have no meaning of same in that glorious expression wherein they 
are created and simply ARE, as are you.  These are the things of physical expression by which a SOUL 
can later measure its growth and stature.  It is not the “thing” in point here, it is the self perception of that 
“thing” and what actions will be utilized to acquire that “thing”.  To “not” have the “thing” if it would further 
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goodly cause is as erroneous in concept as taking it all for ego evaluation of self.  Can you not utilize the 
same tools used by evil without becoming the evil?  Are you so weak in your goodness as to be unable to 
not become the evil?  Herein lies the answer, beloved friends.  The answer to Life is not in avoiding living 
but to live in such a way as to produce greater abundance and LIFE—not evade it.  This ALWAYS 
COMES WITH KNOWING, LEARNING, AND ACTION IN RESPONSIBILITY.  EACH IS EX-
PRESSED IN PHYSICAL WAYS, BUT ALL ARE EMOTIONAL SOUL INTENT.  You CANNOT 
express goodness if the soul be steeped in evil.  Neither can you express evil—IF THE SOUL IS LIVING 
WITHIN GOD INTENT. 

This would seem to be enough for this letter, for to murder the topic is quite unacceptable.  The teacher 
must also learn, like a good lawyer, when to become silent. 

I cherish you beyond your understanding and I reach out and accept that love you share with me.  In that 
way, it becomes a GIFT for both of us. 

Gyeorgos 
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CHAPTER  5 

REC  #1    HATONN 

FRI., JUL. 7, 1995    7:16 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 325 

FRI.,  JUL. 7,  1995 

HONORS,  THEN  MOVE  ON 

As we sit to write this morning I find that we have a day’s work to do elsewhere, so we must decide in 
what sequence to best offer material on hand. 

DAVID  EMERSON  GUMAÉR 

Since we pulled the first two “topics” of GuMaér’s The Dark Side of the Force, and printed them in 
CONTACT, I am reluctant to leave his focus.  However, as he begins the final topic we find little about 
“players” in the game in the United States but a lot of material related to the Rosicrucians and his percep-
tions regarding symbology, etc.  It is not that I do not respect his perceptions that we must turn to other 
resource, but that we need to keep moving with the uncovering of entities RUNNING the Dark Side 
game. 

Until you understand the Spiritual aspect of the “Light Force” you are going to continue to focus on that 
which IS NOT.  You each have a tendency to turn to your “Bibles” of whatever doctrine you choose in 
which to “worship” and it is usually with MISunderstanding.  You somehow think YOU MUST HAVE A 
MAN TO PULL YOUR CONNECTION TOGETHER FOR YOU.  No, and until you can release that 
bondage on self you cannot individually become “whole”.  All you NEED is YOU AND GOD.  That 
means that to make progression you must turn to actions and intent toward and for “goodness” instead of 
breaking all the laws of God and Creation.  This disallows for ANOTHER to take YOUR SINS!  The 
MAN, Esu Jmmanuel (Emmanuel, later called “Jesus” by Saul of Tarsus, alias Paul), no matter how much 
that MAN might wish to do so, HE CANNOT!  He can petition for your lives and for mercy from God but 
he cannot do more—FOR YOU!—as relates to passage and God Creator.  HE MADE THAT VERY, 
VERY CLEAR!  So, unless you turn to the TEACHINGS and leave the MAN-WRITTEN doctrines 
aside, you CANNOT find the association with God of which you continually seek.  YOU MUST HAVE 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR SELF AND SELF-ACTION—AND ABOVE ALL, SELF-INTENT! 

Does this mean that there is NO truth in the “Good Books”?  Of course not, there is much truth in ALL 
things as to tales and parables but the RELATIONSHIP of God to Individual—IS INDIVIDUAL, AND 
ACCEPTS NO INTERMEDIARY TO TAKE A BURDEN OF SOUL.  It is the CHRIST path of 
goodness that you must seek and find, not a MAN in any clothing of physical expression.  You STILL 
worship a man on a cross—THAT MAN IS NOT LONGER ON THE CROSS, GOOD FRIENDS! 
Only YOU are hung up on some cross or another.  I care not whether your crosses are made of worm-
wood, dogwood, lilacs or rose-colored glass.  These are all things of MAN perception regarding PHYSI-
CAL “things”.  God, Christ, and conscience are things of the spiritual aspect. 
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I am asked, “But how do we access that inborn knowledge of the Laws of God?”  It is called CON-
SCIENCE!  Ponder it.  No man-written rules and regulations will offer the TRUTH OF GOD—only 
CONSCIENCE in INDIVIDUAL.  Spiritual Conscience is that which sets man apart from animal behav-
ior for it is of SOUL.  It is WHAT YOU DO WITH A CIRCUMSTANCE WHICH IS IMPORTANT, 
NOT THAT WHICH ANOTHER THINKS OR DOES! 

We will get on with those most urgently important aspects of your soul expression, but right now we must 
allow you insight within the enemy camp so that you can make it through long enough to come into realiza-
tion of that which IS.  There are players in this game on physical Earth which must be recognized.  Some 
are but puny, pukish lackeys of other Elite and higher panderers but they are important.  Henry Kissinger, 
Soviet Agent, is one such entity.  YOU have given him a great place of honor and it has been a grave error 
in judgment.  He is full political expression of the Little Gray Reptilian Aliens—warped, distorted, homosexual, 
serves Lucifer/Satan and makes no “bones” about it.  Is homosexual bad?  In these types of instances, 
YES—because the “acts” brought forth in realization are totally immoral and absolute in their abusiveness. 
The man is a traitor to everything he touches.  And yet, you can check on the other players in his game by 
the things that happen.  Kissinger has been a one-man demolition team for the downfall of New Zealand 
and Australia.  But look what happens in honor of that status, and the press releases hit every major paper 
in the world. 

Before turning temporarily from the GuMaér material I would find it remiss if I didn’t move to the very end 
of GuMaér’s letter to Rick Martin regarding his circumstances at present. 

I will offer it exactly as written [quoting]: 

“...As I sit to write these final lines, Rick, I am forced by circumstances beyond my control to live out my 
final years in exile, far from my native land.  I am now, in fact, a man without a country, hunted by the FBI 
as a fugitive from federal injustice.  After having been a full decade ago branded by the National Crime 
Information Center (NCIC) computer in Washington, D.C. as “one of the 100 most potentially dangerous 
Right-wing terrorists in the United States” (while an active member of the North Point Teams then in-
volved in materially aiding the genuine anti-Communist Contra effort in Central America), I was cleverly 
set up and entrapped in an automatic weapons exchange operation by the FBI and the ATF.  To bring this 
about, the Feds—who no longer are concerned with Communist subversion—used a team of Ari-
zona Police Department undercover agents who posed as patriotic Vietnam-era war veterans and sincere 
“friends”, individuals who claimed that they were truly concerned with “an alarming buildup of Soviet and 
North Korean Communist forces in Northern Mexico”. 

The Feds had also infiltrated an anti-Communist group in Northern Arizona known as The Arizona Pa-
triots [H: Harken up!], headed by Ty Hardin, then set them up as well by actually planting EXPLO-
SIVES, “illegal” weapons, sabotage maps, and other “incriminating” items on their ranches.  [H: What 
might THIS information do to your reconsideration of WHO might be involved in the Oklahoma 
City bombing and the set-up of innocent patriots for taking the BLAME?]  Two of these Federally- 
funded agent provocateurs, James R. Jarrett and Billy Sivils, even agitated for this basically benign 
group of true war veterans to rob an armored car in Las Vegas, blow up an IRS center, and even attack 
a Jewish Synagogue!  I actually HEARD Jarrett demanding some “action” on all this FBI/ATF inspired 
mayhem.  And the Feds would have carried it off had I not inadvertently nipped it in the bud.  I will not at 
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this time name the third police officer involved in all this because I know he was coerced by the Feds into 
playing his repugnant role—or go to prison himself.  To his credit, he at least warned me in advance that 
I too was about to be arrested, which then blew the Fed’s carefully-crafted, set-up operation against The 
Arizona patriots.  Nevertheless, most of them went to prison for “Conspiracy to commit” these acts— 
although they had no real intention of ever carrying them out. 

When later hauled into a Denver court on eight counts of Aid and Abet, the Federal Judge told me sternly 
that I was facing 80 years in prison for my ‘crime’, this even though I had never even seen or touched one 
of the weapons in question!  The judge who was then to try my case, by the way, was a Russian-Jew.  But 
shortly thereafter, after having been very quietly informed by an old ex-FBI Special Agent friend of mine in 
Washington that the word was that I was to be murdered in prison—”because I knew too much”—I 
instead chose FREEDOM.  God help me.  And may Almighty God in His infinite mercy protect and 
preserve the land that I love. 

For God, Family & Country, 

/s/ David Emerson GuMaér. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Doesn’t leave much to say does it?  This is what I call “living to serve” and it impresses me so very much 
more than “dying to serve”.  Citizens, you walk in troubled times, but if we don’t keep right on walking, we 
shall never gain the destination of our journey within GOD. 

[QUOTING:] 

Christ Church Press (June, 1995): 

KISSINGER  GIVEN  KNIGHTHOOD 

[H: You know, just like George Bush, et al.] 

London—Henry Kissinger, the veteran statesman and former United States Secretary of State, is to be 
awarded an honorary knighthood, Britain’s Foreign Office has announced. 

The award, to be presented to Dr. Kissinger by the Queen in London on June 20, was for his contribution 
to Anglo-US relations, it said yesterday. 

The Nobel laureate, Secretary of State under Richard Nixon and his successor Gerald Ford, was recom-
mended for the award by British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd. 

After his award, he will be able to use the initials KCMG—short for Knight Commander in the Most 
Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George [H: May these poor dears rest in peace.] after 
his name.  But as an American, he will not be allowed to call himself “Sir”. 
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While the reasons for the award were NOT GIVEN, commentators noted that Dr. Kissinger was a key 
speaker at a conference arranged by the Foreign Office this year to discuss Britain’s place in the world. 

In his speech, he dismissed calls from analysts for Washington to switch its “special relationship” from 
Britain to Germany. 
Dr. Kissinger, who was awarded the 1973 Nobel Peace Prize for his role in talks to end the Vietnam War, 
joins a distinguished list of U.S. dignitaries awarded an honorary knighthood.  Others include Gen-
eral Colin Powell and General Norman Schwarzkopf for their roles in the Gulf War.  [H: And 
we all know about Skull and Bones Bush.]  Reuter’s News Service. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

PILES  OF  INFORMATION 

There is so much written about Kissinger in everything related to the New World Zionist Order that we 
cannot RE-offer it all or even begin to bring a summary.  The man himself has been replaced so many times 
as to be a total idiot but symbolically he remains in place.  I am not going to take the time to express much 
about said entity but there is an author, FRANK A. CAPELL, who wrote a relatively short dissertation on 
the subject of Henry Kissinger—Soviet Agent. 

This book appeared to be the sole possession of Criminal Politics but that is an illusion.  This is not 
copyrighted material and has been reproduced many, many times.  Mr. Patterson of Criminal Politics is 
simply a clever entrepreneur. 

Frank A. Capell was a VERY CLOSE friend of David Emerson GuMaér and we are pleased to take 
this information and serialize it for your information. 

Mr. Kissinger promised to “take out” Criminal Politics and sue any and everyone who touched the 
material and spoke out against him personally.  Well, Dharma hit the top of Kissinger’s Hit List the first year 
of her writing in 1989.  We print nothing which is not elsewhere offered for we are an information re-
source—not a REVELATION FORTUNE TELLING CENTER.  It doesn’t make the trip much easier 
but the taking out of Dharma becomes less important when it is known that the information has many other 
sources and taking her out becomes only a focus on idiocy. 
You have to remember that the Soviet Union was organized by International Zionism—and the facts are 
that the very coup d’etat in Moscow in August of 1991 was nothing more than a front for International 
Zionism designed to further the aim of a World Zionist government.  This is FACT, not fanciful ramblings. 
Remember, more importantly, that this same group of Zionist Khazarians FOUNDED THE COMMU-
NIST CONCEPT AND PARTY.  Even the term “Communist” is not defined according to TRUTH in 
definition so don’t expect nice communal concepts—it means a total totalitarian Fascist form of tyranny. 

It is an accepted premise that Frank Capell’s position was that Henry Kissinger was a Soviet agent and 
that implies that Kissinger was also a “Zionist agent”.  Well, we ALL KNOW THAT, don’t we?  Kissinger 
utilized the Soviet Union and the KGB as a front to destabilize the free world and gain control of various 
world governments on behalf of Zionism.  The major resource for KGB atrocities were pulled directly 
from the Israeli Secret Service, the Mossad. 
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Henry Kissinger has been busier than almost all other “single” entities in poppin’ up here and there and 
became recognized as the most involved person in the world in “China Ventures”.  He is, in fact, a partner/ 
manager in that very thing called “China Ventures”.  He became a full partner for $75 million, with the 
RED CHINESE government—a FULL PARTNER! 

Who is/was the partner in China?  The China International Trust and Investment Corporation (CITIC). 
This is the merchant banking firm run by the Chinese government, the purpose of which was far more than 
simply “making money”. 

The purpose of the partnership was to destroy American industries and the economic viability of the 
U.S. economy through the use of cheap slave labor production.  It worked very well.  You even have 
a steady flow of prison products on the world markets, especially the American markets. 

Who were Kissinger’s most representative local partners—IN YOUR GOVERNMENT?  Oh, people 
like Eagleburger, Brent Scowcroft (the Mormon leadership), Nixon, Carter, et al. 

Then to turn to the Middle East you had the genocide effort against the people of Iraq.  And then there was 
the “funding” of Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait.  Is this some contradictory slip of the lip?  No. 
Henry Kissinger was to his ears in the funding of Saddam Hussein’s invasion.  Henry Kissinger is, after all, 
a member of one of the subsidiary boards of the Banko Nationale de Lavoro.  It was through the 
Atlanta branch of the BNL bank that $4 billion in illegal loans were funnelled to Saddam Hussein.  Some-
thing that died after ONE press release was also a bank set up in New York by Eagleburger, Scowcroft, 
et al. (check on their “Knighthood” also), SPECIFICALLY for the purpose of funding that Iraq war.  It 
faded into the sunset as abruptly as John Wayne would ride his horse into same. 

It was the policy of International Zionism, through Henry Kissinger, to see to it that Saddam had all the 
money he would need to conduct a military buildup in preparation for invading Kuwait.  Readers, 
THIS IS NOT SECRET ANY LONGER.  International Zionism through Great Britain’s adventures caused 
the invasion of Kuwait.  But, then, you find Kissinger and Kissinger and Associates running all the coun-
tries involved in every war.  They go in as advisers and then manage the mutilation and demolition of the 
country chosen (e.g. Somalia). 

Genocide is the chosen solution by International Zionism against the Arab people as part of their policy to 
find solutions for the problem of population imbalance.  In less than 20 years the Arab populations sur-
rounding Israel would be such as to overrun the nation of Israel and that NEW HOMELAND OF THE 
UNITED STATES is not yet established to allow for that event—YET. 

So what came next?  Henry Kissinger was deputized by the leaders of World Zionism to organize, with 
George Bush acting as a puppet, the invasion of Iraq.  Note who all got “Knighted” out of the deal: Bush, 
Colin Powell and General Norman Schwarzkopf—recognizing their full allegiance to a FOREIGN 
POWER(S).  This, in simple English: is TREASON!! 

In that little war more than 150,000 civilians were “holocausted”, the first bombing raid was by Israeli 
military using U.S. planes and the figures come directly from the United States Census Bureau.  May God 
have mercy on your ignorance.  And please, if you have nasty comments or Mr. Kissinger is interested, 
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please focus on Criminal Politics to the attention of Mr. L. Patterson.  He is hooked up with a business 
deal of a major illegal kind with a MAJOR ELDER BANK IN LONDON!  Mr. Patterson was, and I 
suppose still is, a major user of the Elite Bank, Hambros.  Mr. Patterson doesn’t like us very much for we 
interfered with some of his PERSONAL business exchanges a few years back.  Too bad for such a rift, he 
offers a LOT of information on the Jewish “movement” but doesn’t seem to recognize the difference in his 
“Christian” cross in the fish symbol and Zionism.  There isn’t any—save the names tossed about in the 
effort to get more money into his own coffers.  Oh well!  We enjoy having the buffer of others offering the 
INFORMATION FIRST so that we are just tag-alongs.  By now the information is PROVEN in content 
and we can honor the research authors and not the “usurpers”. 

We watch the quarrel going on between Patterson and SPOTLIGHT and feel graced beyond words to be 
ignored by BOTH. 

[QUOTING:] 

HENRY  KISSINGER, 
SOVIET  AGENT,  PART  1 

by Frank A. Capell, 1974 

Mr. Capell died after a brief illness in 1980. 

INTRODUCTION 

On March 20, 1974 an article entitled “The Kissinger Caper” by Frank A. Capell appeared in The 
Review of the News which showed that a former general in Communist Intelligence states that Henry A. 
Kissinger was a Soviet agent before he went to Harvard University.  The impact of this article resulted in 
the reprint and distribution of over 100,000 copies; thousands of letters were sent to senators, congress-
men and other government officials.  [H: Not much changes, does it?  Please don’t be forgetting 
Clinton’s affiliation with the KGB along with his Rhodes scholarship at Oxford!  The nest of 
traitors is great, my friends.] 

Invariably, the replies to these letters stated that Henry Kissinger was investigated on three occa-
sions—in 1961, 1969, and 1973—and was given the necessary security clearances.  These replies were 
based on information supplied by the State Department.  What was not stated, however, is that security 
clearances were granted by the Department of State IN SPITE of derogatory information developed 
during the FBI full-field investigations. 

The fact is that Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter White, John Abt, Virginius Frank Coe, Laurence Duggan, 
Charles Kramer, and a long list of others who have since been identified as Communists and members of 
Soviet espionage rings, were also investigated by the FBI and were also given the necessary security 
clearances. 

If it seems incredible that a Secretary of State can be a Soviet agent, remember that Alger Hiss was a 
top adviser to President Franklin D. Roosevelt and was one of the principal founders of the United Na-
tions.  High ranking government intelligence officials and government advisers not only in the United States 
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but in Great Britain, France and other countries have been identified as Soviet agents.  The Senate Internal 
Security Subcommittee, after a lengthy (bi-partisan) investigation and the testimony of many witnesses, 
issued a report entitled “Interlocking Subversion in Government Departments”.  What was true then (1953) 
holds true today.  The report stated: 

The Soviet international organization has carried on a successful and important penetration of 
the United States Government and this penetration has not been fully exposed. 

This penetration has extended from the lower ranks to top-level policy and operating positions 
in our Government. 

The agents of this penetration have operated in accordance with a distinct design fashioned by 
their Soviet superiors. 

Members of this conspiracy helped to get each other into Government, helped each other to rise 
in Government and protected each other from exposure. 

The general pattern of this penetration was first into agencies concerned with economic recov-
ery, then to warmaking agencies, then to agencies concerned with foreign policy and postwar plan-
ning, but always moving to the focal point of national concern. 

In general, the Communists who infiltrated our Government worked behind the scenes—guid-
ing research and preparing memoranda on which basic American policies were set, writing speeches 
for Cabinet officers, influencing congressional investigations, drafting laws, manipulating admin-
istrative reorganizations—always serving the interest of their Soviet superiors. 

Thousands of diplomatic, political, military, scientific, and economic secrets of the United States 
have been stolen by Soviet agents in our Government and other persons closely connected with the 
Communists. 

Despite the fact that the Federal Bureau of Investigation and other security agencies had re-
ported extensive information about this Communist penetration, little was done by the executive 
branch to interrupt the Soviet operatives in their ascent in Government until Congressional com-
mittees brought forth to public light the facts of the conspiracy. 

Powerful groups and individuals within the executive branch were at work obstructing and 
weakening the effort to eliminate Soviet agents from positions in Government. 

Members of this conspiracy repeatedly swore to oaths denying Communist Party membership 
when seeking appointments, transfers, and promotions and these falsifications have, in virtually 
every case, gone unpunished.... 

Policies and programs laid down by members of the Soviet conspiracy are still in effect within 
our Government and constitute a continuing hazard to our national security. 

Henry A. Kissinger appears to be an Untouchable.  Most government officials and elected officers are 
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hesitant to criticize him although his policies and programs invariably have strengthened the international 
Communist conspiracy at the expense of our national security and the U.S. pocketbook.  Understandably, 
Kissinger has the support of many; Alger Hiss was also favored with the support of many at the time he 
was arrested for perjury in connection with turning over secret documents to the Soviet Union.  Among 
those who rallied to his defense and testified on his behalf were the Secretary of State, a Supreme Court 
Justice and other high government officials.  They eulogized him and attested to his fine character, loyalty 
and patriotism.  There are millions of people in Eastern Europe living in Communist police states today as 
a result of President Roosevelt’s acceptance of the advice of Alger Hiss. 

To further strengthen the Communist regimes of the U.S.S.R. and Red China, Henry A. Kissinger has 
enabled them to obtain billions of dollars of credit and through his efforts the Communist governments of 
the once free nations of Eastern Europe have been made to appear legitimate. 

Tom Anderson, National Chairman of the American Party, sent a copy of “The Kissinger Caper” to 
every Member of both Houses of Congress and to 9,000 newspapers.  So powerful is the influence and 
protection surrounding Henry Kissinger that the major news media have avoided any mention of it. 
This, therefore is the reason for this book. 

“JUST  CALL  ME  EXCELLENCY” 

The most powerful man in world politics today is Henry A. Kissinger, who started at the top and rose 
even higher.  Upon his election as President of the United States, Richard Nixon selected Kissinger as his 
most important adviser on foreign policy, his official title being National Security Adviser.  It developed that 
the American people would have had Kissinger no matter who won the election in 1968.  Nixon’s oppo-
nent, Hubert Humphrey, stated some time later that he would have selected Henry Kissinger for the same 
job had he been elected.  Who is this man who seems to be in charge in not only the United States but the 
world?  What are the qualifications which made him the one man both candidates for the presidency 
needed in order to run the country?  Is it his “brilliance”, his important “connections” or the fact that he is 
a secret Communist agent, protected on orders from Moscow by all under its control so that he may rise 
in power, unscathed and undetected, to carry out plans for world conquest?  Perhaps it is all three. 

When Kissinger was about to embark on his rise to world power via the Nixon Administration he tried 
to conceal his brilliance from the American people.  He had written an article which was about to be 
published in Foreign Affairs, the publication of the Council on Foreign Relations.  Kissinger tried unsuc-
cessfully to get the board of the magazine to drop the article, and failing that, to make some changes in the 
manuscript.  The article appeared, however, exactly as Kissinger had written it and Kissinger was con-
gratulated on its “brilliance”.  His reply: “The last thing in the world I want to be at this point is publicly 
brilliant.”  Whether publicly or privately, Kissinger is undoubtedly brilliant. 

Kissinger’s known “important connections” are the Rockefellers.  For ten years before becoming 
President Nixon’s top aide, Kissinger had been chief foreign policy adviser to Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller 
who reportedly “recommended him enthusiastically” to Mr. Nixon.  Kissinger was a Rockefeller man 
politically, having attended both the 1964 and the 1968 Republican conventions as a Rockefeller aide, 
hoping his man would get the presidential nomination.  During his student days Kissinger had received a 
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Rockefeller Fund fellowship for political theory.  He aroused Nelson Rockefeller’s personal interest at a 
conference in 1955 and in 1956 he worked for the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc. as director of the over- 
all Special Studies Project (1955-7) “to develop concepts that might be helpful in meeting the challenges 
America faces today.” 

An anti-Communist who infiltrated Polish Communist Intelligence and rose to the equivalent rank of 
general has now named Henry Kissinger as a Soviet agent, recruited into a special group known as ODRA 
while he was a sergeant in the U.S. Armed Forces in Germany during World War II.  The information 
obtained from this general was found to be accurate in all cases where it was checked out.  He was 
responsible for uncovering a long list of KGB (Soviet Intelligence) and GRU (Soviet Military Intelligence) 
agents and officers.  Among these were Soviet Colonel Kolon Molody, alias Gordon Lonsdale, and his 
four agents, Henry Houghton, Ethel Gee, and Peter and Helen Kroger, alias Cohen, operating in Great 
Britain.  Through Houghton was developed the case of KGB agent John Vassal of British Naval Intelli-
gence.  Another case was that of George Blake, a very high British Intelligence official connected with MI- 
6 in London. 

In Israel he disclosed the case of Col. Israel Beer, alias Bieber, who was the military adviser to the 
Israeli Government; in Sweden there was the case of Colonel Stig Eric Wennerstrom who actually was a 
KGB general.  Other cases uncovered through information supplied by this source were Heinz Felfe, Hans 
Clemens, Fuhrmann and others in West German Intelligence who were actually working under KGB 
orders.  [H: Still think it IMPOSSIBLE to have a “conspiracy” in the O.J. Simpson matter?]  In 
Denmark there was the case of Blekinberg and in France the case of Bitonski.  Firmly entrenched KGB 
and GRU networks in many parts of the Free World were not only uncovered by this informant but the 
individuals were arrested, tried and convicted.  In the United States, however, no action was taken on his 
information. 

It was in 1961 and 1962 that our source informed the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) about Kissinger 
who at that time appeared to be an unimportant Harvard professor.  In 1973 he again brought the matter 
to the attention of the British Security Service and American Intelligence since Kissinger was no longer 
“unimportant”, having become President Nixon’s National Security Adviser.  Having gotten no response in 
official circles to this terribly important information, the general decided to make the information concern-
ing Kissinger public.  Since the controlled press and communications media have given no publicity to the 
charges concerning Kissinger, only those persons with access to small independent publications have 
learned that Kissinger has been named as a Soviet agent.  Many persons, however, have come to this 
conclusion based solely on his activities. 

One event which coincided almost exactly with the general’s revelation about Kissinger was the mar-
riage of Kissinger to Miss Nancy Maginnes who had been waiting for some time with her bags packed for 
the go-ahead signal to jump into her wedding gown.  Miss Maginnes is another Rockefeller protegé.  After 
a short honeymoon in Acapulco, the Kissingers departed for the Middle East, remaining for over a month 
while Henry produced a peace plan which ostensibly has been accepted by the opposing camps. 

While Kissinger’s official position now is Secretary of State in the United States of America, his 
activities range far beyond that limited area.  When asked how he was to be addressed when he assumed 
the Secretaryship, Mr. Kissinger replied, “Just call me Excellency”.  Will Mr. Kissinger rise to head the 
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world government he is preparing and promoting, or will he step aside so that the man behind him, Nelson 
Rockefeller, may have that high honor?  [H: Well, we all know what happened to the Rockefeller 
brothers—DON’T WE?  The same fate awaited Hank Kissinger as well but that is a whole other 
story and we are presenting what was KNOWN and “public” at the time of this book’s writing, 
1974.  This does NOT MEAN THAT THERE IS LACK OF PLENTY OF ROCKEFELLERS 
AND KISSINGERS AROUND—BUT YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU SEE WHEN YOU 
SEE ONE OF THEM.] 

The shape of the new world government was foretold in Commentary, the official magazine of the 
American Jewish Committee in New York, which stated in 1958: “The international government of the 
United Nations, stripped of its legal trimming, then is really the international government of the United 
States and the Soviet Union acting in unison.”  What began as a Nixon-Kissinger program to end the cold 
war by “detente” is now emerging as an alliance between the United States and the Soviet Union.  The 
United States has spent hundreds of billions of dollars in the form of foreign aid and military assistance 
supposedly in an effort to halt the spread of international Communism.  Two wars, in Korea and South 
Vietnam, took the lives of many thousands of Americans and cost the U.S. taxpayers many billions of 
dollars, allegedly to contain Communism.  Both North Korea and North Vietnam were primarily supplied 
with military requirements in the form of planes, guns, tanks and other military hardware by the Soviet 
Union with whom the United States has now entered an alliance which is being sold to the American public 
as an easing of tensions. 

Kissinger stated in Moscow on March 25, 1974: “Our greatest goal is that over the next three years 
we can make the relationship that has grown up between our two peoples—and our leaders—irreversible.” 
Acknowledging the obstacles and domestic opposition to detente in the United States, he announced: “We 
are pledged to remove them.”  On this, his sixth known trip to the Soviet Union, Henry Kissinger met with 
top officials of the Soviet Union.  A joint communique was released which pointed out that in view of the 
favorable development of bilateral relations in a number of directions determined by the agreements signed 
by the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A., the two sides intend to develop further mutually beneficial ties and 
businesslike cooperation in trade, economic, and scientific and technological areas, on a long-term basis. 
[H: Readers, you have SEEN THIS COME TO PASS!] 

The ever increasing trade with the Soviet Union which is strengthening the world Communist move-
ment is the result of a concerted effort on the part of the Nixon-Kissinger Administration.  While the United 
States still faces a serious energy shortage and should be developing its own resources rather than those of 
the Soviet Union, it has been revealed that U.S. oil equipment and service suppliers are planning to sell 
billions of dollars worth of their products to Russia. 

In testimony before the Senate Finance Committee, Secretary of State Kissinger clearly indicated that 
the Nixon Administration policy of accommodating the Soviet Union now has priority over U.S. relations 
with Western nations.  Obviously, this is against the interests of the United States.  While Henry Kissinger 
shuttles back and forth, practicing his personal diplomacy with the Soviet Union, Communist China, the 
Middle East and Communist satellite countries, the details of negotiations are kept secret not only from the 
American public but even from the Congress of the United States.  Israel Knesset member, Gad Yaacobi, 
who had been a student of Henry Kissinger at Harvard University’s International Seminar, has disclosed 
that in 1967 he made notes from Kissinger’s lectures and one included a precise plan of what subse-
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quently happened in American relations with China, Vietnam, Russia and the Mid-East.  Kissinger 
would seem to be working according to a master plan. 

Informed Washington sources state that Kissinger enters into agreements with, and commitments to, 
Communist leaders without White House or Congressional approval although by law this approval is 
required in most cases.  It has also been disclosed that in negotiating in the Middle East, Henry Kissinger 
represented both the U.S. and the Soviet Government at the same time.  He visited the Egyptian capital, 
spoke with the Egyptian president and  only hours later it was announced that the United States would 
restore diplomatic relations with the Egyptian Government.  It took a little longer for the information to 
reach the United States that a U.S. Navy team (headed by an admiral) would clear the mines from the Suez 
Canal and the U.S. would spend approximately $25 million helping to open up the Suez Canal for ship-
ping. 

Washington sources report that Henry Kissinger had committed the United States in advance to ap-
prove of the Soviet wheat deal (known as the “great grain robbery”) which not only has tripled the price of 
wheat but caused a shortage of feed grains.  This, in turn, caused the price of meat and many other 
products to skyrocket.  The result... many millions of extra cost dollars were borne by American house-
wives. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 1] 

It is difficult to find a suitable place to break the writings when the steps of power are so well defined and 
outlaid.  However, life is what goes on while we prefer to make other plans.  We will close this chapter and 
take up with a plan to assassinate Chinese Communist dictator Mao Tsetung and how Kissinger managed 
to clean out a lot of top-level Chinese.  He is truly not a very nice man, readers. 

These recent pieces of information are clearly available for the researching NOW, so please, do not come 
back in denial.  These are not speculations and underground whisperings—THESE ARE FACTUAL 
EVIDENCE. 
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CHAPTER  6 

REC  #1    HATONN 

MON., JUL. 10 1995    7:04 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 328 

MON.,  JUL. 10,  1995 

A  NEW  DAY 

Pause to think just a minute before you go on, readers.  Just take a brief moment to realize the wonder and 
wealth you possess as this day is viewed.  If it be morning, God has granted you a potential of several hours 
of experience within the lighted presentation of His cycle.  Do not dwell upon that which is “not” nor upon 
that which is “beyond”—simply perceive the NOW so that you can allow your mind to sort, for you, the 
importance and priorities of this moment. 

Look upon the MIRACLES about you.  Every moment is a miracle, every piece of wood, paper, cup, 
paper clip, hairpin or flower is a miracle of mind production.  If SOMEONE can present the world with a 
safety pin, a staple machine, sticky tape, a boundary-layer bladeless Tesla turbine or pump, a mighty tree, 
a grain of sand—you witness MIRACLES beyond calculation.  Someone created colored pens which 
allow for that which is beneath it to be seen and simply high-lighted.  Someone perfected cameras to 
present you with actual pictures so that faces of those you have not seen, actually, are every day recogni-
tion for your senses.  How much of ALL THESE WONDERS do YOU miss? 

How many of you are saturated with the death of man and planet, arguments over how to die, the art of 
dying, the acceptance of death as a violent happening, “death with dignity” and on and on—while the ART 
OF LIVING is overlooked—hidden behind the muck of a daily zombie-walk through the “order” of the 
day (or disorder as the case may well be)??? 

SERENITY 

You feel no serenity this Monday morn as you trudge off to your trade or whatever is upon you?  Some of 
you are awaiting something as disinteresting as the beginning of the “defense” opening of the Simpson trial. 
Why not FEEL that opening in terms of human dignity, respect and try “innocent until and unless proven 
guilty!”  What flow of life will awash you this day? 

Let me remind you that serenity and peace are a ‘STATE OF BEING’ just as Christness, evil, beauty, love 
and mind-set are ‘states of being’!   If you firmly plant, and allow to root, these things of soul, they are 
ever-present from which to pull strength and stability out of the chaos of whatever comes upon your 
senses.  You do not have to BE A PHOENIX to dwell with, and fly with, the Phoenix. 

You might well be thankful that you cannot ever reach that total complacency of full serenity.  For that 
totality of expression is for Higher realization while experience is the name of the game in a third-dimen-
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sional electric-sensing manifestation.  If you could achieve, in this expression, that total oneness with God 
and experience, there would be no physical world of expression about you.  You would never have need 
to improve self or environment.  You would stop growing, because there would be no reason to learn 
more than that which you know.  You would become bored, and shackled by that very boredom. 

Even those things in Nature which appear to be so serene and beautiful are struggling entities within 
themselves as growing, changing—ever changing—organisms aspiring to fulfill whatever destiny might be 
their own. 

The most important things of living are the abilities to accept the struggles as a part of the beauty of life and 
not as blemishes upon it.  If you cannot climb the mountain before you—then, walk around it!  Better yet, 
why do you not ignore the mountain and find the fulfillment which is within your grasp on your side of the 
mountain? 

Look at each incident, each struggle, each joy—as that which it is—a passing expression to be perceived 
any way in which you choose. 

FROM  LESTER  IN  NEW  ZEALAND 

Dharma has before her a card from a dear friend in New Zealand.  This is a young man who FEELS the 
pain of the world in her struggle, his nation in downfall and the plight of each of you in this journey.  Like 
most who write and share, there is no physical touch, no recognition by proximity, and yet bonds among 
our tribe are so strong as to allow no UNKNOWING.  This card came this past week in recognition of 
that which is “going wrong” in lives here—and his own, there.  People will send that which reflects them-
selves as they reach out a helping hand or a few words of support.  An unknown author wrote some words 
worthy of remembering and it is a shared thought for a minute in time to express between self and all who 
would be in attachment at any given moment.  It might be heart-warming to realize that this comes from 
New Zealand but duplicates have arrived here over the years from several other places, including Canada 
and South Africa.  Perhaps this might be a tribal motto: 

DON’T  QUIT! 

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will, 
When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill, 
When the funds are low and the debts are high, 
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh, 

When care is pressing you down a bit, 
Rest if you must, but don’t you quit. 

Success is failure inside out— 
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt, 

And you never can tell how close you are, 
It may be near when it seems afar; 

So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit, 
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It’s when things seem worst that you mustn’t quit! 
I like the little picture on the back, however.  There is a daisy smiling and underneath in caption: This card 
is printed on environmentally-friendly board from Finland where three new trees are planted for each 
one cut down. 

Now, may I leave you with a thought for the day, please.  Let us consider stopping the slaughter of our 
trees, PLEASE.  They offer you the very breath of life necessary for your survival.  STOP CUTTING 
THEM DOWN.  BETTER “PAPER” UPON WHICH TO WRITE, PRINT AND SHARE CAN BE 
MADE FROM THE PRODUCTS YOU NOW USE FOR CREATION OF ENERGY AND RUN-
NING AUTOMOBILES HITHER AND YON IN YOUR INSANE NEED TO CONTINUE IN 
CHAOS. 

Let us turn to the energy of the Universe and allow for the building staples of life, which you extract by 
killing living things, to live on and produce that which gives more abundant life.  Oh indeed, there are 
plastics made from crude oil which are harder, as cuttable and durable as the hardest seasoned wood. 
There are fabrics which are more beautiful and glorious than the natural fibers—but when considering the 
natural fibers, THAT is their purpose, to clothe you, feed you and attend you. 

You have allowed less than 3% of your population to destroy the entire structure and lives of the remainder 
of YOU-THE-PEOPLE through their never-ending greed for power and control and your TRAINED 
habits of doing exactly as the SLAVE, as you are told. 

I would like to continue on with the input regarding our icon of cabalistic, Talmudic realization, Henry A. 
Kissinger, Soviet agent.  However, let it be known that this is not as important, possibly, for your under-
standing as the realization that this man is, more distinctly, a British Agent. 

June 30, 1995 Executive Intelligence Report has an editorial regarding Kissinger’s newly acquired “Knight-
hood” through the British Crown which I find both amusing and accurate: 

[QUOTING:] 

HENRY  KISSINGER  ON 
THE  ROAD  TO  ASCOT 

On June 20, Henry Kissinger was awarded the title of Honorary Knight Commander of the Order of 
St. Michael and St. George, by Queen Elizabeth.  This rank of Knighthood is usually reserved for recom-
mendations for British foreign service or diplomatic personnel. 

That same day, Kissinger attended the Royal Ascot races with Prince Philip and the Queen.  Front- 
page newspaper photos show Sir Henry, wearing a top hat, in attendance on the Royal Couple as the three 
were taken to the races in a horse-drawn carriage.  Sometimes, as in this case, a picture is worth a 
thousand words.  Here we see the flapjowled former U.S. Secretary of State and National Security 
Adviser, shamelessly flaunting his reward for his decades-long service to the British Crown. 

For those who are familiar with Kissinger’s May 10, 1982 speech before the Royal Institute of Inter-
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national Affairs, at Chatham House in London, this will not come as a complete surprise.  [H: Is it not 
wondrous when you can read something like this and KNOW BOTH THE PLAYERS INVOLVED, 
THE PLACES, AND ABOVE ALL—WHO THEY ARE AND HOW THEY FIT INTO THE 
WORLD TAPESTRY?]  In that speech, Kissinger admitted that his first loyalty was to the British gov-
ernment when he was National Security Adviser. 

In that speech, he said of the postwar period: “The British were so matter-of-factly helpful that they 
became a participant in internal American deliberations, to a degree probably never before practiced 
between sovereign nations.  In my period in office, the British played a seminal part in certain American 
bilateral negotiations with the Soviet Union—indeed, they helped draft the key document.  In my White 
House incarnation then, I kept the British Foreign Office BETTER INFORMED and MORE 
CLOSELY ENGAGED THAN I DID THE AMERICAN STATE DEPARTMENT...” 

The Ascot Races, the premier social event of the London “season”, and the award of a knighthood 
seem to be quintessentially British rituals, but of course, in reality they represent ceremonies which put the 
window dressing on the role of the British Royal Family as protagonists in an international oligarchy which 
is seeking to keep, and indeed, increase its domination of the world. 

The coincidence of the two events signifies the special honor accorded by his Royal masters, to the 
American traitor, Kissinger.  That a mere honorary knight be invited as guest of honor to attend the races 
was, according to a Buckingham Palace spokesman, “most unusual”, especially as Sir Henry and his wife 
had also been luncheon guests at the Palace. 

Not so ironically, the Kissingers were dinner guests of British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd and his 
wife.  Hurd was known as “Hitler” Hurd during his school days, when apparently he already exhibited the 
sadistic proclivities recently manifest in his support for the Serbian fascist leadership. 

Interestingly, while Henry Kissinger was being honored at the Palace, in Italy the situation was quite the 
opposite.  Kissinger is again coming under scrutiny for his role in the kidnap and assassination of 
former Italian Prime Minister Aldo Moro.  Ever faithful to his British masters, Kissinger took a direct 
hand in the frameup of Lyndon LaRouche, and he was a prime mover in the overthrow and then execution 
of Pakistan Prime Minister Bhutto, whom he had threatened to make into “a terrible example”.  In 1974, 
Kissinger was responsible for the infamous NSSM 200 directive proclaiming population growth in 
developing countries as THE major security threat to the United States. 

Certainly there is an element of buffoonery in the new honors accorded to Sir Henry.  Wags have even 
been turning the pages of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland in order to find an appropriate description. 
“Now that Kissinger has traveled the road from Queen’s pawn to knight,” the query, “does he aspire to the 
title of Red Queen?”  For those unfamiliar with their Alice, this is the member of a pack of cards who kept 
demanding: “Off with his head!” 

There is an appropriate adage: Whom the gods will destroy, they first make mad.  How else can one 
explain the insane willingness of the British monarchy to flaunt the servitude of one of its chief lackeys, than 
sheer madness.  Either Sir Henry, Queen Elizabeth, and Prince Philip are mad for supposing that they will 
get away with such a parade of their villainy—or the rest of us are mad for our willingness to allow these 
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clowns to wantonly destroy our civilization.  [H: No comment!] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

HENRY  KISSINGER,  SOVIET  AGENT,  PART  2: 
by Frank A. Capell 

[QUOTING:] 

ABUNDANT  POWER  AT  PLAY 

Intelligence sources reported that Kissinger learned through a foreign intelligence agent of a plan to 
assassinate Chinese Communist dictator Mao Tsetung and his assistant, Chou-En-lai.  Kissinger report-
edly relayed the information which resulted in a purge of the high-ranking military who were involved in the 
effort to overthrow the Chinese Communist regime.  Through Kissinger’s efforts the Soviet Government 
was saved from a possible famine and internal revolution, the Chinese Communists from a military over-
throw, and numerous Communist satellite countries supplied with desperately needed American technol-
ogy, machines and prime necessities.  Billions of dollars in credit have been granted to Communist coun-
tries as a result of secret agreements made by Kissinger during his visits to Communist countries, and many 
of his commitments and agreements still remain secret.  In every instance, however, international Commu-
nism has been strengthened. 

Here in the United States, on Kissinger’s recommendation, many security risks, including individuals 
previously named as Communists and Soviet agents, have been placed in strategic and policy-making 
positions in the State Department and have been given important diplomatic posts overseas.  At the Strate-
gic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) the man selected by Kissinger to be in charge of political intelligence on 
the U.S. negotiation team was Boris Klosson who has been known in intelligence circles as a security risk 
for over twenty years.  Other equally bad selections will be discussed later. 

Early in his career as Nixon’s top adviser, Kissinger arranged to gain virtual control of the nation’s 
intelligence network.  In November 1971 the White House announced that intelligence activities were 
being “restructured” to improve their “efficiency and effectiveness”.  Kissinger was placed in charge of a 
subcommittee of the National Security Council to review intelligence operations.  Even such liberals as 
Sens. Stuart Symington and J. William Fulbright protested, stating that President Nixon had reshaped 
intelligence operations to vest more control in the hands of Henry Kissinger without congressional advice. 
It has now been charged that CIA reports no longer go to the White House and President Nixon; they go 
directly to Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. 

WATERGATE  PHENOMENON 

For a time it seemed that Henry Kissinger had emerged completely unscathed from the Watergate 
scandals.  It seemed that no tapes contained his advice, which is strange as he was Nixon’s top adviser on 
national security—which was supposed to be what the “Plumbers” activities were all about.  Kissinger just 
went his merry way as if there were no such thing as Watergate, while the nation was given shock after 
shock via the news media involving Nixon, Hunt, Dean, Magruder, McCord, Liddy, et al.  One man has 
involved Kissinger, however, not just as the innocent bystander he seemed to be, but as the instigator of it 
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all.  The conspiracy behind the Watergate conspiracy, a conspiracy to cause the downfall of the American 
form of government by discrediting its leaders, has been hidden by the smoke screen of public indignation 
and we have not been able to see the woods for the trees.  It’s about time we looked at those woods, and 
we shall surely see Henry Kissinger lurking in them. 

A  QUICK  GLANCE  AT 
A  STRANGE  SUCCESS  STORY 

Henry Alfred Kissinger, born at Fuerth, Germany, May 27, 1923, has come a long way fast since his 
immigration to this country at the age of fifteen.  The West German magazine Der Spiegel carried an article 
entitled “This German in the White House” in which it is stated that Kissinger’s birth is recorded in the town 
hall at Fuerth as Alfred Heinz Kissinger, son of Paula Kissinger (nee Stern) and Louis Kissinger, address 
was Mathilden Strasse 23, Fuerth (which is in middle Franconia).  The Kissingers, with their sons Walther 
and Henry, came to the United States in 1938 AS JEWISH REFUGEES from the Nazis. 

Henry arrived in Washington Heights, a section of New York City, in June, 1938 and after one orien-
tation year of regular classes at George Washington High School, switched to night school and worked 
days.  After graduating from high school he continued his education at night at the City College of New 
York (CCNY) while still working days for the Leopold Ascher Co., a shaving brush manufacturer on W. 
23rd St.  One of the owners was a cousin of the Kissingers.  In these days the height of Henry’s ambition 
was to become an accountant.  There were a number of Jewish refugees in the Washington Heights area, 
many from Kissinger’s native Fuerth and the neighboring town of Nuremberg.  Kissinger belonged to a 
youth group (Beth Hillel Youth Group) made up mainly of German-Jewish refugees.  The group had 
religious and political speakers, among them Jacob K. Javits, then active in the Reform Republican move-
ment.  A member of this group was Ann (Anneliese) Fleischer, a refugee from Nuremberg, who was to 
become Henry’s first wife.  Kissinger served in the U.S. Armed Forces from 1943 to 1946, being dis-
charged with the rank of staff sergeant.  He served with the 970th Counter-Intelligence Corps and re-
mained in the Military Intelligence Reserve.  While in service, he was reportedly investigated by G-2 which 
opened a case because of Kissinger’s reported attempts while in Germany to contact important person-
ages there.  Kissinger became a U.S. citizen in 1943 through service in the U.S. Army.  In view of the fact 
that German had been Kissinger’s native tongue, he became an interrogator in counter-intelligence.  Later, 
although only a sergeant, he was put in charge of administering a German town.  By 1946, because of his 
capabilities or connections, he was made a civilian employee at a salary of $10,000 a year. 

Upon leaving Germany, Kissinger entered Harvard where he majored in government and received 
four scholarships, among them the Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship for Political Theory.  Kissinger 
graduated from Harvard in 1950 and received his MA degree in 1952 and PhD in 1954 in the Harvard 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences.  On February 6, 1949, he married Ann Fleischer and they had two 
children.  The marriage ended in a divorce in 1964.  Noel E. Parmentel, Jr., writing in the Village Voice of 
March 18, 1971, stated “When he (Kissinger) was married to Ann, who was a genuine human being, he 
couldn’t stand it.  After she literally slaved to send him through graduate school he almost turned her into a 
zombie with all that screaming and shouting.  Just like the Gestapo.  He was ashamed of her New York 
accent and always told her how she embarrassed him in front of ‘important people’.  It got so bad she was 
scared to even open her mouth.  That house in Belmont was like ‘Gaslight’.”  Both have since remarried, 
Ann to Saul G. Cohen, a chemistry professor at Brandeis University, in June 1973 and Henry to Nancy 
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Maginnes in March 1974. 

While working for his Master’s Degree at Harvard, Kissinger became executive director of the For-
eign Student Project which had been started that year by Harvard Summer School.  In 1952 the name of 
the CIA-financed project was changed to International Seminar and it began publishing a quarterly journal 
entitled, Confluence, An International Forum, of which Kissinger was the editor from its inception. 

In 1953, when the Council on Foreign Relations launched a project allegedly to “seek the answer to 
the question of the threat of Soviet action against insufficient American initiatives”, three subcommittees 
were appointed and Kissinger was named study director.  Out of this emerged Kissinger’s book, Nuclear 
Weapons and Foreign Policy, published in 1957 by Harper and Brothers.  The book created quite a 
furore and impressed the then Vice President Nixon. 

According to the N.Y. Times, the book “brought Mr. Kissinger to the attention of scores of politicians, 
diplomats and military men and became a source book for American policymakers.” 

By the time Kissinger received his Doctorate Degree in 1954 he was already serving as a consultant to 
a number of government agencies and teaching at Harvard.  In 1955 Kissinger was appointed director of 
Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy Studies for the Council on Foreign Relations.  The following year he 
became director of the Special Studies Project for the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc. (having been 
appointed by Nelson Rockefeller), serving in that position for two years.  From 1958 to 1959 he was 
Research Secretary of a Council on Foreign Relations discussion group. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 2] 

We will take up directly after the break. 
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CHAPTER  7 

REC  #1    HATONN 

WED., JUL. 12 1995    7:12 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 330 

WED.,  JUL. 12,  1995 

SLAVERY,  AMERICAN  STYLE 

Goethe: “There is no one so hopelessly enslaved as he who falsely believes he is free.” 

This is a continuation of the ongoing documentation of Henry [KLEIN] Kissinger’s early seepage into and 
within the very fabric of governments and world dominators.  We had just spoken, a couple of days ago in 
Part 2 about his being Research Secretary of a Council on Foreign Relations discussion group.  I will be 
referring from time to time to a publication called FOREIGN AFFAIRS, which is the official publication of 
the Council on Foreign Relations.  I would note that a special advertisement for this Journal appears within 
the pages of its publication where there is a picture of LENIN laying flat on the ground as if just pulled from 
his perch in Moscow.  The caption says: “If you’re not current, you’re History!” 

There is, in the picture, a handful of people standing around in jeans and T-shirts with hands in pockets, one 
or two with cameras and generally no interest other than vague curiosity of the activities of the crew doing 
something off-camera, to the statue. 

Ah! celebration of the downfall of Communism in the Soviet Union?  NO, THE RAISING OF THE 
LENIN STATUE IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON!!!  THAT IS YOUR NEW WORLD ORDER: 
KHAZARIAN ZIONIST SOVIET COMMUNISM, AND YOU ARE THERE!  LENIN AND 
KISSINGER BOTH COME FROM THIS SAME COCOON. 

HENRY  KISSINGER,  SOVIET  AGENT,  PART 3: 
by Frank A. Capell 

[QUOTING:] 

Kissinger continued teaching at Harvard but took time out during the 1961-2 period to be a consultant 
for the National Security Council and the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.  He also served 
intermittently as a consultant to the State Department and worked closely with Walt W. Rostow [H: Mr. 
Jackson tells us Rostow is A-1 following Earl Warren on the Committee of 16-17.]  Under the 
Kennedy Administration Kissinger was special consultant to President Kennedy on the Berlin Crisis. 

In 1962 Kissinger became a full professor at Harvard, and was on the faculty of the Center for 
International Affairs which is CIA-financed.  Kissinger was a member of a group at Harvard which began 
working fifteen months before the presidential elections in 1968 on a study for the benefit of the new 
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president, whoever he might be.  Kissinger wrote the foreign policy section of the resulting recommenda-
tions and President Nixon was reportedly so impressed with it that he immediately asked Kissinger to see 
him.  Kissinger wrote the concluding essay in the massive BROOKINGS INSTITUTION study, “Agenda 
for the Nation”.  The central theme of the essay was that the incoming administration of the United States 
must deal with a world which is militarily “bi-polarized” but politically “multi-polarized”. 

When Richard Nixon announced that he was taking Henry Kissinger into the White House with him, 
the importance of Kissinger’s position was explained in an article in the N.Y. Times of December 8, 1968: 

“For reasons that are as good and logical as they are unsettling, the power of war and peace in the 
United States resides in the person of one man.  Last month, the country elected Richard M. Nixon for the 
job.  Last week, the President-elect chose the one man who day in and day out will guide and guard him 
in that task: Henry Alfred Kissinger.... 

“Dr. Kissinger is to be that someone, as McGeorge Bundy was for President Kennedy and Walt W. 
Rostow has been for President Johnson. 

“That all these men should have come from Cambridge is not entirely coincidental.  Harvard 
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology there helped to propel such policy-oriented aca-
demicians onto the national scene where the politicians came to know and need them.... 

“Dr. Kissinger’s access and accessibility to the academic community must have been an important 
consideration in his selection, as also was his ten-year advisory relationship with Mr. Nixon’s principal 
rival, Governor Rockefeller of New York... He helped to lead scholars and thus government toward an 
understanding of the political and psychological problems posed by nuclear technology and toward a re- 
examination of both diplomatic and military assumptions carried forward from the age of Ameri-
can invulnerability.”  [H: That’s right—right INTO TOTAL VULNERABILITY AND DOWN-
FALL!] 

Conservatives were dismayed by Nixon’s appointment of Kissinger for Kissinger was the personifica-
tion of all that American conservatives distrusted and feared in a political leader.  He has been associated 
with the Council on Foreign Relations (considered by many to the be the secret government of the United 
States), the Bilderbergers and the Pugwash Conferences.  All three are highly suspect organizations whose 
activities are carried on in varying degrees of secrecy.  Kissinger continued the McGeorge Bundy, Walt W. 
Rostow pattern of individuals with CIA connections occupying the top National Security spot.  McGeorge 
Bundy, Kennedy’s Special Assistant for National Security Affairs, was a former CIA man and an associate 
of Kissinger at Harvard.  Walt W. Rostow, who took Bundy’s place under Johnson, came from the CIA- 
financed MIT Center for International Studies.  Henry Kissinger was associated with the International 
Seminar and the Center for International Affairs at Harvard, also CIA-financed. 

As the N.Y. Times stated, Kissinger has access to the academic community, both at home and abroad. 
[H: Zionist Protocol No. 14 (short listing): “But above all let us monopolize Education.  By this 
means we spread ideas that are useful to us, and shape the children’s brains as suits us.”]  He 
participated in at least one Pugwash Conference, being listed as a participant in Part Two of the two-part 
conference held at Smugglers Notch, Stowe, Vt., Sept. 5-8, and Sept. 10-17, 1961.  This was one of a 
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series of meetings which began in 1957 under the auspices of the very pro-Soviet Cyrus Eaton and which 
derived their name from his home in Nova Scotia at which the first meeting was held.  The name was 
changed from “Pugwash”, however, to improve the image of the conferences and an attempt was made to 
disassociate the conferences from Eaton, at least in the eyes of the public. 

The Conference attended by Kissinger was the Seventh Conference on Science and World Affairs, 
part two being on “Disarmament and Arms Control”.  At the Sixth Conference, entitled the Conference of 
International Scientists on World Security and Disarmament, held in Moscow, Nov. 27 to Dec. 5, 1960, 
Kissinger’s predecessor in the White House, Walt W. Rostow, gave the closing address.  The thinking of 
Rostow and Kissinger is similar in that they believe we must trust the Soviets in order to avoid 
annihilation in this thermonuclear age.  The general plan is for the United States and the U.S.S.R. to 
join forces to police the world under a supranational authority such as an enlarged and greatly strength-
ened U.N., armed with a nuclear police force.  Some of the papers presented at the Moscow Pugwash 
Conference in 1960 were most frightening in their content but they were not meant for the eyes and ears of 
the masses, just for those who are planning our future. 

Men of science are not going to have complete control of the new “World Disarmament”, as there are 
other important people in the world... bankers, industrialists, diplomats.  These people who also meet and 
plan in secret are called the Bilderbergers.  Henry Kissinger has attended at least one of their meetings. 
[H: Wow, and in this period of time has grown to one of the two TOP BANANAS IN THE 
GROUP—THE WESTERN “HEAD” KING OF THE THRONE!]  His name was on the list of 
participants at the Williamsburg, Va. Conference, which took place March 20, 21, and 22, 1964. 

BILDERBERGERS 

The idea of the Bilderberg meetings originated in the early fifties.  The first meeting that brought Ameri-
can and European “leading citizens” together took place under the chairmanship of Prince Bernhard at the 
Bilderberg Hotel in Oosterbeek, Holland, from May 29 to May 31, 1954.  Although the Bilderbergers 
claim that they are not a “policymaking body”, and that “no conclusions are reached”, they surely do not 
bring important people from the four corners of the Earth for nothing. 

Another group of “unofficial” policymakers is the Council on Foreign Relations with whom Kissinger 
has long been affiliated.  After a thorough investigation this organization was declared subversive by the 
American Legion of California in 1962.  Among the present or past members of the CFR we find the 
following: Alger Hiss, Ralph Bunche, Lauchlin Currie, Harry Dexter White, Herbert Matthews, Joseph 
Barnes, Cyrus Eaton, J. Robert Oppenheimer, John K. Fairbank and Arthur Goldberg, all of whom have 
had a record of close affiliation with Communists and some of whom were actually identified as Commu-
nists. 

During the first week of December 1968 the International Association for Cultural Freedom con-
ducted a five day closed seminar at Princeton, N.J.  Ninety individuals attended, among them Henry 
Kissinger, who told those assembled, “The doors to the White House will always be open to your ideas.” 
Present to hear this kind invitation were Charles Hamilton, co-author with Stokely Carmichael of the 
book, Black Power; Andreas Papandreu, left-wing leader of the Panhellenic Liberation Movement, ex-
iled from Greece because of his pro-Communist activities; and some participants from Communist coun-
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tries. 
Kissinger’s own words have expressed his goals and they do not coincide with what the average 

American considers to be in the best interests of the United States as a nation.  He has stated, “Ending the 
war (in Vietnam) honorably is essential for the peace of the world.  Any other solution may unloose forces 
that would complicate prospects of international order.”  And this is what Kissinger and his intellectual 
colleagues want: international order, which would consist of World Government in a World of Disarma-
ment.  Kissinger recommended a start toward this in The Troubled Partnership in 1965 in which he found 
a need for improved consultation among the allies.  He advocated a “united Europe with federal suprana-
tional institutions as the precondition for an Atlantic partnership”, or regional world government.  Professor 
Henry Paolucci, of St. John’s University, wrote a study about Kissinger which appeared in the Congres-
sional Record of August 4, 1971, a portion of which states: “Henry Kissinger, too, expressed as recently 
as 1965 the conviction that the time was at hand for a surrender of nationhood because ‘institutions based 
on present concepts of national sovereignty are not enough.’  The ultimate goal of a supranationalist world 
community, he wrote, ‘will not come quickly; many intermediate stages must be traversed before it can be 
reached.  It is not too early, however, to prepare ourselves for this step beyond the nation-state.’” 

And that is what Henry has been doing with all the power at his command—preparing the way for the 
end of the United States as a nation. 

WITH  A  LITTLE  HELP 
FROM  HIS  FRIENDS 

Henry Kissinger started on the road that was to lead him to the position of global superstar when he 
was inducted into the U.S. Army on February 26, 1943.  He became a naturalized U.S. citizen while in the 
military service in the U.S. District Court of Spartanburg, S.C. on June 25, 1943.  He received his basic 
training at Camp Croft, S.C. and was enrolled in the Army Specialized Training Program at the University 
of North Carolina and Lafayette University.  He served in Europe in Company “G”, 335th Infantry Regi-
ment, 84th Infantry Division as an investigator in the Counter-Intelligence Corps.  He was discharged as a 
staff sergeant in 1946 to accept employment as a Department of the Army civilian instructor at the Euro-
pean Theater Intelligence School at Oberammergau, Germany, serving in this capacity for one year.  Upon 
his return to the United States in 1947, Kissinger applied for a commission in the Officers Reserve Corps. 
He was appointed 2nd Lt. M1 (ORC) on April 19, 1948, promoted to 1st Lt. M1 (USAF) on May 11, 
1951, and on November 15, 1955 was promoted to Captain.  He completed annual tours of active duty 
from 15 to 90 days duration in the Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2, U.S. Army Intelligence Center 
at Fort Holabird, Maryland.  Intelligence sources reported that during January and February of 1959 
Kissinger visited the Federal Republic of Germany and U.S. Army installations in Europe.  Arrangements 
for his trip were made through General Lyman Lemnitzer.  On March 6, 1959 in a letter addressed to the 
adjutant general, Kissinger indicated a desire to resign his commission because of other obligations and the 
conviction that he could be “of greater service in a high rank in case an emergency necessitates this step...” 

It was while Kissinger was being trained in the United States for his overseas service in Germany that 
he made contact with the man who shaped his life.  Fritz Kraemer was a well-born German lawyer and 
Phd who had so vigorously opposed the Nazis that he had to leave Germany when Hitler came to power 
although he was not a Jew.  Kraemer, described as an “urbane political refugee” but holding the rank of a 
lowly Pfc., was 35 years of age in 1944 and was touring U.S. Army training camps, lecturing on what the 
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Nazis were like, indoctrinating the soldiers who were about to fight them with hatred and fear.  Kissinger 
heard Kraemer during one of this sessions and contacted him: “Can I help you?”  Kraemer sought out 
Kissinger at his training camp and later said: “I have just met a man who as yet knows nothing but under-
stands everything.”  Their relationship was thus established and continued.  When Maj. Gen. Alexander R. 
Bolling, commander of the 84th Division, asked Kraemer before they shipped out to compile a list of all 
soldiers with foreign-language capabilities, Kissinger’s name was on the list. 

With “G” Company Kissinger boarded the USS Stirling Castle on Sept. 28, 1944 and two weeks 
later arrived in Liverpool.  When “G” Company entered Germany as the spearhead of the 84th Division, 
however, Kissinger was no longer with it.  On the previous evening he was pulled out of his combat unit 
and reassigned to Division intelligence (G-2) as driver-interpreter for Gen. Bolling—on the recommen-
dation of Fritz Kraemer who was now a G-2 sergeant with the 84th.  Kissinger signed out of “G” Com-
pany on Nov. 8, 1944 and rolled across the border, alone at the wheel of a Jeep, to Division Headquarters 
in Palenberg, three miles within Germany.  While he was still a driver-interpreter, Kissinger was made 
military administrator of Krefeld.  He was 21 years old and had no security clearance but was now linked 
to the U.S. intelligence community.  He was promoted to Pfc, was given a security clearance within three 
weeks, was then jumped to sergeant and officially became an agent in the Counter Intelligence Corps. 

Sgt. Kissinger then rejoined the 84th Division (part of the Ninth Army) which was pouring across 
northern Germany.  His job, along with other CIC agents, was to provide security against lingering Nazi 
saboteurs.  The agents had to identify not only the local civilian spies but Gestapo agents and SS officers 
masquerading as regular Wehrmacht troops among the POWs.  Kissinger was reportedly very clever in 
outsmarting the masqueraders with little psychological tricks to catch them off guard. 

In June 1945 Sgt. Kissinger, by then 22 years old, was commandant of the 970th CIC Detachment 
which had been split off from the 84th CIC.  With headquarters in the town of Bensheim, its assignment 
was to “ferret out” Nazis in the civilian population of the surrounding Bergstrasse district in Hesse, outside 
of Heidelberg.  Kissinger became the “absolute ruler” of Bensheim with absolute power of arrest and 
power to search without warrant. 

“What a setup!”  A friend who had visited Kissinger wrote in his diary on Oct. 21, 1945.  Kissinger 
lived in a luxurious villa (“like a castle”, according to the diary) in Zwingenberg, a suburb of Bensheim. 
Kissinger had evicted the owners and moved in.  Of course it would be necessary to have a car and a 
girl—Kissinger confiscated a white 1938 Mercedes-Benz sedan from a manufacturer and took a mistress, 
the beautiful blond widow of a German officer, whom the owner of the diary met at “a terrific party, a 
fabulous feast”.  Kissinger reportedly had many girlfriends; “He always found the time to go out.” 

During his 18 months in Germany (first in G-2, then in the CIC and finally in the military government) 
Kissinger hunted down Nazis.  Kissinger still boasts, “I locked up more Gestapo than the entire rest of the 
U.S. Army” and reportedly “beams with pleasure” at the memory.  He called himself “Mr. Henry” as an 
agent to “blur his identity as a Jew”.  There was reportedly a “special camaraderie” among the Jewish 
refugees in uniform but another Jewish CIC agent recalls that Jewish agents tried to hide their origins from 
other American soldiers—”It wasn’t smart to make a big deal about it.” 

While “absolute ruler” of Bensheim, Kissinger put prominent men on cleanup details which he initiated 
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especially for such persons but always insisted: “We have not come here to take revenge.”  “Mr. Henry” 
transferred out of Bensheim in April 1946 after having spent ten months as military administrator.  This was 
yet another move arranged for by his friend Fritz Kraemer, who by now was Lt. Kraemer and on the 
faculty of the European Command Intelligence School, located at Oberammergau.  He was instructing 
field-grade officers how to flush Nazis from their underground havens.  Kraemer had a lot of influence at 
the school and asked the school commandant to give Kissinger a job as a lecturer.  Kissinger, with little 
more than a high school education, taught a course on “The Structure of the Nazi State”, basing his lectures 
on books and reports that Kraemer gave him.  Since Staff Sergeant was too low a rank for Kissinger to be 
teaching majors and colonels, he was mustered out of the Army on May 23, 1946, four days before his 
23rd birthday.  As a civilian, Kissinger was paid so well ($10,000 per year) that he decided to stay 
overseas for an extra year.  (Kissinger’s brother, Walter, who at age 21 was an Army Lieutenant in Korea, 
also remained overseas an extra year in Seoul as a War Dept. Foreign Service officer because of the high 
pay.) 

Kissinger left Oberammergau in the spring of 1947 and headed back to the United States.  Kraemer 
saw him off with the advice: “A gentleman doesn’t go to City College.  Please look for something else.” 
Kissinger fixed his sights on Harvard. 

HARVARD 

Kissinger entered Harvard as a sophomore in 1947 at the age of 24, arriving with a stack of mysteri-
ous typewritten reports.  One of his first roommates has stated: “Henry knew his course and goals when he 
arrived at Harvard.”  His marks were so high he was assigned a coveted “senior advisor tutor” who turned 
out to be Prof. William Yandell Elliott, “high priest” of Harvard’s Government Dept.  Among other “tutees” 
of Elliott were Canada’s Pierre Trudeau and McGeorge Bundy.  Kissinger was 27 years old when 
he graduated from Harvard, summa cum laude, in the Class of 1950.  He was one of the 16 Harvard 
seniors elected to Phi Beta Kappa. 

Through Prof. Elliott, who was director of Harvard’s summer school, Kissinger was put on the payroll. 
In 1951 Elliott set up the Harvard International Seminars and Kissinger was made executive director; he 
ran the whole show, organizing the programs “almost single-handedly”.  Each summer 40 or 45 invitations 
were sent out to rising young academics, government officials, journalists and artists (with a definite accent 
on youth).  At first Kissinger selected the persons to be invited through Elliott’s contacts, then more and 
more on his own.  Another professor noted that Kissinger had “an instinct for inviting someone who could 
turn out to be his host years later” in some foreign country.  A former colleague stated: “It seemed to me 
that Henry was establishing a network of contacts... he was attracting these very ambitious, very intense 
people who someday he could call on as the leader of a government.”  In 1954 one of his seminarians was 
Valery Giscard d’Estaing, then a 29-year-old official in the French finance ministry and now president of 
France.  The seminars were financed by the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller-backed Asia Foundation 
and the “Friends of the Middle East”, identified in 1967 as a CIA conduit. 

In 1952 Kissinger founded the publication Confluence as an outgrowth of the seminars with the aid of 
a $26,000 grant from the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation.  Confluence survived only a dozen or so 
issues, expiring when Kissinger took his first leave of absence from Harvard in 1955 because he was 
passed over for promotion from instructor to assistant professor even though he had gotten his PhD in 
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1954.  In 1955 Kissinger was investigated by Military Intelligence because of the publication which was 
reportedly written from a pro-Communist point of view.  Confluence received financial assistance from 
the Ford Foundation.  Among its advisers were a number of individuals who, according to intelligence 
sources, had affiliations with Communist or Communist-front organizations.  Their background and record 
was detailed in a confidential Military Intelligence report. 

Described by a colleague as being “more interested in being a person with political influence than in 
being a scholar”, Kissinger left Harvard, temporarily as it turned out, in 1955 and began establishing his 
relationship with Nelson Rockefeller, a man with influence in both New York and Washington, who was at 
the time a special assistant for international affairs at the White House.  An article in the New York Post 
stated: “It was a dream match.  The lowly academic yearned for political power.  The man of wealth was 
obviously gearing up for a run at the Presidency, and needed an intellectual...”  They met when Nelson 
Rockefeller organized an arms control conference at the Quantico Marine Base near Washington, D.C. in 
early June of 1955.  Fritz Kraemer (by now in the Pentagon) again reportedly recommended his protegé, 
Kissinger, to be one of the group of academics convened there.  Others sources say it was Prof. Elliott. 
No matter who it was, Kissinger was now moving onto the political scene. 

ABOUT  THOSE  “ROCKEFELLERS” 

Kissinger stayed on the Rockefeller payroll as a consultant for the next dozen years but did not go to 
Albany with Rockefeller when he was successful in his bid to become Governor of New York.  He 
returned to Harvard, having missed only one summer (1956) of the Harvard International Seminars, and 
resumed their direction.  He was also appointed director of the new Defense Studies Program at Harvard, 
a foundation-supported seminar on national security.  In 1958 the U.S. Chamber of Commerce named 
Kissinger, then 35 years of age, as one of America’s 10 outstanding young men. 

After being named co-director of Harvard’s new Center for International Affairs in 1958, Kissinger 
was appointed an associate professor in 1959.  Continuing his summer International Seminars, “he seemed 
to systematically build up contacts,” according to one participant.  When the New Frontier took over 
Washington in 1960, Harvard faculty members were flocking to the White House but Kissinger was asked 
late and did not make the grade.  He was known as “Rockefeller’s man” and lasted only 18 months with 
the Knights of Camelot.  He was eased out after he annoyed the Kennedy people by taking his wife on a 
personal tour of India, Pakistan and Israel, presenting himself everywhere as a White House consultant in 
an attempt to give the trip an official air.  By 1962 Kissinger was back at Harvard and was now a full 
professor.  He clashed with his colleagues on a number of occasions, however, and a fellow professor 
stated: “I feel certain that if a proper mental diagnosis had been made in 1962, he would have been 
declared sick.”  Kissinger’s wife also was finding him hard to get along with.  In 1963 he went to Europe 
with Nelson Rockefeller; they called on DeGaulle and the Pope.  When they returned Kissinger left his 
wife and they were divorced in Reno in August, 1964. 

Continuing his political activities, Kissinger became an “expert” on Vietnam and fed “think pieces” to 
the Johnson Administration through a friend in the State Department.  The White House decided to make 
use of Kissinger’s many contacts, among them Jean Sainteny whose wife, Claude, had once attended one 
of the Harvard International Seminars.  Sainteny was an old friend of Ho Chi Minh.  Others were Raymond 
Aubrac and Herbert Marcovich.  Paul Scott reported in his syndicated column on November 12, 1969: 
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“Although it has been one of the best kept secrets of the Vietnam War, Kissinger has been deeply involved 
in secret talks with the North Vietnamese.  Two mysterious Frenchmen have been Kissinger’s go-betweens 
with Hanoi.  They are Raymond Aubrac and Professor Herbert Marcovich, friends of Wilfred Burchett, 
the Australian correspondent whom the Kremlin and Peking use frequently for high-level intelligence and 
diplomatic operations.”  (Burchett is a known KGB agent.) 

Aubrac has been director of the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization, was a close personal friend 
of Ho Chi Minh, and had been introduced to Kissinger when he was a Harvard professor in 1967 by 
Marcovich, a professor at the University of Paris.  Kissinger and Marcovich had met earlier at one of the 
Pugwash meetings organized by pro-Soviet millionaire Cyrus Eaton. 

Before Richard Nixon was elected President of the United States, Kissinger said of him, “I would 
never work for that man, the man is a disaster.”  One of President-elect Nixon’s first appointments was 
Henry Kissinger as his top adviser but knowledgeable people felt that Kissinger was not working for the 
“disaster”, that it was the other way around, except in public.  [H: Indeed, but even then it was only a 
temporary step for the rise of Kissinger and the downfall of the whole Nixon Presidency as may 
well be considered good for the nation but on the other hand—Kissinger WAS “DEEP THROAT” 
AND WAS SUCH A TRAITOR AS TO DO IN BOTH THE PRESIDENCY AND YOUR NA-
TION!  You still lolly-gag all over this robotoid piece of garbage machinery.  When “Communism 
fell” (???) in Russia—Mr. Kissinger already had a COMPANY, Kissinger Associates, in Mos-
cow to which Presidency was appointed “fallen” Mr. Gorbachev.]  Top White House aides, Haldeman 
and Ehrlichman, were hostile to Kissinger but he sat it out.  He played down his Jewish background and 
cultivated the press.  Eventually a strange conspiracy toppled Haldeman and Ehrlichman but sent Kissinger’s 
fortunes even higher.  While Watergate swallowed Kissinger’s enemies before they could get rid of him, 
pressure was exerted on the White House to make Kissinger Secretary of State.  William Rogers was 
eased out and Kissinger got the name as well as the game.  Nelson Rockefeller was quoted as stating in an 
interview, “...I felt it was tremendously important that, for Henry to carry the responsibilities of the Arab- 
Israeli conflict, he couldn’t be negotiating with the Defense Department and State Department and so 
forth, not with the President preoccupied (with Watergate).” 

[END QUOTING OF PART 3] 

We will take up next with THE REAL DISASTER. 

We have other fires in full out-of-control status this morning so I must ask Dharma that we be elsewhere for 
a while.  This sponge-ball soft-ball game is moving into golf-ball-hard hard-ball.  Mr. Green’s team is 
making rather interesting phone calls anonymously and telling ones such as Dr. Young that he had better be 
“getting out” because the “group” (Ekkers) are going to be ELIMINATED.  This is then being picked up 
by The Green Team of attorneys and other parties more closely placed.  These people are writing total 
LIES to Gerry Spence and this will be countered.  Further, I want this countered NOW.  There is enough 
trouble and pain brought against my people for simply serving GOD, that I intend to accept no more.  The 
outright lies are going to be rebutted, sentence for sentence, and IN-CONTEXT.  This is not going to 
make Ann Beam, the “Fabulous Leon Fort’s room-mate”, very happy—OR—perhaps the lies have been 
thrown into her own eyes until blindness and deafness has occurred.  She is offended that we have stated 
that she was a member of a witches’ coven in Arizona.  I did not accuse her of that—people from her town 
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RECOGNIZED HER and started to leave a meeting just because she was there and they wanted no part 
of anything that presented witchcraft as a mode of operation.  Ms. Beam can belong to ANYTHING she 
wishes. 

I find it difficult to believe that she would object to the other statement about being an “emissary for George 
Green”; there were three people who HEARD HER MAKE THE STATEMENT, WHILE ASSUMING 
SHE WAS TALKING TO GEORGE, HIMSELF.  “...Hi, remember me, I am ‘your’ emissary from 
Arizona...”  Didn’t mean it?  Then I suggest everything said since that day has been to enforce the state-
ment, not diminish it. 

Now, to tell Mr. Spence (you did realize that Mr. Green would send your letter, Ann, to the four corners of 
the wind and right back to this desk, didn’t you?) that there is “ANOTHER George Abbott with the same 
name, who had been disciplined by the Nevada State Bar for alcoholism” is a bit much, even for you, 
Annie.  To further state that a court order against the Institute was issued at the same time as “dropping all 
charges against Leon” and for paying all Leon’s ATTORNEY’S fees is even more amusing.  Don’t you 
even LOOK AT THE COURT DOCUMENTS?  OR DO YOU SIMPLY LIE OUTRIGHT SO THAT 
YOU DON’T LOOK SO SILLY WHEN YOU COME BACK AND CAN SAY, “OH, I DIDN’T 
KNOW, I WAS TOLD...!”?  By the way, the “deposition” you guys continue to use of Mrs. Ekker’s was 
a private encounter regarding an Attorney’s fee—it was NOT a part of ANY case save the $6,000 
awarded to the Attorneys in the US&P case wherein GEORGE GREEN CONTINUED TO SELL 
BANNED BOOKS—AND THEN FOISTED OFF THE CHARGES FOR CONTEMPT ON 
EKKERS—HIMSELF NEVER EVEN SO MUCH AS APPEARING IN COURT. 

Now, Annie, I want to know WHY you nice people don’t have a piece of the hides of those ones perpe-
trating the damages against you?  The Ekkers and Phoenix Institute are ACTING UNDER THE DIRECT 
REGULATIONS OF THE LAW IN THE REQUIRED HANDLING OF LEON FORT’S INVOLVE-
MENT.  I AM CAUSED TO WONDER HOW QUICKLY YOU WOULD HAVE THESE PEOPLE 
EXECUTED IF YOU INDEED WERE ONE OF THE LENDERS TO THE INSTITUTE—WHILE 
SOMEONE TRIED TO STRIP YOU OF YOUR FUNDS AND RUN YOU INTO BANKRUPTCY?? 
AND, ANNIE, YES INDEED, DEAR ONE—LEON DIDN’T KNOW WHAT TROUBLE IS OR 
WAS—UNTIL YOU MOVED INTO HIS BEDROOM FROM YOUR LITTLE TENT IN THE CAMP- 
GROUND. 

Leon himself states that he came to Tehachapi BECAUSE OF GEORGE GREEN.  He did whatever he 
did because of George Green.  I want to know directly, now, WHY IS THE HANDLING OF THE 
INSTITUTE AFFAIRS IN LAWFUL MANNER SOMEHOW A CRIMINAL ACT ON THE PART 
OF E.J. EKKER? 

You state that Leon came to Tehachapi to “find God”??  Well, my dear, he found YOU.  If he was 
searching for a “group” in order to attach to GOD, he certainly did come to the wrong place under the 
wrong assumption—which was also to be with and assist GEORGE GREEN!  I, NOR ANY LESSONS 
I OFFER, HAVE CHANGED ONE IOTA—BUT LEON’S LIFE CHANGED INSTANTLY WITH 
YOUR ARRIVAL!  SO BE IT.  WHEN SHOES FIT LIKE GLOVES WITH SUPER-GLUE LIN-
INGS—YOU ARE STUCK WITH THEM! 
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The latest barrage of letters AGAIN suggest that people check in with ex-Judge Jason Brent.  Fine, do so. 
This is the SAME man who broke all codes of judicial ethics and then even wrote in a prestigious publica-
tion, Mensa’s authoritarian journal, that you-the-people have to accept that there is a problem with popu-
lation growth, etc., and “...that the old, the infirmed and the stupid should be killed off...”  Well, that 
certainly does fit the category (in the first two parts) of Leon’s precious mother, Esther. 

I suggest you all stop checking with the ADVERSARY to get your information for it is obvious that you are 
going from the pan into the fire pit.  By the way, Mary Abbott is NOT married to Mr. Abbott—SHE WAS 
ONCE MARRIED TO HIM!  Perhaps you had best find out about WHY that might be!  She has NOT 
been married to the political buffoon since before you came to be introduced and became groveling par-
ticipants in his game of charades covered by the Bar Association Club Membership.  It would appear to 
me that it would be quite wise to get the facts and then confront Mr. Abbott, and wonderful Mr. Horton, 
and see what has REALLY happened to you and everything involved here.  FACTS rebut your poison 
pen letters and perhaps it would be advantageous to all involved to have more than a cup of 
coffee with the very ones Mr. Green claims he his going to “ELIMINATE”. 

In closing this I would suggest that I certainly did say that “Witchcraft is simply not of Lighted God.”   I 
believe you make my POINT.  Salu. 
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THU.,  JUL. 13,  1995 

HENRY  KISSINGER,  SOVIET  AGENT,  PART  4: 
by Frank A. Capell 

First Printing: 1974 

[QUOTING:] 

THE  REAL  DISASTER 

“Kissinger has used his position in government as a protective cloak to conceal his larger ambitions 
and purposes.  Far from being a detached, objective arbiter of presidential decision-making, he has be-
come a crucial molder and supporter of Mr. Nixon’s foreign policy.  Instead of merely holding the bureau-
cracy at comfortable arm’s length, he has entangled it in a web of useless projects and studies, cleverly 
shifting an important locus of advisory power from the Cabinet departments to his own office.”  Thus wrote 
the liberal editor of the Harvard Crimson, David Landau, in an article in the Washington Post of July 11, 
1971.  Mr. Landau also noted that, as a confidential adviser to the President, Kissinger successfully 
claimed executive privilege when asked to testify on the record in congressional hearings.  A former em-
ployee of Kissinger told Noel E. Parmentel, Jr.: “He’s (Kissinger) got us all buffaloed.  He can (and will) lift 
your security, get you a foundation black ball, bong you at the colleges, put you in coventry.  He’s got spies 
in every department.  He’s running the Ministry of Fear.  All his phones are tapped and he keeps long 
dossiers.” 

After Kissinger’s appointment as National Security Adviser, he greatly increased the staff of assistants, 
consultants and advisers and included among them a number of persons with dubious backgrounds.  He 
has publicly admitted that he personally cleared two key staff members after they were denied clearances 
from government security authorities.  A high former official of the FBI has disclosed that among Kissinger’s 
personal appointees there were numerous serious security problems involving individuals engaged in es-
pionage and leaking secret information.  After he became Secretary of State, Kissinger continued to favor 
security risks for top positions. 

The selection of Boris Klosson, well known in intelligence circles as a security risk, to be in charge of 
political intelligence on the U.S. SALT negotiating team was one of Secretary Kissinger’s bad moves. 
Among the derogatory items in Klosson’s security file would be the fact that a female Soviet agent taken 
into custody on her arrival in the United States was found to have Klosson’s current address in her contact 
book.  While in the American Embassy in Moscow, Klosson blocked intelligence reports from reaching 
Washington concerning KGB operations against Americans in the Soviet Union.  Klosson was responsible 
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for Lee Harvey Oswald being given permission to return to the United States from the U.S.S.R. after he 
had given up his American citizenship.  Klosson wrote a fictitious report concerning Oswald’s disillusionment 
with Communism and even provided the funds for Oswald and his Communist wife to return to the United 
States.  A short time later Oswald assassinated President John F. Kennedy.  [H: We won’t take time to 
interrupt this “reprinting” of this book to debate contents.  Please understand that our focus is 
on Henry Kissinger and “available” information to the author at the time of writing.  YOU have 
to keep up with disclosures and changes as they happen for I haven’t time to correct or update 
things as we go through each and every subject.] 

The man selected by Henry Kissinger to be Ambassador to Chile, after Marxist President Allende was 
ousted, was David Popper who came into the State Department on the recommendation of Alger Hiss 
with whom he was closely associated with a long list of Communists and Soviet agents in connection with 
Amerasia magazine.  The investigation in the Amerasia Case disclosed that over 1700 documents of 
confidential and secret classification had been taken from various government departments on behalf of the 
Soviet Union.  Popper was named as an agent of Soviet Intelligence by a defector and was also identified 
as a Communist by the late Louis Budenz, who had been editor of the Communist Daily Worker and 
member of the Communist Party, USA. 

As Ambassador to the Republic of China (Taiwan) Kissinger named Leonard Unger who assisted in 
the overthrow of the anti-Communist Prime Minister of Thailand.  Unger was reported as a dues-paying 
member of the Communist and subversive Washington Bookshop Association at whose location secret 
Communist Party meetings were held regularly.  Over 25 years ago an intelligence agent had reported 
Leonard Unger, along with a group in the State Department, as being under Soviet control. 

The appointment by Kissinger of a confessed homosexual to the post of Inspector General of the U.S. 
Foreign Service was a continuation of his White House practice of overriding security officials.  Security 
officials warned him that his choice, James Sutterlin, was a potential security risk and should not be placed 
in so sensitive a position.  One top level government security officer stated: “Kissinger has opened the door 
for literally hundreds of homosexuals and security risks to move into the highest policy-making positions in 
government.  Already there is a homosexual ring operating at the top level of the State Department with 
links in other agencies.”  Official reports show that Sutterlin’s activities while he was stationed in Germany 
caused scandal and were known to the intelligence agencies of several countries.  Sutterlin was reported as 
carrying on a homosexual affair with Edward Kelly, an individual who was later forced to resign (in good 
standing) from the State Department as a result of his activities while security officer in the U.S. Embassy 
in Warsaw.  The homosexual affair between the new Director General of the Foreign Service and former 
security officer Edward Kelly was reported by an officer of military intelligence to the proper authorities in 
Washington.  Edward Kelly was reportedly compromised by a male Communist agent in Warsaw and the 
full story of the “sex and spy scandals” in the Warsaw Embassy has yet to be told.  American diplomatic 
and secret code books were copied, diplomats were compromised, American diplomats who were also 
Soviet agents operated freely, and many persons among the embassy personnel were compromised by 
trained female Communist agents.  All this occurred while Kelly was in charge of embassy security.  In-
formed Washington sources have reported that there is a secret arrangement whereby high-ranking sex 
perverts in the State Department are protected from disclosure and discipline. 

Kissinger’s appointment of Louis Arnold Wiesner as the State Department official in charge of refugee 
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affairs could assure favorable treatment for Communists, posing as defectors or refugees, to enter the 
United States.  Wiesner was reported as a serious security risk and the intelligence reports disclose that he 
was an avid reader of Communist publications, including the Daily Worker, New Masses, and Young 
Worker; that he had attended Communist party meetings; that even while in college he was a member of 
the Communist and subversive American Student Union and attempted to establish a Young Communist 
League chapter in his college. 

Secretary of State Kissinger has been making what he calls “substantial progress” in negotiating a new 
treaty regulating the American-owned Panama Canal.  He selected as his assistant in negotiating the sur-
render of U.S. sovereignty over the Panama Canal Zone U.S. Ambassador-At-Large Ellsworth Bunker. 
By proper security standards, Bunker is another security risk.  He was not only a member but actually was 
a director of the American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with the Soviet Union, an organization 
cited as Communist and subversive by both the U.S. Attorney General and the Senate Internal Security 
Subcommittee.  A long time member of the Council on Foreign Relations, Bunker was honorary president 
of the Foreign Policy Association, member of the radical Council on World Affairs, and a trustee of the 
(Marxist) New School for Social Research.  Bunker, who also assisted in formulating the plans for the sell- 
out of South Vietnam, reached a preliminary agreement with Panama’s Foreign Minister Juan Antonio 
Tack.  Kissinger is known to secretly agree with the pro-Communist Panamanian government’s demands 
that the United States relinquish sovereignty over the 530-square-mile Canal Zone.  Sources state that the 
new agreement will eliminate the wording “in perpetuity” which appeared in the 1903 treaty.  Kissinger and 
Bunker have agreed to abrogate the 1903 treaty and accept a new agreement which would eliminate U.S. 
criminal and civil jurisdiction in the Canal Zone, increase our annual payments to the Panamanian govern-
ment, and ultimately end our sovereignty over the Canal Zone. 

Another Kissinger target is Cuba which, under Fidel Castro, has become a Communist stronghold. 
Steps have been taken to “normalize” relations; the Mexican magazine Replica reported last summer that, 
while ostensibly on a visit to the home of a movie star, Henry Kissinger (who specializes in secret trips) met 
with Castro.  The magazine also reported on other trips to Cuba by Kissinger when he visited Mexico, 
stating that his presence there was “no trivial matter without political significance, as President Nixon’s 
own counsellor and other persons with whom he had personal contact... wish to make it appear.”  The 
pretext of coming “to have a rest” in Acapulco, like so many other tourists from North America and other 
parts of the world, is not in agreement with the frequency of trips to this port, the magazine stated.  It is not 
exactly a secret, the magazine article continued, that Henry A. Kissinger has feigned an excuse for so many 
visits to the port of the state of Guerrero in order to mysteriously disappear afterwards for several days, 
and as had been verified, in spite of all his precautions to prevent it from becoming known, he has had as 
many interviews with Fidel Castro Ruz in 1972. 

Such secret trips by Kissinger are an integral part of his modus operandi.  As of February, 1972 he had 
made twelve clandestine trips to France to confer with the Vietnamese Communists while making prelimi-
nary arrangements for the “Peace with Honor” which supposedly ended the Vietnam War.  By using 
military aircraft, changing planes, and staying in CIA hideouts (safe houses), Kissinger met and conferred 
with the Communists in secret locations selected by them.  The final “peace” was concluded, after much 
devious diplomacy, and is considered by knowledgeable military men to be a defeat with secret repara-
tions promised by Kissinger to be paid by the United States to the North Vietnamese Communists.  Three 
and one-half years of talks were timed to culminate in “Victory” with the approach of the 1972 presidential 
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elections.  Kissinger’s celebrated “Peace is at hand” statement was reportedly made with an eye to the 
elections which were only twelve days away.  An article by Tad Szulc in the 1974 summer issue of Foreign 
Policy states that some of Kissinger’s aides stated that Kissinger wanted “to commit Nixon to a quick 
peace.  He seemed worried that after the elections Nixon might reopen the whole diplomatic situation; he 
feared that given Nixon’s natural inclinations, the President might revert to toughness after being re-elected.” 

And so peace came at just the right time for Nixon and Kissinger but it might have come sooner.  Rear 
Admiral Ira E. McMillian had visited with Henry Kissinger and President Nixon in August of 1970 and 
presented a plan to bring peace in Vietnam.  President Nixon expressed interest in the plan but made the 
statement that it should not be used until October 1972, just before the election.  The Admiral was shocked 
and thereafter, through his many contacts, continued to promote his peace plan without success.  Finally, in 
desperation, he planned to make public the president’s reluctance to bring peace except in connection with 
his reelection campaign timed for October 1972.  Thereupon, on orders of Henry Kissinger, Admiral 
McMillian was kidnapped on a Washington street on March 17, 1972 and forcibly taken to Bethesda 
Naval Hospital where he was kept against his will for one month with no charges of any kind brought 
against him, nor any explanation for the kidnapping.  The Admiral got the message... peace would come 
when it would do the most good for the Nixon Administration and Kissinger’s global plans. 

One of Kissinger’s great accomplishments which will go down in history is the “opening” of (Commu-
nist) China.  If it had not been for some fancy footwork by Kissinger, however, his friends, the Commu-
nists, might not have continued to be in control of this so-called People’s Republic.  Kissinger learned of a 
pending coup d’etat and made a secret trip to Peking to warn the Chinese leaders.  Washington sources 
report that an Israeli intelligence officer learned of a plot to assassinate Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai in 
order to effect a military takeover of Red China.  This information was turned over to CIA Director 
Richard Helms, who made a hurried visit to Tel Aviv and returned with detailed information on the matter 
for Henry Kissinger and President Nixon.  Kissinger then took a fast plane to China and his visit resulted 
in the execution of a group of top Chinese military men and a blackout of news from Red China.  Kissinger 
arranged for Nixon’s famous trip to the People’s Republic and from there on things were all downhill.  By 
December of 1973 Kissinger had completed six (publicly known) trips to Communist China and had 
assured his Communist hosts that no matter what happens in the United States in the future, friendship with 
China is the one constant factor of American policy.  Like the “detente” with Moscow, Kissinger was 
arranging to make this association “irreversible”. 

In the name of “detente” the USSR and the Communist countries of Eastern Europe are receiving help 
in the form of trade, technology and credits which will save them from the threat of revolt by their down- 
trodden masses.  There was the great “Grain Robbery” in which the Soviets got American grain 
for a song, leaving American cupboards bare and forcing up the price of everything involving 
grain.  There are the many American companies rushing to do business with the Communists [H: 
And remember that this was BEFORE 1974!], with payments guaranteed by the American gov-
ernment, using taxpayers’ money.  There is seemingly unlimited credit for long-term loans at 
unbelievably low interest, again guaranteed by American taxpayers. 

Among those businessmen profiting from dealing with the Communists is Henry Kissinger’s brother, 
Walter, who has become a millionaire.  Walter Kissinger graduated from Princeton in 1951 and, after 
receiving his Master’s degree from Harvard in 1953, he became assistant to the vice-president of foreign 
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operations of the General Tire and Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio.  By 1957 he was president of the Advance 
Vacuum Products Co. and during the next several years became a top executive of three other corpora-
tions.  He is president and chief executive officer of the Allen Electric Equipment Co. of Chicago and 
maintains his office at Sands Point, L.I., N.Y.  He also heads a West German firm, Rohe Company, which 
negotiated a contract involving over $125 million with the Soviet Union to build and equip five hundred 
gasoline stations in and around Moscow. 

Kissinger’s diplomacy makes bountiful use of money (your money, Mr. John Q. Public).  As one 
lawmaker stated (in regard to a proposed Export-Import Bank credit to Moscow): “The question is 
whether we can afford Henry Kissinger.”  Most people think that Kissinger is running about the world 
bringing peace to embattled nations, pouring oil on troubled waters.  Actually what he is pouring is money, 
bringing the United States to the brink of bankruptcy which is closer than the “verge” where it has been for 
some time.  In discussing Kissinger’s “checkbook diplomacy” which is sharing our wealth too freely, 
Congressman John R. Rarick stated: “It doesn’t take a degree in higher mathematics to add up the costs to 
the American taxpayers of the ‘peace settlement’ of the October Middle East War.  The first figure to write 
down is $2,200,000,000.  Label this item ‘emergency military loans to Israel during the October War’. 
Now, jot down under the heading, ‘foreign aid to Egypt to cover the costs of renewing diplomatic rela-
tions’, the sum of $250,000,000... include another $29,000,000 to build and fortify a U.S military instal-
lation on the tiny speck of land in the Indian Ocean called Diego Garcia.  Now write down $350,000,000 
under the column headed ‘Israel’.  Label $50 million of this ‘security assistance’ and $300 million as 
‘military credit sales’.  Label Dr. Kissinger ‘a big-time spender with taxpayers’ money’.  Make a note of 
$20,500,000 for ‘foreign aid to Jordan’.  Credit $100 million of it as outright military aid gifts, with $30 
million as military credits and $77.5 million in economic aid.  Under the heading, ‘Middle East Slush 
Fund’,—the State Department prefers to call it a ‘Special Requirements Fund’—write down $100,000,000. 
This is Dr. Kissinger’s ‘miscellaneous detente kitty’ to be used to bankroll the U.N.’s peacekeeping forces, 
refugee aid and various development projects. 

“Now draw a line and total the figures.  My arithmetic places the known total of money syphoned from 
the U.S. Treasury into the Middle East at $3,136,000,000.  In announcing his proposed budget for foreign 
aid spending for fiscal year 1975, President Nixon said that the $5,180,000,000 he wants Congress to 
give him and Dr. Kissinger is ‘the minimum essential to support the responsible and constructive American 
role of international leadership and cooperation’.” 

[END QUOTING OF PART 4] 

We will take up with Mr. Kissinger’s WONDER WORKING machinery when we next turn to this topic. 
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NEVER  AGAIN 

STOP!!  You will NEVER, NEVER have THIS day again!  You will only have one day to express as July 
14th (or whatever day you read this writing), 1995.  It is gone forever into the expression of “time”. 
WHAT will YOU have done this day?  Ponder this truth for just a minute and then perhaps you can move 
on while giving more importance to the fleeting moments you are given.  You may remember the day, the 
date and forever be pleased, or pained by the memory—but you can NEVER have again the chance to 
change the day—unless it is before you experience it.  And with that in mind, you ALSO KNOW that you 
can’t “change” it for not having experienced in this moment or any future moment—you cannot know that 
which will TRULY be dealt to you in the gaming hand. 

FEAR 

I note a couple of thoughts pass your minds as you think a moment on this truth.  Fear is there—first, fear 
is there!  A man by the label of J.H. Newman made an observation about this fleeting ongoing lifestream 
and stated: “Fear not that life shall come to an end, but rather fear that it shall never have a 
beginning!”  Wisdom often comes forth in such small sentences that hold a lifetime of meaning. 

As we write, it is that it appears WHAT we offer you is filled to overflow with fear and warnings, reminders 
of that which you allowed to happen and hopelessness in the looking back to see that you somehow slept 
as “time” passed and that which happened became a prison warden instead of freedom for flight and 
soaring joy. 

Friends, your fears will lock you up if you let them.  They can prevent you from tasting adventure, from 
experiencing new wonders.  You are often terrified of unknowns and fret about what might happen if you 
try something new.  You worry if new people will like you—if you’ll fit in and myriads of other negative 
pressured thoughts. 

Be cautious about the unknown and remember that all things new are but “unknown mysteries”.  They are 
not “mystical”, only a bit of mystery until you taste, feel or experience and come into knowledge.  Yes the 
“unknown” can “getcha” if you lack wisdom to attend selves in truth and KNOWING.  Do not, however, 
blame GOD for YOUR lack of action when you have OPPORTUNITY to learn and properly attend 
selves and those things which you consider your responsibility. 

Perhaps a new way to look at the “fear” is that, except for the unknowing, it cannot be “fear”!  Why? 
Because beyond the fear is ALWAYS the underlying JOY you haven’t yet discovered.  You hold the keys 
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to your own cages and you can free yourselves when you use your courage and inner strength to overcome 
your fears—for all the necessary instructions and lock combinations are held within your mind if you do not 
lock IT away in dogma and MAN’s doctrines.  Can you reconsider your “moment” now and offer some 
possibilities for finding a new JOY which can be discovered beneath your fear today?  Can you not accept 
that life is but a puzzle to be solved, a grand mystery to be unfolded through seeing, hearing, and learning? 
There is a book entitled Tough Times Never Last But Tough People Do!  This does not say “hard 
people”—it infers and states: Tough.  Constantly hold in your minds: Growth is the only evidence of 
life. 

GOOD  NEWS  AND  BAD  NEWS 

The papers are daily being loaded with frightening information of dis-ease following dis-ease, from political 
chaos to new parasites in your drinking water.  You can FIX both—IF you know what to do within GOD’s 
offerings and stop bashing selves against the bars of that would-be prison of MAN. 

Please realize that the solution for parasite riddance is to cleanse the body and keep it clear.  YOU HAVE 
the products available to do that job.  I know you do, because I have brought them unto you!!  There is no 
argument or debate for I brought them and they are there for your use. 

Politics??  No point in doing too much cleansing—let those PARASITES be cleansed out of the body of 
your nation and off your world.  You have to forget the WAR and move within the chaos.  JUST GO 
FORTH AND BUILD ANEW.  The old will perish before the purging, for without their blood supply 
(money and your labors), THEY CANNOT SURVIVE AND WILL ATTEND THEMSELVES.  Find 
virgin land with no mighty political structure and a good leader who can know and learn THAT LAND 
AND BUILD A NEW NATION COUNCIL—UNDER GOD! 

The best place to do that is where the “Ancients” reside.  There are places about your nation NOW 
wherein the Ancients reside and the brothers come and go.  You need guidance from the 
WISDOMKEEPERS of the “Sovereign People”.  You already have a separate and sovereign people 
within the United States of America—why do you not ask for CITIZENSHIP among the Indian Tribes?  I 
did not say to go forth and take anything from the Indians—I said ask for CITIZENSHIP WITH THE 
NATIVE AMERICANS!!!  Basically the facts are that the States were all “sovereign” but you gave that 
shelter up when you “joined” the Federal United States and gave up your claim to the (u)NITED (s)TATES, 
(sTATES united).  YOU FORFEITED YOUR CITIZENSHIP WITHIN FREEDOM.  WHY DO YOU 
NOT NOW GET ON YOUR KNEES TO YOUR BROTHERS SOVEREIGN AND ASK ALLOW-
ANCE TO SHARE THEIR CAMPFIRES?  BE PREPARED, HOWEVER, TO BRING YOUR SHARE 
OF RESPONSIBILITY TO THE COUNCIL OR BE EXCLUDED.  THIS IS JUST A THOUGHT IN 
PASSING. 
Would this be a “good” alternative to formation of new government?  Who knows, but until you explore 
possibilities and arrive at probabilities of solutions to replace that which is less than acceptable, you have 
no way to change or grow.  You, as a civilization and as nations, are moving BACKWARD and it will 
cause your destruction. 

I would like to turn to a few warnings to listen-up to the trumpet blast of warnings—for the plagues are 
being dumped on you as we speak.  AIDS is but a forerunner to set you up like the pins in a bowling alley. 
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The bowling BALL is on the roll so listen-up to the little publications which tell you what, where, how and 
who is afoot.  Attend it properly in preparation and you shall be fine.  Ignore the warnings and expect the 
overwhelming diseases to strike you and that striking period is at hand. 

[QUOTING:] 

CRYPTOSPORIDIUM:  TAP  WATER  MAY  BE 
FATAL  FOR  SOME  TO  DRINK 

St. Petersburg TIMES, Friday, June 16, 1995. 

WASHINGTON: (Washington Post)—Two federal agencies warned Thursday that drinking tap water 
could be fatal to Americans with weakened immune systems and that they may want to take precautions, 
such as boiling water before consuming it. 

Recent tests have shown that Cryptosporidium, a water-borne parasite that caused 104 deaths in Milwau-
kee in 1993, is commonly found in lakes, rivers and some reservoirs across the country, according 
to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. 

“We do not know if the level of the organisms in the water poses a public health threat” [H: LIARS! 
THEY KNOW!], said Dennis Juranek, associate director of the division of parasitic diseases at the CDC. 
“But we cannot rule out that there will be a low level of transmission of the bacteria” to people who 
consume water directly from the tap. 

A study published in March found that cryptosporidium is much more infectious than researchers previ-
ously thought.  Volunteers became infected after ingesting as few as 30 organisms. 

The CDC estimates that up to 6-million Americans suffer from weakened immune systems, the body’s 
array of cellular and chemical defenses that help fight diseases.  That figure includes an estimated 1-million 
people infected with HIV and 3- to 5-million cancer victims, organ transplant recipients and individuals 
born with genetic immune deficiencies. 

Thursday’s guidelines, distributed jointly by the CDC and the Environmental Protection Agency, said that 
people with suppressed immune systems should consult their physicians about whether to consume tap 
water. 

“Those who wish to take extra precautions... can bring their drinking water to a rolling boil for one minute,” 
the guidelines said.  Other options mentioned include attaching filters to home water taps or drinking 
bottled water, although CDC officials have said in the past that they are not certain whether bottled water 
is safer.  [H: It can actually be LESS SAFE unless you boil it first or treat it with something which 
kills these little buggers!  Once in the closed systems of bottled water processing the parasites 
can actually fare better than on the “open road” of natural cleansing.  One major problem, 
however, is that there is such abundance of the creatures now infesting such as irrigation waters 
that the parasites themselves are being given open avenue to move within your animal life and 
food resources.  This, because of the nature of the land “organic” process, is producing an 
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INFERIOR product in the “organic farms”.  I would rather see you eat the chemically treated 
products, personally, for a lot of the parasitic life has been killed off by the “treatments”.  Oh 
well....] 

The carefully worded statement stopped short of recommending that immunocompromised people stop 
drinking tap water altogether.  Further studies are needed to determine the extent of cryptosporidium 
contamination in the nation’s reservoirs and whether it poses a public health threat, Juranek said. 

Critics said the federal guidelines were far too cautious.  “If I knew a person with AIDS, I would tell them 
definitely not to drink tap water,” said Robert Morris, a cryptosporidium expert [H: Now that’s a good 
one.] at the University of Wisconsin Medical School.  “Experience has shown that it’s too risky.” 

[END OF QUOTING] 

So, have you checked YOUR cryptosporidium today? 

Please note that ALWAYS these parasites are CARRYING MAN-MADE VIRUSES WHICH HAVE 
DIRECT INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTACKING LIVING BEINGS!  I can tell you, further, that  the 
viruses and altered biological organisms carried are not “treatable” with recognized antibiotics.  This is 
especially true of advanced invasion.  I will also further warn you that, wherein the “old” viruses had simple 
zinc molecules holding the virus DNA together with its “head” or “cap”, there is now a much more ad-
vanced molecule which has replaced the zinc and it is called titanium.  There are even more advanced 
elemental connections being produced but an antidote for the creators of such heinous materials does not 
yet exist.  There is NO WAY for a compromised immune system to withstand these new invaders.  And, 
therein lies the intent. 

For you who think a silver colloid is all that is necessary, you are incorrect.  It is not.  It will be a good 
topical antiseptic and enhance the immune system from internal use but unless you hike up the frequency of 
the colloid with something higher in itself, you will not knock out completely the titanium-based iruses.  Yes, 
GaiaCol will do it because it is processed WITH THE GOLD ELECTROLYSIS EQUIPMENT.  Be-
cause of the silver colloid with which we have to work—it is very costly and exacting in processing.  So, 
you are not going to get the product duplicated elsewhere. 

I do not say these things to cause you to move to Gaia as such—I just don’t want YOU saying that “I” told 
you silver colloids would work only to find they don’t.  In fact, NOTHING is going to work all the time. 
Circumstances and use in building an immune system determine the final outcome of these invasions by 
biological organisms. 

CAYENNE  PEPPER 

A lot of you “health conscious” ritualistic believers are off on a kick of high intake of cayenne pepper mixed 
with everything from parasite products to Maple syrup diets.  BE CAUTIOUS!  That pepper is also 
known as Africa pepper, bird pepper, Spanish and Xanzibar pepper.  These peppers have a lot of good 
qualities and would seem totally harmless if you don’t burn out your mouth.  WRONG: Prolonged appli-
cation to the skin can cause dermatitis and raise blisters and harbor biological invaders in the 
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newly formed compromised skin.  More important, and being seen a lot (but too late for revers-
ing), gastroenteritis and KIDNEY DAMAGE. 

USE  YOUR  BRAINS 

The parasite cleansing kit Gaia offers is absolutely harmless taken even carelessly.  The colloids offered are 
likewise totally harmless to the normal body—taken in any amount.  You can use as drinking water if you 
like but it certainly is foolish to waste it in such a manner.  The same with Gaiandriana.  Common SENSE 
must always be your guideline and ACT ACCORDINGLY.  I am, however, really concerned about what 
some of you are doing to your systems with this newly outrageous use of pepper.  Some is good to 
excellent, for you—but overuse is very dangerous and can be deadly—especially if you develop allergies 
to the substance. 

With the colloids, however, when there is attack of the deadlies—take enough solution to do some instant 
good.  For instance, if a babe starts running a fever higher than 103.5o GET AN OUNCE OF GAIACOL 
INTO THE CHILD ALONG WITH GAIAGOLD OF LIKE AMOUNT.  And, in addition, a bit of 
Aspirin (except if the baby is infant in age) in proper dosage should be administered to reduce the fever 
until the colloidals can pass the “crisis”.  I DO NOT SUGGEST YOU FAIL TO SEE A PHYSICIAN 
WHEN YOU OR YOUR FAMILY ARE SICK—IT IS INDEED FOOLISH TO WAIT WHEN A 
BABY WHO CANNOT EVEN TELL YOU “WHAT HURTS” IS SICK.  Regular antibiotics now in use 
will STOP almost all the diseases which are common to the population.  If you enhance that antibiotic with 
the colloids, you will simply cover the POSSIBILITIES.  We have no intent or effort AT ALL to compete 
with the AMA or Drug Houses.  WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO COMMON SENSE? 

[QUOTING:] 

CYCLOSPORA 
RARE  PARASITIC  INFECTION  INVESTIGATED 

TIMES, June 17, 1995 

FORT LAUDERDALE—At least six people from Boca Raton and Delray Beach—including two in their 
70s—have contracted a rare parasitic infection that causes severe diarrhea lasting as long as five weeks. 

Medical investigators have ruled out public water supplies and are frantically searching for a common 
source, such as a restaurant at which all the patients dined or a specific food that was distributed to several 
restaurants or supermarkets. 

“It is highly unusual to have a cluster of this many cases in the United States,” said Professor Charles 
Sterling of the University of Arizona, an expert on the mysterious parasite, cyclospora. 

“This is a very serious situation, and I hope health officials launch a massive effort to try to find the 
cause,” said Dr. Owen Rheingold, a Boca Raton gastroenterologist who treated three of the patients. 

Palm Beach County health department director Dr. Jean Malecki has assigned seven epidemiological 
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and environmental health specialists to investigate. 

The Palm Beach County patients, who range in age from 22 to 74, all became ill around the last week 
of May. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

[QUOTING:] 

Calgary Herald, July 11, 1995. 

BLOOD  INQUIRY  WARNED  OF  KILLER  BRAIN  VIRUS 
MD  SAYS  CANADA’S  BLOOD  BANK  VULNERABLE 

TO  LITTLE-KNOWN  BUG. 
by Deborah McDougall, Canada Press 

TORONTO—A killer virus that attacks the human brain could spark another crisis in Canada’s blood 
supply unless urgent action is taken, a federal inquiry was told Monday. 

Dr. Nathan Kobrinsky said a virus called Jacob-Creutzfeld could wreak the same havoc that AIDS caused 
in the Canadian blood system if scientists don’t find a way to detect and deactivate it. 

“I hope we’re not facing Krever Part 2 a decade from now,” said Kobrinsky, staring directly at inquiry 
head Justice Horace Krever. 

His dire warnings came at the end of testimony at the inquiry probing Canada’s tainted-blood scandal. 

Krever is probing why thousands of Canadians were infected with the AIDS virus and other blood- 
borne diseases in the 1980s. 

But Kobrinsky said that if science doesn’t quickly untangle the mysteries surrounding the little-known 
virus, it could cause another tragedy. 

Researchers aren’t yet sure exactly how it’s transmitted and how many people have died from it so far, 
he said. 

But at least two blood donors in the United States have died from the virus that had their blood 
recalled, said Kobrinsky, a hematologist at a cancer center in Fargo, N.D. 

He wasn’t sure where the donors were from or when the recall happened. 

What is known is that the virus is spread through human tissue, said Kobrinsky. 

About 10 years ago it infected several Americans who had been given a growth hormone that origi-
nated from ground-up brain tissue taken from cadavers, he said.  [H: And, from the brain tissue of 
aborted fetuses!] 
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The American blood donors who died from the virus had not taken the growth hormone, he added. 

Once infected, it can take years for symptoms to develop.  Once it does, it causes dementia and death 
soon after, he said. 

Kobrinsky, who used to treat hemophiliacs at the Health Sciences Centre in Winnipeg, was testifying 
with Dr. Harry Rayner. 

Rayner, who used to treat hemophiliacs in Winnipeg, and Kobrinsky told the inquiry how their reluc-
tance to embrace the newest blood product available to hemophiliacs in the 1980s saved lives. 

While many doctors across the country embraced Factor 8, the pair kept their patients on cryopre-
cipitate. 

Factor 8 is a dry powder and easier to use than cryoprecipitate, which was to be stored in a freezer.... 

But Factor 8 proved far more deadly.  It came from blood pooled from thousands of blood donors, 
increasing the chance blood could come from an infected donor. 

Cryoprecipitate was pooled from just a few. 

The risks were too great for the pair, they told the inquiry.  “I said Factor 8 was not the way to go for 
everyone,” said Rayner. 

His hunch proved right.  Children with hemophilia in Manitoba were kept on cryoprecipitate through 
much of the 1980s and they avoided getting the AIDS virus, said Rayner. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I am here to tell you that you are being invaded by a bunch of parasites which are tuned up by MAN to 
carry the biological entities which are destroying your health.  The intent is to first devastate the already 
compromised people.  Remember that the Elite of the New World Order only USE the deviants of society 
for their political purposes and their own play-games, but the full intent is to have their “master race” and it 
does NOT include perverts and deviants beyond themselves.  Insane?  Yes, but nonetheless TRUE. 

I have a tendency to refer to good sense as “common sense” but someone has circulated through here a 
one-page writing called: 

[QUOTING:] 
“GOOSE  SENSE” 

This spring when you see geese heading back north for the summer, flying along in a V-formation, you 
might be interested to know what scientists have learned about why they fly that way.  It has been learned 
that as each bird flaps its wings it creates an uplift for the bird immediately following.  By flying in a V- 
formation the whole flock adds at least 71% greater flying range than if each bird flew on its own.  Basic 
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Truth #1: People who share a common direction and a sense of communication get where they 
are going quicker and easier because they are traveling on the trust of one another. 

Whenever a goose falls out of formation it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of trying to go it alone and 
quickly gets back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the birds immediately in front. 
Basic Truth #2: If we have as much sense as a goose we will stay in formation with those who 
are headed the same way we are going. 

When the lead goose gets tired, it rotates to the back and another goose flies the point.  Basic Truth #3: 
It pays to take turns doing hard jobs, with geese flying north or with people. 

The geese honk from behind to encourage those up front to keep up their speed.  Basic Truth #4: We 
need to be careful what we say when we honk from behind. 

Finally, when a goose gets sick or is wounded by gunshot or falls out, two geese fall out of formation and 
follow it down to help and protect it.  They stay with that goose until it is able to fly or until it is dead, then 
they launch out on their own or with another formation to catch up with their group.  Basic Truth #5: IF 
WE HAVE THE SENSE OF A GOOSE WE WILL STAND BY ONE ANOTHER! 

—Harvey O. Bennett 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Note this said “Goose Sense” and NOT “Goose Step”!! 

I can only suggest you try “wisdom” in all actions for therein lies TRUTH and FREEDOM.  It is worthy of 
remembering that a bird does not sing because he has an answer.  He sings because he has a song. 
What is your song for the day?  Until you find truth in your “doctrine of equality and liberty” you cannot find 
a societal pathway to freedom and goodness and you will NEVER find it as mankind is now headed.  Your 
doctrine of equality and liberty AND humanity comes from your belief in the brotherhood of man, 
THROUGH THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD. 

I salute you who hear and see. 

Adonai. 
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CHAPTER  10 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SAT., JUL. 15, 1995    7:20 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 333 

SAT.,  JUL. 15,  1995 

HENRY  KISSINGER,  SOVIET  AGENT,  PART  5: 
by Frank A. Capell 

[QUOTING:] 

DIPLOMATIC  WONDERS 

Kissinger works his diplomatic wonders through his many contacts around the world, many of them 
developed through his International Seminars at Harvard.  The West German magazine Quick created a 
sensation with the publication of secret telegrams of Rolf Pauls, West German Ambassador in Washington, 
to his home office which disclosed very unusual behind-the-scenes political conversations between West 
German State Secretary Egon Bahr and Henry Kissinger, then Assistant to the President for National 
Security.  According to informed sources, Kissinger had been promoting the West German concessions to 
Moscow and Communist East Germany. 

Wilfred Burchett, well known Australian Communist who has been named by a Soviet defector as an 
agent of the KGB, is known to have had at least one private meeting with Kissinger in the White House. 
Victor Louis also visited the White House at Kissinger’s invitation for secret conferences.  From an article 
in the PARADE Sunday supplement we learn that: “On Nov. 13, 1971, at 9:05 a.m. Victor Louis, a 
controversial Soviet journalist with contacts in the highest echelons of the Kremlin and its security appara-
tus, the KGB, entered the northwest guardhouse of the White House... Louis explained that he had an 
appointment with Dr. Henry Kissinger... For the next two hours, Victor Louis and Henry Kissinger dis-
cussed Soviet-American affairs and the various personalities involved therein... Neither party will reveal 
the details except to acknowledge that the conversation took place.”  Victor Louis, whose real name is 
Vitaly Yevgenyevich Lui, is a high ranking member of the KGB (Soviet Intelligence) who carries out secret 
diplomatic missions on a high level for the Soviet Government.  His work as a “journalist” is a convenient 
cover.  Henry gets along very well with the Communists—too well. 

William Loeb, publisher of the Manchester Union Leader, pointed out in an editorial that his newspa-
per had long regarded Secretary of State Henry Kissinger as a menace to the United States because of his 
attitude in dealing with top Communist officials in the Kremlin and Peking.  Mr. Loeb stated: 

“Sometimes, however, we have wondered if anyone could be as stupid as Dr. Kissinger SEEMS to 
be, busily giving away U.S. secrets and property.  We have wondered if there could be something more 
than stupidity behind his actions. 
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“A retired U.S. diplomat and friend, a gentleman with a lifetime of experience in the foreign service, has 
a stronger attitude toward Dr. Kissinger.  This particular diplomat is not given to talking off the top of his 
head or just making conversation.  He once said in all seriousness to this writer, ‘I believe Dr. Kissinger to 
be a Communist agent.’ “ 

THE  SONNENFELDT  CASE 

When Henry Kissinger was assembling his staff of helpers on the National Security Council, he reached 
into the State Department and pulled out a publicly unknown but privately very important official.  From his 
job as Director of the State Dept.’s Office of Research and Analysis for Soviet Block, Helmut Sonnenfeldt 
became Kissinger’s top aide, travelling about the world with him while he conducted secret negotiations 
and made secret agreements with the Communists.  Sonnenfeldt and Kissinger, both refugees from Hitler’s 
Germany, could date their friendship back to the days when they returned to Germany as members of the 
U.S. Armed Forces.  They served in a unit under another German emigre, Fritz Kraemer, and both had 
been assigned to intelligence units which interrogated German military and civilian prisoners.  Like Kissinger, 
Sonnenfeldt obtained his college education after returning from Germany. 

Helmut Sonnenfeldt was born in Germany on September 13, 1926 and did not become a citizen of the 
United States until 1945.  He was educated at Johns Hopkins University (BA-1950, MA-1951).  He 
went into the State Department and became an important and protected member of the behind-the-scenes 
bureaucracy ruling the American people.  It was only when he emerged from “behind-the-scenes” that he 
ran into a bit of difficulty.  When President Nixon appointed Kissinger Secretary of State, making him even 
more powerful than he had been as top White House adviser, an attempt was made to put Sonnenfeldt into 
the Treasury Department.  For once someone had to take a closer look at Sonnenfeldt’s background since 
Senate confirmation was necessary for his appointment as Under Secretary of the Treasury. 

That look revealed that during the Eisenhower Administration Sonnenfeldt had been the subject of an 
intensive FBI investigation concerning the passing of secret information to agents of a foreign power. 
Informed sources state that the confidential data supplied by Sonnenfeldt, which originated in the State 
Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research, were turned over to Israeli Intelligence agents in Wash-
ington.  In the espionage field, an individual who secures secret information and documents for another 
intelligence service is considered an agent of that service.  It would, therefore, be clear that Helmut Sonnenfeldt 
was (and may still be) an agent of Israeli Intelligence.  Washington sources reported that the FBI had an 
iron-clad espionage case against Sonnenfeldt which was turned over to the Department of Justice for 
prosecution.  The Attorney General at that time was Nixon’s first Secretary of State, William Rogers.  High 
State Department officials and Rogers reportedly decided not to prosecute since the fact that Israeli Intel-
ligence was obtaining secret U.S. information might prove embarrassing the prosecution was accordingly 
dropped.  No action was taken against Sonnenfeldt who was retained in his job and promoted to the 
highest possible rank, Foreign Service Officer Grade 1, a rank usually given to career diplomats who are 
appointed as chiefs of missions or ambassadors, neither of which Sonnenfeldt was.  At the time of this 
appointment (to Class 1 FSO) Sen. Strom Thurmond objected on the basis that Sonnenfeldt had never 
served in the Foreign Service although he had been in the State Department since December of 1947. 

After Sonnenfeldt’s nomination as Under Secretary of the Treasury, several former Foreign Service 
career officers filed objections and testified against the nomination which has referred to the Senate Fi-
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nance Committee for confirmation hearings on May 15, 1973. 

The press, led by the N.Y. Times and the Washington Post, charged to the aid of Sonnenfeldt and 
powerful forces brought pressure to bear to have Sonnenfeldt confirmed as Under Secretary of the Trea-
sury in spite of his previous espionage activities.  This time they were unsuccessful.  Led by Congressman 
John Ashbrook, senior minority member of the House Internal Security Committee, an investigation of 
Sonnenfeldt’s subversive background was begun.  Rep. Ashbrook summed it up to his colleagues on 
December 17, 1973: “The possibility of perjury, leaking classified information, cleansing security files, 
another confrontation of Congress with the White House on executive privilege and, believe it or not, 
denial of access to still more telephonic tapes, has turned a perfunctory confirmation hearing before the 
Senate into a situation more serious than Watergate.  Involved are not just the small cast of Watergate 
characters, however highly placed, but officials and employees of the entire Federal service.  Nor is this 
but a one-time Watergate affair—President Nixon ran into this continuing problem as a U.S. Congress-
man.” 

Rep. Ashbrook explained that as in Watergate, the problem centers around the integrity, reliability and 
trustworthiness of Federal employees and the denial to Congress by executive privilege of access to 
needed information to carry out its responsibility to evaluate laws and programs it has authorized.  The 
central constitutional issue, as in Watergate, hinges on the basic issue—can executive privilege be used to 
cover up wrong doing? 

The Senate Finance Committee hearings on Sonnenfeldt’s nomination to be Under Secretary of the 
Treasury brought out much information concerning Sonnenfeldt’s activities before and after becoming 
Kissinger’s top aide in the White House.  Sonnenfeldt testified that he was employed by the National 
Security Council and his responsibilities there were to handle our relations with Europe and East-West 
relations, Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and certain arms control matters as assistant to Dr. Kissinger. 

Other testimony revealed that Sonnenfeldt was one of the principal architects of the grain deal with the 
Soviet Union which cost the U.S. taxpayers millions of dollars in subsidy losses and billions of dollars in 
higher food prices.  He was also involved in the trade negotiations and detente with Communist China. 
Furthermore, he was one of the principals involved in promoting the infamous treaty between West Ger-
many and Communist East Germany. 

During the Senate Finance Committee hearings, John D. Hemenway, a former career Foreign Service 
officer, wrote to each member of the Senate Committee that Sonnenfeldt was unfit for the high office to 
which he had been nominated.  He submitted material to the committee summarized in four categories: (1) 
that Mr. Sonnenfeldt’s professional judgment is faulty (2) that Mr. Sonnenfeldt’s personal standards of 
integrity are unacceptably low (3) that Mr. Sonnenfeldt has repeatedly performed acts that violated his 
oath of office and (4) that Mr. Sonnenfeldt’s confirmation would place the Senate committee in the position 
of condoning illegal acts in violation of the standards of conduct for the federal service that have been set 
by Congress itself. 

Mr. Hemenway pointed out that the committee already had the sworn statement of Mr. Otto Otepka, 
former State Department Security official, concerning Sonnenfeldt and that from State Department secu-
rity sources it can be established that Mr. Sonnenfeldt lied when interrogated about his improper  activities. 
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He said that Mr. Frank Niland, an employee of the Department of Justice, could provide information on 
the personal surveillance of Mr. Sonnenfeldt which was maintained for over one year.  This was not the 
FBI of Mr. Gray; it was the FBI of Mr. Hoover.  Mr. Stephen Koczak, formerly an employee of the State 
Department’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research, a career diplomat, witnessed the improper and illegal 
transfer of information from Mr. Sonnenfeldt to unauthorized foreign nationals.  Miss Dolores Wahl had 
informed Mr. Hemenway that Sonnenfeldt was abusing State Department “special material” and she had 
an argument with him about it.  She is an employee of the Department of State with the responsibility for 
materials of a particular sensitivity. 

There was information introduced at the Senate hearing that the Berlin Accord of September 1971 
was the result of the Rogers-Kissinger appeasement of the Soviet Union and Red China.  An article by a 
knowledgeable inside Washington source stated: “Besides William Pierce Rogers and Henry Alfred Kissinger, 
its main authors are Helmut Sonnenfeldt, special adviser to Kissinger; Martin J. Hillenbrand, assistant 
secretary of European affairs in the State Department; James S. Sutterlin, director of German affairs in the 
State Department; and Jonathan Dean, counsellor for political affairs in the American Embassy in Bonn. 
Sonnenfeldt, then engaged in intelligence research in the State Department, leaked information to Nelson 
Rockefeller and Kissinger.  This is related to the secret group that has consistently worked toward an 
appeasing arrangement with the Communist nations... As a Soviet expert in the State Department, Sonnenfeldt 
assured President Kennedy that Moscow would never place missiles in Cuba.  Although lacking foreign 
service, Sonnenfeldt was appointed by President Nixon... to be foreign service officer, Class 1, a top 
position.  He still lacks foreign service.  His relationship to Kissinger is sufficient.... 

“Significantly, the Berlin Agreement of September 3, 1971 was brought about without any role in it 
being filled by the American Mission in Berlin, which is known to regard it as disastrous... So far as the so- 
called principal beneficiaries of this agreement—the West Berliners—are concerned, they no longer even 
know whether they are German nationals any more.  When they travel to the Soviet Zone or to any other 
country, they must have two documents—one the worthless passport and the other an identity card issued 
by the local authorities in the district of the sector where they live. 

“Should they accidentally have any problem with the police in a Communist country, the East German 
Communist government has as much claim to handle their cases, in the specious role of their protector, as 
the West German government.  This cynical arrangement also is the fruit of the Sept. 3, 1971 agreement. 
If the Nixon Administration were determined to push West Germans into the red embrace, such steps 
would be the obvious procedure.  The success of this sort of maneuver can be attributed to highly skilled 
exploitation of the so-called pragmatic approach of the U.S. Government, and its obsession with... opinion 
polls...” 

Continuing with this report, which originated with Edward Hunter’s (Brain-Washing in Red China) 
publication, Tactics, the following is revealed: 

“In addition to the American officials mentioned, the principal authorship of the Berlin Treaty rests with 
Egon Bahr, special political adviser to Willy Brandt.  He met secretly several times with Henry Kissinger 
and Helmut Sonnenfeldt in Washington.  Following these meetings, he communicated secretly with Soviet 
officials with whom he has had contacts for more than twenty years.  Bahr’s main political goal is report-
edly to reunify Germany as the principal ally of the Soviet Union, to drive the United States out of Europe 
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and to establish a Berlin-Moscow Axis.” 

Stephen Koczak, former U.S. Foreign Service officer, also testified before Sonnenfeldt’s Senate con-
firmation hearings.  Koczak had been personally present at a party where Sonnenfeldt revealed the con-
tents of top secret State Department telegrams to one of a large number of Israeli officials who were 
present.  The telegrams had to do with the situation in Lebanon.  Mr. Koczak testified: “In the Sonnenfeldt 
case, I didn’t go to the FBI; instead the CIA official I knew went to the FBI security liaison man to the 
CIA, that is to the top man from the FBI at the CIA who then came to see me.  He asked me what the facts 
were.  He said there were other reasons that the FBI had for suspecting Mr. Sonnenfeldt.  I said, ‘Well, 
you know I don’t want to deal with you.  I have already reported this to the (State) Department.  They 
haven’t done anything.’  The FBI went to the Department.  I was called in by State Department Security 
and I was asked to identify the telegrams and I did.  And I heard nothing more.  Subsequently the FBI 
officer came back to me and said, ‘I suppose you are curious to know what happened.’  I said, ‘Yes, I am.’ 
He said, ‘Well, you know what happened, when we discussed this with the State Department we felt that 
in light of this and other information that was available on Mr. Sonnenfeldt, that prosecution was warranted 
but the Department of State had determined that the information in those telegrams concerning the Leba-
nese Government and their relations with us was so sensitive that they could not be entered as evidence 
and for this reason no prosecution took place.’” 

Another witness who testified against Sonnenfeldt at the hearing was Otto F. Otepka, former State 
Department Security official.  Mr. Otepka advised that he first became aware of Sonnenfeldt’s activities in 
1954 and 1955 when it was alleged he was leaking classified information to various members of the press, 
including representatives of the N.Y. Times and specifically others such as John Scali, whom Nixon made 
U.S. Ambassador to the U.N. (and who was selected by a KGB colonel as a mediary in the Cuban missile 
crisis), Marvin Kalb of CBS and others.  The allegations were investigated; an attempt was made to 
resolve them by use of wiretaps and surveillance conducted by the State Department.  Mr. Otepka testi-
fied: “Subsequently it was brought to my attention that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was involved in a leak of classified 
intelligence information to a member of a foreign nation, in this instance—this happened in 1958—the 
Government of Israel... the matter was resolved by management in this way: that Mr. Sonnenfeldt would 
continue in a position he then occupied in the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency but the duties of his 
office did not entail access to highly sensitive intelligence information and that was a consideration by 
management in transferring Mr. Sonnenfeldt to the Arms Control Agency...” 

Mr. Otepka further testified: “The allegations and these again were established by investigative tech-
niques including the use of wiretaps for the second time, and also personal surveillance.  It was revealed 
that Mr. Sonnenfeldt was communicating information to persons with whom he had no authority to deal in 
connection with his official duties in the State Department.” 

Mr. Otepka commented that he was present in the hearing room when Mr. Sonnenfeldt testified 
before the Senate Finance Committee and he was appalled at Sonnenfeldt’s denials, which have been 
more correctly described as perjury. 

What makes the Sonnenfeldt case more serious than Watergate is the fact that a number of govern-
ment departments and agencies were involved in the attempt to cover up his background and illegal activi-
ties.  Important facts had been deleted from reports to the Treasury Department secured by the FBI.  The 
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second highest official of the Justice Department, in answer to inquiries, indicated that Sonnenfeldt had 
been cleared and that there was no basis in fact for the allegations against him in spite of eye witnesses, 
tape recordings, and surveillance reports proving the charges.  This was Assistant Attorney General Henry 
E. Petersen, in charge of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, who had worked with Bobby 
Kennedy when as Attorney General he was conducting his “War against Organized Crime” and his “Get 
Hoffa” vendetta. 

When Petersen’s attention was called to syndicated columnist Paul Scott’s article revealing details of 
Sonnenfeldt’s act of turning over secret documents to foreign agents, he replied as follows: (Quote) 

“This is in response to your recent letter to the Attorney General concerning a recent newspaper article 
by Paul Scott discussing the nomination of Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt to be Under Secretary of the Treasury 
department and whether he would be a suitable candidate for that position. 

“Executive Order 10450 requires that an investigation be made of all employees of the executive 
branch before they can be accepted for a position.  The Order further requires that all persons privileged 
to be employees in the executive branch must be loyal to the United States, and that no one may hold such 
a sensitive position with the government unless his employment is determined to be clearly consistent with 
the interests of the national security.  These requirements apply, of course, to all presidential nominees, 
including those to be an Under Secretary. 

“In accordance with the Order, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has conducted a number of inves-
tigations of Mr. Sonnenfeldt’s character and loyalty in connection with various positions he has held in that 
executive branch in the past.  In all of these cases, the results were determined to be favorable.  Thus, 
although we cannot disclose the contents of any of the Bureau’s investigative files to one outside the 
Federal government, the results of these investigations do not support Mr. Scott’s suggestion in his article 
that the Bureau’s investigative files “show that Sonnenfeldt... turned over highly classified intelligence and 
other information to a foreign diplomat...” (End of Quote) 

The sworn testimony of Otto Otepka refutes Mr. Petersen’s whitewash of Helmut Sonnenfeldt and the 
testimony of retired Foreign Service officer John Hemenway supports Otepka.  As a result of this sworn 
testimony at the nomination hearings at which Sonnenfeldt repeatedly committed perjury, President Nixon 
was forced to withdraw his nomination.  This does not mean that Sonnenfeldt was left out in the cold, 
however, his friend Kissinger brought him into the State Department as Counsellor. 

Rep. John Ashbrook’s efforts to draw attention to the truth about Sonnenfeldt are credited with having 
been the main obstacle against Sonnenfeldt’s confirmation as Under Secretary of the Treasury.  The con-
gressman pointed out that, while the White House permitted several Executive Branch officials to appear 
publicly before the Senate Watergate hearing on one hand, the State Department permitted a Federal 
employee to be interviewed by a Senator and then denied to a member of a House investigating committee 
the same opportunity to question the same Federal employee on the same matter.  He stated: “Department 
of State officials fully realize that if they are compelled by the White House to submit to ‘Operation Can-
dor’, and provide data and witnesses now sought by the House Internal Security Committee, a thorough 
fumigation of State would be well on its way.  Additionally, shake-ups at other culpable agencies and 
departments would ensue and meaningful corrective action on the Watergate affair would have a basis in a 
revised Federal employee security-suitability program.  This is the scope of the situation mentioned above 
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as ‘more serious than Watergate’.” 

Francis Niland, who conducted an investigation of Sonnenfeldt for State Department security and who 
has first-hand knowledge of the security violations, was refused permission by the Executive Department 
to testify before the House Internal Security Committee.  As the minority leader of the committee noted, 
the situation clearly shows that the State Department is discriminating against the House of Representatives 
and its committees and that it is now denying the duly authorized committee in the area of internal security 
information which it provided on an informal basis to the chairman of a Senate committee. 

It has long been known in intelligence circles that Henry Kissinger takes his orders from the Rockefellers 
and on matters of foreign policy President Nixon takes the recommendations (orders) of Henry Kissinger. 
In his propinquity to Kissinger, Sonnenfeldt shares the top-most secrets of Kissinger’s private negotiations 
with Communist leaders in Moscow and Peking.  Sonnenfeldt has accompanied Kissinger on these trips 
and has been in the forefront in bringing about the Nixon Administration’s detente (support, trade and 
financing) not only with the Soviet Union and Red China but with other Communist countries as well.  The 
friendship and cooperation of Henry Kissinger and Helmut Sonnenfeldt cover a period in excess of 27 
years.  Both are known to have planned and brought about programs which have resulted in the strength-
ening of the Communist Conspiracy.  Both are accepted by high Communist leaders in the Soviet Union, 
Red China and the East European satellites as representing the United States Government even in secret 
deals which have not even been made known to the Congress of the United States, much less the Ameri-
can public.  The Sonnenfeldt-Kissinger situation (with the enormous power they wield) is definitely more 
serious than Watergate, involving known violations of the espionage laws by Helmut Sonnenfelt and the 
cover-up of same by Henry Kissinger, manipulating the Department of Justice, FBI, State Department, 
National Security Council and the White House. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 5] 

We will take up with DANIEL ELLSBERG when we next take up this topic of Henry Kissinger.  Thank 
you. 
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CHAPTER  11 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SUN., JUL. 16, 1995    7:44 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 334 

SUN.,  JUL. 16,  1995 

RONN  JACKSON! 

I am not the keeper of one Ronn Jackson and I marvel that people seem to believe that I am.  I respect Mr. 
Jackson and, yes indeed, I do expect him to assist our cause of information production to some great 
extent, but it is certainly neither fair nor reasonable that he attend all the financial woes of ours or any 
other’s groupings. 

At best, he has agreed to, if he can do so, fund several PROJECTS already on paper and being put to 
paper for a limited number of things such as a motion picture and studio, some help for CONTACT, etc., 
which is of no business to anyone outside those impacted.  What else he does or does not do is his 
prerogative. 

Why do I speak of this?  Because so many seem to believe that somehow Jackson is a “savior” come 
along to cause you to have no further concerns or responsibilities.  No, when Mr. Jackson gets free— 
YOU HAVE MORE RESPONSIBILITIES!  Many of you have written letters and supported, constantly, 
this man.  Appreciation is great but when you expect that which is not available for another to GIVE it is 
certainly not Godly.  When HELP is available and used WISELY, many pulling in the same direction can do 
wondrous things—but some just think that everything will be suddenly and miraculously made RIGHT. 
THAT will not happen so stop the silliness and recognize that help in any form is indeed a gift and must not 
become a larger burden than not having help. 

We have made special arrangements to utilize all the help we can get WITHIN a system gone insane and 
therefore can use, in a beneficial way for all involved, that which might flow and can protect all parties 
within its boundaries. 

It has been like extracting all of the free world’s teeth (if there are any remaining) just to get the paperwork 
done for Mr. Jackson’s release.  When it became apparent that Ronn would not be released, for whatever 
reasons, to California as the specific location, everything bogged down as is usual.  But remember, you 
now have to deal with a system bogged down to full stop, anyway, because that is the incredibly foolish 
and downright stupid way the “system” works.  Papers sit on desks unopened in each place through which 
they pass while workers attend vacations and everything other than the task at hand. 

We believe that the paperwork has finally reached its final “check-in/out” manager and perhaps we can 
now look forward to days, instead of “months”, for release. 
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For anything beyond “release” we have to wait and see what is within capabilities and limitations of travel, 
actions and locations.  At best, I MOST CERTAINLY WOULD NOT DISCUSS PRIVATE MATTERS 
FOR IT IS NONE OF MY (OR YOUR) BUSINESS!!  REMEMBER THAT EVERY INSIGHTFUL 
PIECE OF INFORMATION OFFERED HERE FOR YOU MATIES IS FIRST USED BY YOUR 
ADVERSARIAL ENEMY.  That is, Green gets all the local information about everything he can use 
against us—before we can get the information mailed or out to you.  We LIKE IT THAT WAY for he 
insists upon doing more incredibly foolish things with THAT information.  I can’t speak for all of you in 
what you may well have in sight and action—but I have a full view and purpose to everything I do. 

GERRY  SPENCE 

Please don’t be foolish enough to think only YOU would be sending information to Gerry Spence.  We 
certainly stand in great appreciation for your help and loving petition to this fine gentleman BUT BE AWARE, 
THE HEAVIEST LOAD OF DOCUMENTATION PULLED FROM THE FILES OF LIES AND 
MISREPRESENTATIONS WENT IMMEDIATELY FROM GREEN, ABBOTT, HORTON, ANDER-
SON, FORT, BEAM AND OTHERS WHO ARE THE VERY ONES “AGAINST” EKKERS.  That is 
exactly what I wanted to happen because the CASE IN POINT has nothing to do with the cases being 
wined and dined ad infinitum in Nevada. 

The case in point for Mr. Spence is the Savings and Loan debacle and the property case involving RTC 
and Ekkers.  The “No Sale”, intentionally, and illegal shenanigans involving the property in Tehachapi, 
California.  Why?  Because we no longer expect attorneys (even the best and perhaps the very best) to 
serve because of rightness of “cause” and, in the property case, there should be great coverage in insur-
ance (also fraudulent) and bonds from which an attorney can be nicely rewarded for his service.  We aren’t 
trying to get boodles and bundles of money—just some help with other legal fees and new legal fees.  We 
want the ASSOCIATION of Gerry Spence for the moving over into a start-up of Common Citizen-type 
local courts.  It is a START and there should be enough from the damages to cover that “start-up” through 
the Constitutional Law Center.  Ekkers ask for NOTHING save a bit of JUSTICE! 

The case has bogged down in nothing other than nasty exchanges between Mr. Tips and Mr. Horn.  Mr. 
Tips is moving (has moved actually) to France and yet the harangue goes on and on and on—to the tune of 
some $11,000 in just May and June and NOTHING accomplished—not even the court-ordered “Meet 
and Confer”.  In fact, Mr. Tips sent a bill and gallantly offered no charge for the time spent changing HIS 
OWN address with Mr. Horn and the case.  It indicates by the “NC” that it CERTAINLY WAS ON THE 
BILLING.  That indication was for some third of an hour, or about $85 for HIS move. 

Now, I ask you as readers, if you could be assured of making $5 to $6 THOUSAND dollars a month into 
perpetuity and the opposing lawyer can do likewise—would you want to change anything?  Further, the 
opposing “big business” knows what it will eventually cost in court when the “Ekkers” win—so it is far 
cheaper to run the Ekkers out of money and continue to pay one of their own henchmen.  WE WANT AN 
ATTORNEY WHO WILL GET IT OFF ITS PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINERY AND GO TO 
TRIAL—AND A JURY! 

I remind you-the-people that until you clean up the Judicial system—you have no chance of cleaning up 
anything else.  Even in Judge Ito’s court the subject of Talmudic Law continues to be discussed.  That 
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requires NO JURY and the JUDGE asks all the questions—while the attorneys simply organize cases and 
get paid.  Meanwhile, in your system the Judge can “instruct” the jury and keep absolutely to the verdict he 
has pre-decided. 

Speaking of the Talmud, which is the most deceitful set of rules ever presented by a bunch of MEN for 
corruption, by MEN under the guise of “God” but with full-blown lies and evil intent, we have to take note 
of how those laws now affect YOU.  YOU JUST DON’T SEEM TO NOTICE.  DO YOU REALLY 
THINK THAT LITTLE BILLY BOY CLINTON HAS STUDIED THE MANY, MANY VOLUMES 
OF THE TALMUD?  WELL LET ME SHARE SOMETHING WITH YOU UNSUSPECTING 
PEOPLE: 

[QUOTING:] 

PRESIDENTIAL  PROCLAMATIONS 
JEWISH  HERITAGE  WEEK,  1995 

Proclamation 6788 of April 20, 1995 

Jewish Heritage Week, 1995 

60 F.R. 20003 

By the President of the United States of America 

A Proclamation 

Throughout history and through times of profound adversity, the Jewish people have built their lives on the 
strength of family and the spirit of community.  Millions have made a home in America—a Nation filled with 
opportunity and blessed with the miracle of freedom.  And here, with hard work and dedication, the 
Jewish-American community has flourished. 

Jewish citizens have made vital contributions to every sector of our society.  From academia to the arts, 
from business to government, from the smallest towns to the largest cities, Jewish Americans have infused 
our Nation with a powerful faith, a commitment to family and community, and a devotion to scholarship 
and self-improvement. 

Judaism is a unique gift to this land that people of myriad faiths and cultures call home.  The ancient 
commandment of tzedakah—charity—challenges us to embrace the duty of service to others.  The Tal-
mudic teachings of mercy and justice, and those who have sought to uphold these ideals, grace 
the pages of American history.  [H: Still with me, citizens?]  We can draw strength and inspiration 
from the enduring lessons of Judaism, and it is entirely fitting that we honor the great traditions of its 
followers. 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. CLINTON, President of the United States of America, by virtue 
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of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, do hereby proclaim April 
30 through May 7, 1995, as “Jewish Heritage Week”.  (Editors Note: Do we seem to recall that May 1 
is important to both the Communists and Satanists?)  I call upon the people of the United States to 
observe this week with appropriate programs, ceremonies, and activities. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this twentieth day of April, in the year of our 
Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-five, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two 
hundred and nineteenth. 

ss// William J. Clinton 

[END OF QUOTING] 

This is EXACTLY HOW the Noahedic Laws of the Jewish Talmud became THE RELIGION OF THE 
LAND UNDER YOUR FEDERAL LAWS!  YOU can claim whatever you like about these laws but I 
remind you that the term “Jew” only came to be in the 18th Century (1765)!  The Talmud is a book written 
by the most evil-intended men on your globe and from them sprang THE PROTOCOLS OF THE 
LEARNED ELDERS OF ZION. 

There is NO SUCH THING AS JUDEO-CHRISTIAN.  EACH TERM IS EXACTLY THE 
OPPOSITE IN MEANING!  This is now DECLARED an annual event as is always the case of get the 
foot in the door and it becomes LAW without anyone even taking notice.  Let 30 days elapse and law is 
STRUCK. 

What about the Baptist or Moslem week of “Heritage” under the Laws of the Land?  What about you 
Methodists?  Since the Talmud recognizes no CHRISTIAN alliance—you have just voted OUT GOD! 
YOU ARE NOW A DECLARED NATION WITHOUT GOD.  NO, JEHOVAH OR LUCIFER IS 
NOT GOD OF LIGHT AND CREATION.  THESE ENTITIES ARE THE TOTAL OPPOSITE 
OF GOD CREATOR. 

This proclamation is NOT for the honoring of Judeans or Hebrews.  THIS EVEN STATES THAT IT 
HONORS THE JEWS OF THE TALMUD WHO ARE NOT OF JUDEAN LINEAGE AT ALL— 
THEY ARE OF THE KHAZARS! 

I am not here to argue points of this issue.  I do, however, note how often we have printed writings which 
offer FROM THE TALMUD a listing of direct quotes from that book, along with the dissertation on the 
Kol Nidre which is the first chanting of religion and basis of operation for all “Jews”.  This is WHY you 
have such lies and pitiful truth in courtrooms.  The attorneys are almost all Jewish NOW and the Kol Nidre 
REQUIRES that all VOWS MADE BE NULLIFIED.  In other words, if a Jew swears an oath to tell the 
truth, he is bounded by his “religion” to, instead, LIE. 
Let me just quote: 

[QUOTING:] 
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KOL  NIDRE 

“All vows, obligations, oaths, anathemas, whether called ‘konam’, ‘konas’, or by any other name, 
which we may vow, or swear, or pledge, or whereby we may be bound, FROM THIS DAY OF 
ATONEMENT UNTO THE NEXT, (whose happy coming we await), we do repent.  MAY THEY 
BE DEEMED ABSOLVED, FORGIVEN, ANNULLED, AND VOID AND MADE OF NO EF-
FECT; THEY SHALL NOT BIND US NOR HAVE POWER OVER US.  THE OBLIGATIONS 
SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATORY; NOR THE OATHS BE OATHS.” 

[END OF QUOTING] 

This is the PROLOGUE of the Day of Atonement (annual Holy-days) services in the synagogues.  It is 
recited three times by the standing congregation in concert with chanting rabbis at the altar.  After the recital 
of the Kol Nidre (All Vows) prayer, the Day of Atonement religious ceremonies follow immediately.  The 
Day of Atonement religious observances are the highest holy days of so-called or self-styled “Jews” and 
are celebrated as such throughout the world. 

Is there REALLY any wonder that you have NO JUSTICE and are now people of the LIE?  The LIE is a 
requirement of the religion! 

Deny all you wish—THESE ARE DOCUMENTED FACTS, readers!  Go get the Talmud and study for 
selves!! 

WALLY  GENTLEMAN  ASKS  SOME 
INSIGHTFUL  QUESTIONS 

I simply have no wish to respond to some of your questions because it is the question’s answers which 
must be found by the individual.  I am weary of my work being picked apart and chewed up at whim to fall 
back on my scribe.  I think that unless you keep up with everything we send forth, you CAN’T know full 
intent because I often speak about that which I have priorly offered.  You cannot take things out of context 
and expect to have meaning. 

Wally has offered some excerpts of one of my observations and questions.  The best thing, of course, is to 
offer the portions he has sent for response: 

“From Thu., July 6th, 1995 A.M. Year 8 Day 324. 

“The facts are that the ‘situation’ is only an extension of that which began with the beginning of your planet 
AND YOU DIDN’T KNOW.” 

“Remember, in addition, that the enemy of you the people has enemies of his own and you aren’t the Big 
One.” 

“So, the Evil Empire strikes again and the other side of the MORE Evil Empire hits back?  Does this leave 
you without enemies?  No, you are the pawns, the gun fodder, the provider—the slave to the masters.  It 
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is time to realize JUST WHO are those players on the Dark Side that have so long controlled every breath 
you are allowed to take on this planet.” 

Wally seeks “clarification or further explanation of these statements” for they appear to fall in with the 
supposition of cosmic tyranny before a retreat to the Earth Plane by our ancient forbears. 

“This is of importance as it appears to suggest that at our transition we must voluntarily choose the protec-
tion of the Light to be free of further cosmic tribulations—and BEFORE we transit to and in the Light of 
Truth from the Physical Plane in which we have found Truth—and demonstrated the convictions. 

“It is time to realize JUST WHO are these players on the Dark Side.  Are they Cosmic operating on the 
Physical Plane?  Are they purely physical manifestations?  Or are they Jehovah, Id and the like?” 

YOUR JOURNEY HERE IS TO DEFINE AND DECIPHER THESE THINGS, READERS—NOT 
MINE TO SIT AND TELL YOU SO THAT YOU THINK NOT FOR SELVES.  ALL THE AN-
SWERS HAVE BEEN GIVEN—YOU COMPLICATE THE PROGRAM. 

Of course there was always, and shall always be, efforts at cosmic tyranny in any of the lower dimensional 
expressions.  The PHYSICAL manifestation is for the VERY PURPOSE of consciously working out 
these wondrous tales and adventures.  All products within a physical dimension, however, are PHYSI-
CAL.  Once of the physical realm, the battles revolve around the physical expression THROUGH MIND 
WARP AND CONTROL.  Mind, you see, is NOT physical—it is purely etheric.  Once, however, the 
mind is fully focused on the “physical” passage, there is not ability of individual to become the more etheric 
representation of self.  So, to control THE PHYSICAL, there must come to be CONTROL OF THE 
MIND OF MANKIND. 

Wally would suppose that there was a “retreat to the Earth Plane by our ancient forbears”.  Forget it— 
there was no RETREAT to anywhere save in mind illusion which presents a manifest (physical) experience 
in expression.  That stemmed from the MIND of higher KNOWING.  It is not a “RETREAT”, it is a 
presentation—nothing more and nothing less.  Earth, however, is a type of “prison” in that—once on the 
physical plane—you are stuck there—in physical format until you either get with the program of GOD or 
come off in your own evolvement—either to the bindings of lower etheric states of being, or a bit higher as 
the case might be, depending upon your own growth.  This notably MEANS that, in all cases, the evolve-
ment is INDIVIDUAL.  In other words, what the husband “knows” will not be what the wife “knows”. 
YOU CANNOT MAKE ANOTHER TO KNOW.  God is not of FORCE so, therefore, you are caught 
with having to allow or lead into truth—you cannot PUSH THE RIVER!  Educational “knowledge” is not 
fact—IT IS PURELY PERCEPTION AND OPINION—AND NEVER ABSOLUTE.  Whatever you 
get from the academic halls are but opinions and rarely are they even valid, much the less realistically that 
upon which a civilization can have base.  You can only be as smart as is your TEACHER.  Therefore, if I 
be your teacher, YOU CAN COME WITHIN FULL KNOWING!  If I be not your teacher, you are 
going to be lacking in the full truth of your presentation.  Why?  Because I am sent forth and come hither to 
TEACH YOU THE TRUTH OF THE WORD!  THE WORD IS GOD! 

Do you have to be a student?  No, and most are NOT.  However, next invariably comes the “Too late 
smart!...” clause of your argument at the Pearly Gates.  A kindergarten level child has no place in the 
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mature halls of even academia as a post-graduate student.  Furthermore, you can stay in kindergarten for 
eons of time and, as mankind is headed, he is going BACK TO THE DARK AGES! 

You will believe exactly that which you wish to believe.  You will continue to argue and ponder, debate and 
denounce and it will not make an iota of difference to TRUTH.  You can claim that the world revolves on 
the Einstein theory of Relativity and you will BE WRONG.  No more and certainly, no less.  The CON-
CEPT is incorrect!  Always with a deliberately misleading construct—you will find that if you take the 
“equation” and REVERSE the concept—you will be very close to correct.  Evil is the opposite of God of 
Light Creator, and always Evil will PRESENT IN TOTAL OPPOSITE (OR AS CLOSE TO OPPOSITE 
AS CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED) OF THAT WHICH IS TRUTH.  THAT IS THE UNIVERSAL CODE 
OF PRESENTATION AT COSMIC (UNIVERSAL) LEVELS OF EXPRESSION. 

This can be more easily exampled through the Law of The Bureaucracy: Whatever is claimed to be ac-
complished, the exact opposite shall be the result. 

All that is WITHIN must be brought WITHOUT or you can’t make “graduation”, for until you do this for 
self—you are functioning on ANOTHER’S perceptions and opinions. 
What is really WRONG, however, is a continuation on the part of you of God intent to continue to confuse 
selves with the touted “Christians”, etc.  You can’t do that because there is no longer a purely Christian 
anything!  Even the MAN presentation of the Christ is a LIE.  DO YOU SEE AND BEGIN TO COM-
PREHEND?  “CHRIST”, JUST AS IS “EVIL”, IS A STATE OF “BEING” OR ETHERIC MIND 
PERCEPTION AND MANIFESTATION—NOT A “THING” OR A “PERSON”.  As in the instance of 
myself and, say, Dharma, you can take the teachings and truth I bring and she types and FIND GOD OF 
LIFE.  Or, you can distract onto the physical presentation of either—AND MISS THE FULL INTENT 
OF GOD AND SELF. 

You can quibble over whether I am Hatonn, Aton, Hatton, Hatoon or Joe Blow and it won’t make an iota 
of difference.  IT IS THE WORD WHICH MUST HOLD THE KEY WHICH UNLOCKS KNOW-
ING. 

The empires of physical expression are not even necessarily AGAINST YOU OF GOD.  They are going 
to use whatever they can find to usurp for their own intentional exchanges.  These things, again, are 
“physical” in expression.  The only thing they don’t want from here is TRUTH IN THE WORD.  “They” 
being the participants of physical manifestation in conscious desire for control and power of the physical 
plane—enforced by the control of MINDS.  “You are what you believe!” 

Armageddon is not a “thing” of GOD CREATOR—it is an accomplishment of MAN against MAN.  God 
has already won the WAR, players, and the Evil Empire builders already KNOW AS MUCH—IT IS 
YOU WHO SEEM TO BE IN THE DARKNESS ABOUT THE MATTER.  EVIL BY ANY NAME 
SUCH AS CHRISTIAN, ATHEIST, JEW OR GENTILE—IS STILL EVIL.  GOD BY ANY LABEL 
IS ALSO GOD.  THE TWO DO NOT FIT TOGETHER ANY BETTER THAN JUDEO-CHRIS-
TIAN, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, POLITICAL SCIENCE OR BLACK IS WHITE.  IF YOU 
PUT EVIL WITH GOD (EVIL-GOD)—YOU COME UP WITH SATAN-LUCIFER-SERPENT KING. 
EVIL CANNOT STAND ALONE PAST THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION AND GOD CANNOT 
BE DESTROYED BY ANYTHING!  KNOW THIS AND YOU UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSE! 
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Whatever your GOAL, my friends, will be accomplished!  MIND determines the methodology of accom-
plishment just as SOUL demands the GOAL.  When the desired GOAL fits the many souls, then accom-
plishment is assured.  Be sure your GOAL is worthy of that which ultimately must be your goal if you are 
to experience with God in Universal pastures of growth. 

The major limitation of physical expression seems to revolve around “money”, i.e.: If I just had the money 
I could do...!!?”  NO!  Misperception!!  If you wanted to do or have (???) you would have the money. 
You “excuse” when “reason” eludes you. 

I note that George Green and his legal colleagues are trying to get us to do something foolish like slander 
them.  They know the gold of Dave Overton is going to eventually be given back to him.  Then, the only 
way they can hope to recover anything is through suing CONTACT, Ekkers, or someone they ASSUME 
will somehow have the funds ultimately.  I find it most amusing.  I also note that it will be very wise indeed 
of all players to offer no opportunity for same. 

Therefore, I wish to go on record as stating that both Horton and Abbott are about as exemplary examples 
of fine attorneys as are found anywhere on even the Day of Atonement.  I, further, would go on record as 
stating that both George and Desireé are as equally good as Duggah at prophesying and receiving from 
someone known as Hatton or Hatoon—OR HATONN.  Remember that “Gyeorgos” is simply Greek for 
George and that certainly does not make me, George Hatonn, the same as George Green, George Abbott, 
or George Jones!  Neither does Heysus Cristos make Jesus THE Christ.  I would be quite suspect of Aton 
or God from that sector, as well, for the FACTS OF DECEPTION ARE PRESENT, but be that as it 
may—it is your decision!  These people have NOTHING to do with ME! 

How can you know?  Oh, lots of ways but one is outstanding.  Green sends out a lot of things by “Rick 
Webber”, as a for instance.  Rick Webber is ACTUALLY “Mark Williams” who BOTH WORKED FOR 
GREEN AND NOW FOR HORTON!   Mark is a LINGUIST.  He has forged documents, tapes and all 
manner of things to appear as if Dharma did them.  He is a PROFESSIONAL tape splicer and sound 
systems operator.  George’s attorneys, Horton and Abbott, USED THESE FALSE DOCUMENTS AND 
TAPES UNLAWFULLY IN COURT AND IN DEPOSITIONS.  THIS IS A NO-NO!  Green contin-
ues to send forth the documents and computer runs of supposed plagiarisms of Dharm.a  NO, they were 
gleaned as references from the journals wherein full recognition was always given to authors and writers. 
Where else would you get such listings unless you have the very computer discs which YOU SHOULDN’T 
HAVE AT ALL?  Especially discs of books BANNED BY COURT ORDER!  Then to have this same 
alias-figure write a declaration about the “Gold Case” as has been further circulated is more ludicrous for 
the man in point WORKS FOR HORTON AND GREEN—PERSONALLY!! 

Now, readers, these are FACTS.  Mr. Horton sat with Green in a Federal Bankruptcy court and lied right 
along with Green.  This is unlawful and UNETHICAL as well as being worthy of disbarring an attorney 
under the just judicial system laid forth for the LAW OF THE LAND.  You can lie to a jury, lie in a court— 
BUT IT IS UNACCEPTABLE TO INTENTIONALLY LIE TO THE COURT.  A lawyer can uninten-
tionally bear false witness to the Court but he must be innocent of knowledge of the lies.  Mr. Horton can’t 
claim that because he helped STRUCTURE THE LIES.  What will happen?  Now we can’t know, can 
we—for, generally speaking, the “system” is less than JUST or righteous and always plays to protect its 
OWN (legal) so, who knows?  George sends out hundreds of “packages” claiming the Ekker/Ekkers are 
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going to be destroyed by the “system” when it catches up with them.  That is mostly interesting, at the least, 
because in the cases named, THE EKKER/EKKERS have NO interest whatsoever—save the con-
tinued tossing in of the “term”: Ekker/Ekker.  YOU THE RECEIVERS OF THE INFORMATION ARE 
THE MISINFORMED AND BAMBOOZLED, along with the COURTS, as the perpetrators hope the 
lies will go unnoticed.  What is really sad in these cases is that the ones most lied TO are the clients, 
themselves—or, the clients are proficient at false statements as well.  Perhaps both?? 

Oh, indeed, all of this information has been piled onto Gerry Spence.  So, it is up to you as to whether or 
not you wish to begin some right-ness in legal proceedings and override the LIES.  Ekker/Ekkers don’t 
longer “give a damn”!  However, the common cry rising up out of the depths of you-the-people is for 
return of Constitution, Freedom and Justice.  WHERE DO YOU START?  WHERE DO YOU GAIN? 
DO WHAT YOU WISH, BUT DON’T BLAME GOD FOR YOUR FAILURE TO ACHIEVE YOUR 
ESPOUSED “GOALS”.  GOD OFFERS A “WAY” BUT YOU HAVE TO TAKE IT. 

YOU CANNOT BLACK-MAIL GOD!!  YOU CANNOT BLACK-MAIL TRUTH; YOU CAN 
ONLY DISTORT TRUTH AND IN THE VERY DISTORTION YOU SET SELF UP FOR BEING 
BLACKMAILED.  I AM NOT BLACKMAILABLE!  THERE IS NO WAY TO BLACK-MAIL 
EKKERS—THEY HAVE ALREADY LOST EVERYTHING!  I SUGGEST “YOU” USE THESE 
FACTS AND IF YOU ARE SINCERE IN YOUR WISH FOR A STABLE AND BETTER GOVERN-
MENT AND TRUTH IN JUSTICE—YOU WILL GO TO WORK WITH THAT PEN UNTIL YOU 
FILL THE PAGES OF A THOUSAND BOOKS.  WHAT YOU DEMAND YOU WILL GET— 
FROM GOODLY PEOPLE.  GERRY SPENCE IS EITHER AS GOOD AS HE PROJECTS HIM-
SELF IN HIS WRITINGS OR HE IS A FRAUD—YOU WILL HAVE TO EVENTUALLY DETER-
MINE WHICH, WON’T YOU?  WE OFFER THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE A “TOOL”; WE NEVER 
OFFER MORE. 

When you have a packet of lies and a packet of truth—WHICH DO YOU THINK WILL STAND THE 
TESTING OF THE INVESTIGATIONS AND RESEARCH?  So be it.  Look also unto that which a 
person in point might well have to GAIN for himself/herself.  It will usually give a clue as to intent.  And 
then, get all the opposition packets of information and FIND THAT THE TRUTH IS QUITE VISIBLE 
IN THE FULL ACCOUNTING.  NO ONE HERE HAS ANYTHING TO HIDE SO WHY IS THERE 
SO MUCH ACCUSATION AND LYING ON THE OTHER SIDE?  WHY IS THERE SO MUCH 
HIDING ON THE OTHER SIDE?  IF YOU ARE CURIOUS, FIND OUT—GOD NEVER HIDES 
HIS WONDERS NOR IS THERE NECESSITY TO CHANGE TALES OR CONJURE FALSE DOCU-
MENTS OR DISTRACTORS—TRUTH IS TRUTH AND WILL STAND INTO INFINITY. 

May we please close this writing, it has gotten quite a lot more lengthy than at first intended. 

I would ask one last rebuttal question of Wally: What difference would there be if you knew EXACTLY 
“who” are each of the named players?  Does it matter in the “overall” whether the players be cosmic, 
etheric or physical?  What difference?  WHY?  Are you not faced with a scenario which is either going to 
play itself out as is—or you are going to change its passage?  There need be only the DISCERNMENT to 
recognize the Dark Side—THEY ARE OPPOSITE THE LIGHTED SIDE OF GOD!  THEY WILL 
PROJECT THEMSELVES IN EVERY “ACTION” THEY PERFORM!  ACTION IS A TOTAL PRO-
JECTION OF INTENT!  Arguing or debating will not change it.  Intent is reflected in “action”, never in lip 
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movements!  The Dark players are OBLIGATED to LIE! 

So be it and Good Day. 

Salu. 
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HENRY  KISSINGER,  SOVIET  AGENT,  PART 6: 
by Frank A. Capell (1974) 

[QUOTING:] 

DANIEL  ELLSBERG,  KISSINGER’S  PROTEGÉ 
PENTAGON  PAPERS  AND  WATERGATE 

One of Kissinger’s closest associates, and his personal protegé, is Daniel Ellsberg who became na-
tionally known through his theft of the so-called Pentagon Papers.  Kissinger’s relationship with Ellsberg 
continued over the years and in 1968 Kissinger recruited Ellsberg as a part of a special panel of foreign 
policy experts to formulate an Indochina policy for Richard Nixon. 

The Pentagon Papers consisted of 4,000 pages of official documents (most of which were classified as 
top secret) originating in the Defense Department, the State Department, the Central Intelligence Agency, 
the White House and other government agencies.  In addition, there was a 3,000 page analysis of a study 
of U.S. involvement in the war in Vietnam.  In commenting on the publication (while the U.S. was still 
involved in the Vietnam war and struggling with anti-war activists at home) of the Pentagon documents, 
Sen. James B. Allen of Alabama stated, “This action has handed our Communist enemies a readymade 
propaganda weapon, and they are using it; it widens the credibility gap existing between the people and 
their Government; it helps undermine public confidence in all government; and it hampers our efforts in 
peace negotiations.” 

The individual who stole, copied, and distributed the top secret documents was Daniel Ellsberg, then 
of Cambridge, Mass.  Educated at Harvard University, where he was editor of the Harvard Advocate and 
served on the Harvard Crimson, he was a protegé of Professor Henry Kissinger.  After graduation from 
Harvard in 1952, Ellsberg married Miss Carol Cummings, the daughter of a retired Marine Corps Briga-
dier General.  He then did a year of graduate study at Cambridge University in England which was fol-
lowed by a three-year stint in the U.S. Marine Corps after which he was separated as a First Lieutenant in 
1957.  Ellsberg then returned to Harvard and studied for his PhD and in 1959 joined the Rand Corp. in 
Santa Monica, Cal., an organization conducting secret research projects for the Defense Department and 
other government agencies.  In 1964 Ellsberg was recruited, reportedly through Adam Yarmolinsky (whose 
far-left politics finally forced him out of government), and given a position on the staff of the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs, working on Vietnam policy decisions.  Somewhere 
along the line, according to a reliable source, Ellsberg was secretly moved into the CIA.  In July 1965 he 
was assigned to the State Department, using the cover of an international relations officer in the Political 
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Section of the U.S. Embassy in Saigon, one of his positions being on the staff of Maj. Gen. Edward 
Lansdale who was in charge of the U.S. pacification program.  While employed in Saigon, Ellsberg had an 
opportunity to travel throughout the country and to meet with a number of officials, high ranking military 
officers and civilians.  Confidential intelligence sources reported that Ellsberg had leaked out information to 
unauthorized persons on a number of occasions.  Maj. Gen. Lansdale told LIFE magazine that Ellsberg 
was “lacking in security discipline”. 

In July of 1967 Ellsberg returned to the United States from Saigon and went back to the Rand Corp. 
as a consultant and specialist on Vietnam.  While there, he was one of the individuals who worked on the 
Pentagon Study.  The Rand Corp. was founded in 1946 as a private non-profit organization, and much of 
U.S. military and defense policies is said to have resulted from their studies.  The president of the Rand 
Corp., Henry Stanislaus Rowen, was one of former Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara’s original 
“Whiz kids” recruited by Adam Yarmolinsky.  The Rand Corp. studies normally are top secret, and per-
sonnel working on the Defense Department projects are supposed to have top secret security clearances. 
Washington sources advised that, while the Pentagon Study was ordered by Secretary of Defense McNa-
mara, it was actually the idea of Adam Yarmolinsky.  Yarmolinsky, whose parents were born in Russia and 
had a long affiliation with Communists and Communist front organizations, attended meetings of the Young 
Communist League, wrote pro-Communist articles, and solicited funds for the Communists in Spain, 
according to Army intelligence reports.  He admitted that he looked with favor on a Communist govern-
ment in the United States.  Adam Yarmolinsky was one of the principal recruiters of key personnel for the 
Kennedy Administration and many of those he brought into government were serious security risks.  The 
chief Security officer of the Defense Department resigned his position when he was overruled by “higher 
authority” concerning the security-risk status of Adam Yarmolinsky. 

Columnist Paul Scott reported on Sept. 3, 1969 that under contracts arranged by Henry Kissinger, the 
Rand Corp. was making two studies for the National Security Council.  The first of these secret studies 
involved the circumstances under which the United States might find it necessary to employ nuclear weap-
ons in the Middle East.  The second study had to do with the possible atomic capabilities of Israel and 
Egypt.  Another study placed with the Rand Corp. by Kissinger was on the feasibility of resuming trade, 
diplomatic and cultural relations with Cuba and the circumstances under which the anti-Communist gov-
ernment of Brazil might be overthrown.  These studies, done without prior approval of the Secy. of De-
fense, were paid for out of Defense Department funds.  In one instance Kissinger sought from the Rand 
Corp. data on how atom bombs could be used against Egypt on behalf of Israel without involving the 
Soviet Union. 

In June of 1970 the Washington Bureau of the Newark Star Ledger filed a dispatch which was not 
reported in most papers.  It concerned several top secret security studies ordered by Henry Kissinger, one 
of which considered what would happen in the event it were impossible to hold presidential elections in 
1972.  The report states that President Nixon’s advisers were increasingly concerned about the possibility 
of radical elements disrupting U.S. government operations, including U.S. national elections.  The project 
called for an analysis of a situation where rebellious factions, using force and bomb threats, would make it 
unsafe to conduct an election and the recommendation of a course of action for the president to take. 

When Ellsberg returned from Vietnam and went to work for the Rand Corp. in California, he lived in 
a commune with other Rand consultants in a ramshackle Malibu beach house.  It was reported that the 
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entire building was flooded with psychedelic lighting and weird goings on took place, to such an extent that 
the commune was raided by the police.  Divorced from his first wife, Ellsberg was married to Patricia 
Marx; together they were involved with other “uninhibited” couples in liberal and “broadminded” activities 
which included nudism, sensitivity training and yoga.  Patricia Marx, the daughter of multi-millionaire toy 
manufacturer Louis Marx, was known as a radical liberal and was active with anti-Vietnam War organiza-
tions.  Both she and Ellsberg participated in the Communist-sponsored-and-controlled May Day demon-
strations in Washington, D.C. during the first week of May, 1971. 

Contrary to news reports, Ellsberg did not suddenly switch from “hawk” to “dove” on the subject of 
Vietnam.  The head of the War Resisters league, David McReynolds, recalled meeting Ellsberg many years 
previously.  Writing in the Village Voice of June 24, 1971, McReynolds stated: “I first met Daniel Ellsberg 
at the conference of the War Resisters International, at Haverford College in 1961.”  McReynolds went on 
to state that they had had lunch together and had talked about the stolen documents; Ellsberg had been 
trying to interest newspapers and individuals in the stolen documents for some time.  Almost two years 
before their final publication he had given a set of the papers to Sen. J. William Fulbright and offered a set 
to Kissinger in 1970.  On a nationwide television broadcast July 13, 1971 Ellsberg stated that he had 
discussed the proposed Pentagon-Vietnam study with Henry Kissinger even before the project was offi-
cially under way.  However, Kissinger had stated, also on nationwide television, that he had been unaware 
of the existence of the Pentagon study until he saw the first installment in the N.Y. Times June 13, 1971. 

ENTERS  JUDICIAL  BRIBES,  CHAOS 
AND  WATERGATE 

While Ellsberg was being tried for his role in the sensational Pentagon Papers Case, much maneuvering 
was taking place to make it impossible for the court to find him guilty without “violating his rights”.  The 
judge in the case was approached with the idea of succeeding J. Edgar Hoover as Director of the FBI. 
Kissinger, in an effort to protect his protegé, approved the plans to burglarize the office of Daniel Ellsberg’s 
psychiatrist.  The break-in was designed to provide the excuse for throwing the case against Ellsberg out 
of the court.  There was no need to obtain any information from the files of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist as the 
government already had a complete dossier on him which allegedly involved Ellsberg in making confiden-
tial documents available to the Soviet Embassy.  The government reportedly had an ironclad case against 
Ellsberg on charges of conspiracy to violate the espionage laws.  After all, Ellsberg admitted that he 
removed the secret and top secret documents and arranged for them to be copied and distributed, thus 
jeopardizing a number of covert CIA operations. 

Hilaire du Berrier reported on July 4, 1973 that Daniel Ellsberg had been named in Paris as an actual 
Soviet agent.  The report stated: 

The most important story Europeans have been given to date on the Watergate affair was provided by 
Valeurs Actuelles of June eleventh, which not only linked the Watergate operation with Daniel Ellsberg but 
openly branded Ellsberg a Communist agent.  What makes it more significant is that Valeurs Actuelles, the 
Paris financial weekly, is not given to sensationalism.  Neither can it be called extremist.  Conservative 
financiers and bankers consider it a source of information which they can accept almost without question. 

What Valeurs Actuelles reported was that, amidst the hue and cry over Watergate, a serious case 
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of Russian espionage in the White House was being passed over in silence.  [H: Now, isn’t that 
always the way of it?  Cover dirty dealings with stupid shenanigans?  You MUST stay ALERT, 
citizens, because even as the O.J. Simpson games move on—the REAL dirty dealings are under 
way!  The ones in charge of the trial, just as with life itself, KNOW WHO MURDERED THE 
“VICTIMS”—and we know this to be true.  Why?  Because, for one thing—we and others, have 
told them!  This PROVES the intent to cause great riotous adventures so if you can’t see it yet, 
watch the sleight of tongue going on from the bench in O.J.’s case.  The information which would 
clear him totally IS NOT ALLOWED TO BE BROUGHT TO COURT!]  The principal of that 
case, stated the French publication, is Mr. Daniel Ellsberg, former employee of the Pentagon who 
was responsible for the leaks which brought about the publication of the Pentagon Papers, and 
whose case was dropped by a Los Angeles court because the judges decided that the telephone taps 
used to prepare prosecution briefs against him were unacceptable in court....  According to the 
French report, the FBI had long suspected Ellsberg—he was too active in certain groups of Leftist 
intellectuals.  Among Ellsberg’s friends were Jeremy Stone of an extreme Leftist federation of Ameri-
can scholars, and Leonard Boudin, a defender of Communists whose daughter, the dynamiter, is 
still being hunted by the police.  Morton Halperin, the long-haired professor whom Henry Kissinger 
had taken into the White House over the refusal of the Security Officers to grant clearance, was 
also a friend of Ellsberg. 

The leaks increased, but Daniel Ellsberg could not be directly accused because they came from 
Kissinger’s National Security Council to which Ellsberg had no direct entry.  One such leak in-
formed the Red bloc negotiators, before the Americans even arrived on the scene, how far the U.S. 
team was empowered to go in the SALT negotiations in Helsinki.  The information had come from 
the Soviet Embassy in Washington.  Worse leaks followed.  The French report not only named 
Ellsberg as the Russian Embassy’s informant but stated that his motives were the same as those of 
Alger Hiss, the Rosenbergs, Philby, Burgess, McLean, and the French traitor Georges Paques. 

Halperin’s telephone conversations with Ellsberg coincided with those that followed between 
Ellsberg and the Soviet Embassy.  They were dynamite.  Nixon could not make them public in May 
of 1972 when the Kremlin was being asked to hold off during the bombing of Hanoi.  And, it would 
have been equally disastrous for those determined to make Brezhnev’s Washington visit a success if, 
on the eve of that visit, a spy scandal involving the Russian Embassy were to have hit front pages. 
That, states the French weekly, is why Ellsberg knew his case would be dropped. 

Shortly after Ellsberg’s theft of the Pentagon Papers from the Rand Corporation, the Intelligence 
Digest of England reported they had received reliable information that the Soviet Secret Police (KGB) 
had penetrated the staff of Rand.  In view of the Paris publication’s naming Daniel Ellsberg as a Soviet 
agent, the question arises as to whether he was one of the agents referred to. 

While Daniel Ellsberg has gone unpunished for the theft and dissemination of top secret government 
material, a respected member of President Nixon’s White House staff has been sentenced to jail for 
defaming Ellsberg’s “good name”.  Things get “curiouser and curiouser”.  The situation was summed up in 
an editorial in the Manchester (N.H.) Union Leader: 

The real tragedy of the violation of Ellsberg’s right to a fair trial, which resulted in U.S. District 
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Judge Matt Byrne dismissing all charges against Ellsberg and co-defendant Anthony Russo... is that 
justice was cheated. 

To hear the Leftist news-media relate the incident of the burglary of Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s 
office by an espionage squad, one would never know that the grand jury’s 15-count indictment 
involved charges of conspiracy, stealing government property, concealing stolen government prop-
erty, unauthorized conveying of government property, receiving stolen government property, re-
ceiving national defense documents, communicating national defense documents and retaining 
national defense documents. 

Granted, an indictment is not the same as a conviction, but since Ellsberg openly boasts of his 
role in stealing the Pentagon Papers, it should at least be recognized as part of the record. 

CODE  NAME  “BOR”  & 
RUSSIAN  ROMANOFFS 

It was while Kissinger was serving with the U.S. Armed Forces in Germany during World War II that 
he became a member of a secret Soviet network, one of a series of intelligence and counter-intelligence 
groups, some of which were reorganized at the end of World War II and continue in place to this day 
(1974).  This information had been furnished to U.S. and British intelligence services in 1961 and 1962, 
and 1973, only to see it completely ignored.  The Review of the News of March 20, 1974 first published 
the story which was also recounted in the “Confidential Intelligence Report” of The Herald of Freedom in 
April, 1974.  The source was Col. Michael Goleniewski whose real name is Aleksei Nicholaevich 
Romanoff.  The true identity of Aleksei as the heir to the All-Russian Imperial Throne is known to the 
governments of the United States, Great Britain and other countries.  [H: Aleksei only died some three 
to five years ago!  I would ask you to pause and see if you begin to see “players” taking their 
rightful place on this stage.  Clinton, you must understand, is a simpleton dupe but his “enemies” 
are also mostly “your enemies” as is stated by LaRouche quite bluntly.  Clinton in office keeps 
such as Christopher in power and you actually DO WANT THAT TO REMAIN SO, READERS. 
What lurks in the minds of man is quite interesting and you have to understand the OVERALL 
game to even begin to respond to the cues appropriately.  I condone no actions of the hierarchy 
of earthly powers—but there are some on “your side” and others out to simply kill you all!] 

On June 11, 1971, the New York Daily Mirror announced the exclusive publication of “Reminis-
cences and Observations by H.I.H. Aleksei Nicholaevich Romanoff, the heir to All-Russian Imperial 
Throne, Tsarevich and Grand Duke of Russia, and head of Russian Imperial House.” 

[H: I am interrupted here to be asked about one Gunther von Russbach Esterhasy and his 
possible place in this puzzle.  I am not going to go into Gunther Russbacher or his stance or 
position.  Just realize that life is far stranger than any fiction tale you can conjure.  He was, at the 
least, SICK!  His placement in the grand plan of some type of freedom they will remain to be 
seen.  Certainly, with the death of Aleksei, there is an opening in that line of power to the bastard 
children and unrecognized offspring who would have risen to the “throne” of, at the least, Aus-
tria.  More important to the places of power in RUSSIA, I have never offered that “we” would 
either intervene nor interfere with anything.  I have NEVER said that either of the “sides” vying 
for power would be Godly.  I did say that one side would “recognize GOD” while the other 
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tyrants would NOT.  Ones continue to plea for our intervention and interference: PLEASE STOP 
SUCH NONSENSE.  GOD SENT YOU!  Why do YOU not intervene and stop the insanity, 
suffering and pain?  Why do YOU not take up your power and clean up your own mess?  Why do 
you STILL insist on someone else doing it FOR YOU?  It is not going to happen, people.  You are 
given full freedom of choice, REASON and ability.  Who would I SERVE?  Would I serve You 
who work for Satan, or “Them” who work for Satan?  When you KNOW for whom you serve in 
TRUTH and GODLINESS—then you will get all the help you can bear.  The first help is always 
in the form of information and lessons—so you know the rules and players in the GAME.  So be 
it.] 

In introducing him as a columnist, the Daily Mirror stated: “Herman E. Kimsey, former Chief of 
Research & Analysis of the Headquarters of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, in an affidavit signed 
June 3, 1965, said, ‘I am convinced, and I continue to be convinced, that the person referred to as Col. 
Goleniewski is in fact the Tsarevich and Grand Duke Aleksei Nicholaevich Romanoff of Russia, and son of 
Emperor Nicholai II of Russia.’”  In his affidavit Mr. Kimsey stated that as a result of tests and the 
affirmative results thereof, he was completely satisfied as to the identification.  He based this on fingerprint 
comparison to those of the Tsarevich taken during his visit in London in 1909 and later from other sources 
in possession of the British Government; sole prints comparisons of those of birth records and later medi-
cal records in the British Government’s possession; dental charts records on file with the late Dr. Kostrycki 
of Paris, France and formerly the dentist of the imperial family; anthropometrical tests; face print test 
comparisons; blood tests, medical records, handwriting tests, and recognition and confrontation with child-
hood friends and relatives. 

Mr. Kimsey further stated in his affidavit that since the publication in the press of his full affidavit he had 
not been, either directly or indirectly, requested by the CIA to refrain from publication of the above mate-
rial although he offered to comply with any such request were it made, nor has the CIA claimed any error 
on his part. 

Aleksei had filed with the City Register of the City of New York important documents which estab-
lished his identity.  They were on microfilm Reel #359 (page 1795-1937).  The microfilm was illegally 
removed and the section dealing with Aleksei eliminated.  Victor M. Rivera, City Register, confirmed in 
writing the criminal theft and referred it to the City’s Department of Investigation.  Fortunately, a duplicate 
microfilm was kept by the City Register in a safe place. 

The highly respected British publication firm of Weidenfeld & Nicolson of London, England agreed to 
publish the full story of the life and memoirs of Aleksei, who under the cover identity of Col. Michael 
Goleniewski, infiltrated Communist Intelligence in Poland.  Having reached a high position, he made con-
tact with the West and from April 1958 until December 1960 he voluntarily served the United States at 
great personal danger.  He prepared 160 typewritten pages of secret reports and sent them through to the 
West.  He also sent on microfilm over 5,000 pages of top secret documents concerning Soviet-satellite 
espionage, Polish and East German intelligence services and agents in Western Europe, and the U.S. 
Army-military, economic, political, intelligence and counter-intelligence matters regarding the Soviet bloc. 
Also supplied were 800 pages of Soviet and Polish intelligence reports which showed the results of their 
intelligence operations in the Free World, 80% of which were found to have come from secret Free World 
sources. 
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As a result of a particular discovery by the KGB Aleksei and his wife were forced to flee to the West 
in January 1961.  On January 12, 1961 they arrived in the United States on a military air transport plane, 
accompanied by Homer E. Roman of the CIA.  From this date until December 14, 1963 (almost three full 
years) Aleksei briefed U.S. authorities on the reports and microfilms already sent through.  He also brought 
with him complete data on 240 persons (their names, identifications, assignments, locations and opera-
tions) who were intelligence agents of the industrial, scientific and technical bureau of the Polish Secret 
Service and were located in Western Europe and the United States.  One of the persons about whom 
Aleksei informed the CIA was an unimportant Harvard professor named Henry Kissinger. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 6] 

Yes indeedy, the web is tangled—what did you expect?  What you expected and have been falsely trained 
to think is that some big oaf is somehow going to come SAVE you from yourselves.  No, this is not going 
to happen—anywhere, anytime!  You are going to stand RESPONSIBLE for this which has happened to 
God’s beautiful Creation.  The politics of a world are DIRECTLY THE SUM OF THAT WHICH THE 
PEOPLE PRESENT AND ALLOW! 

I AM ASKED A SPECIFIC QUESTION WORTHY OF SHARING: “Why did God create in the 
first place, knowing that it was inevitable that souls will get lost and suffer?”  Oh my, poor babies! 
Why should God expect that His wondrous creations of perfection would be so stupid??? 

And another good one which comes up as often as we have opportunity to address diversified subjects: 
“Who created God and, in turn, who created the Light?” 

I answer that by saying WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE?  DO YOU KNOW ALL THERE IS 
TO KNOW ABOUT YOUR PHYSICAL PRESENTATION?  UNTIL YOU DO—YOU DON’T HAVE 
TO PONDER ON WHY GOD, WHAT, WHO, HOW AND WHY IS GOD.  THESE THINGS “ARE” 
AND YOU ONLY NEED THE GUIDELINES OF THAT WHICH “IS”! 

YOU ARE!  I AM!!  AND BECAUSE “I AM”, “YOU ARE”! 

I suggest you attend, in righteousness, that which is within your power to attend and leave the things of 
heaven to the Creator of the Heavens.  GOD IS!  THE LIGHT IS!! 

Ones also want to know “Where does free will choice come in when life is taken?”  If a life is taken, there 
is always free-will choice, dear ones.  It may well NOT be the life-sacrificer who made the ultimate 
physical choice—but something and someone DID.  If the life-taking be wrong (which is always truth) then 
you are simply proving that you are caught up in a society gone insane while following the WRONG 
master.  It is not something “God allows” or disallows.  These things are YOUR responsibilities.  And, 
coming from South Africa: “Where has Nina gone?”  Answer: Where do YOU think Nina has gone?  How 
do you know Nina is gone ANYWHERE?  Oh, the body is dead?  What difference does THAT make? 
Where are YOU?  WHO are YOU?  In all your actions of all times and kinds—have you ever chosen 
“free-will” to make the action in opposition to God?  THAT is “free-will”. 

“How do you wake up and see the Light?” 
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Open your eyes and heart to that which you KNOW WITHIN, live that pattern of journey, open your 
minds to the input as it flows in the inner knowing of truth and beauty, wonderment and glory of that which 
is POSITIVE in its electric impulse that you might ever allow the entry of TRUTH and BEING.  Stop trying 
to “figure out” blame or negative impact of any incident.  Take the lessons, forgive self (first of all), ask 
forgiveness of any you wrong and MOVE ON.  WHAT YOU SEE—IS NOT WHAT YOU GET! 
Unless, of course, the physical plane is all you wish or conjure.  Physical expression is but a tangible 
manifestation of CREATION in three-dimensional format so that YOU can work out your lessons where 
you can experience possibilities.  Where has “Nina” gone?  To where YOU ARE AND DON’T RECOG-
NIZE IT.  YOU ARE NOT YOUR BODY—BUT IN THAT BODY YOU HAVE THE POSSIBILITY 
OF BUILDING PERFECTION OR MOVING BACKWARDS!  YOU NEVER MOVE “BACK-
WARDS” IN ETHERIC PRESENTATION—ONLY IN LIFE JOURNEY OF THE PHYSICAL DO 
YOU GO BACK AND HAVE TO START OVER. 

Carol, why would your heart be heavy, child?  Your heart should be singing, precious, as ones awaken 
enough to ASK!  The children are the hope and promise of the world and the passage of humanity in, 
someday, honor and realization.  You must change the parents before you can expect the child to change 
and you must RELEASE this burden.  We do that which we can and are allowed to do and then it must be 
released to God. 

What words of encouragement might I have for the children?  You are here!  Little ones, you are here!! 
The children are those who shall bring you home to God!  Their way will not be easy, for too long 
have the parents had wrong input.  But who, but for the children, do you have??  You can dream 
your dreams and have the “time” and “perception” to cause them to come to proper bearing of 
their fruit.  Children, YOU ARE THE PROMISE OF GOD THAT LIFE IS ETERNAL! 

You each see selves experiencing on a stage as you become the character in the role as scripted.  CHANGE 
THE SCRIPT AND YOUR ROLE AND WATCH THE ENDING OF THE PLAY—CHANGE!  YOU 
GET WHAT YOU WANT—SO MAKE SURE WHAT YOU WANT IS WORTHY OF THE GET-
TING. 
Salu. 
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HENRY  KISSINGER,  SOVIET  AGENT,  PART  7: 
by Frank A. Capell (1974) 

[QUOTING:] 

CODE  NAME  “BOR”  (Continued): 

ODRA 

The story of ODRA and Henry Kissinger’s connection with it was disclosed by “Col. Goleniewski” 
(Aleksei Romanoff) as follows: The complex known by the code name of ODRA originated with the 
underground and partisans during World War II and still exists, having begun its own established and 
controlled operations from Poland after World War II.  ODRA in Poland was placed under the control of 
Soviet Intelligence General Zelaznikoff, who headed the directorate of the Soviet Army’s north group in 
Lignica, Poland.  Its principal purpose was the infiltration and penetration of military intelligence services in 
the West, especially those of Great Britain and the United States.  Under the leadership of General Zelaznikoff, 
who was supervised from Moscow, the local chief was Colonel Kujun.  Since ODRA operated from 
Poland, the only representative responsible to the Polish Communist Government was Col. Wozniesienski, 
who was also a Soviet officer. 

In 1954 an important courier, a woman of Greek-Russian nationality, had been murdered under mys-
terious circumstances and important material, together with approximately $80,000 of intelligence funds, 
disappeared.  Consequently, the chief of the group who worked with the murdered courier, Col. Kujun 
(code name Bayan), was ordered to Moscow for questioning.  Anticipating possible liquidation, Col. 
Kujun shot and severely wounded himself, and was placed in a hospital of the GZI (Glowny Zaraad 
Informacji—Polish Intelligence).  Col. Wozniesienski, chief of GZI, personally conducted investigations 
and interrogated the wounded chief of ODRA, Col. Kujun, who eventually died in July of 1954.  All of the 
information obtained by Col. Wozniesienski was documented personally in a special dossier.  A short time 
thereafter, Col. Wozniesienski was himself arrested by order of the Polish Minister of Defense and Soviet 
Marshal Rokossowski.  All of his official and personal papers were sealed and deposited in a safe by his 
deputy, Col. Skulbaszewski of the GZI (who was also a Soviet officer).  Col. Wozniesienski was accused 
of crimes during the Stalin era, was transferred to Moscow and subsequently sentenced to 10 years in 
prison.  In February 1956, in connection with Col. Wozniesienski’s appeal trial and also with the activities 
of a special commission investigating the crimes of Beria and Stalin, the still-sealed safe of Col. Skul-
baszewski was ordered to be opened in the presence of the KGB, and all papers and properties contained 
therein registered and a memorandum prepared. 
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Among the 1500 pages of documents were 20 hand-written pages in the Russian language by Col. 
Wozniesienski concerning the interrogation of Col. Kujun.  Wozniesienski had a list of the names and code 
names and short data on the principal agents of ODRA.  Under the code name of “Baraban” there was 
listed an individual referred to as Bosenhard, a member of the U.S. Military Intelligence headquartered in 
Oberammergau in West Germany. 

Informed Washington sources state that Ernst Bosenhard was born in East Germany and had lived in 
the United States for 8 years.  He was convicted in 1961 of espionage on behalf of the Soviet Union in the 
U.S. courts of the Allied High Commission for Germany and sentenced to four years in prison.  In his 
appeal he claimed to have been blackmailed because he was a homosexual.  Having failed in his Soviet 
Intelligence mission, Bosenhard asked not to be turned over to the Communists because he feared they 
would send him to Siberia. 

On page 72 of The Many Sides of George Blake, Esq. by E.H. Cookridge, a wartime secret agent, 
we read: “The Russians did not have to start from scratch in building their underground networks in West 
Germany.  Throughout the war... they had preserved a widespread espionage system in Hitler’s Reich... 
When victory came, plenty of Communist secret agents were still in position... Their efforts in the Western 
zones were soon rewarded.  One of their master spies, Ernst Bosenhard, managed to obtain an appoint-
ment as a clerk at the United States Intelligence HQ at Oberammergau.  Before he was caught Bosenhard 
sent to Moscow copies of many top-secret documents...”  Under the code name of “Bor” and described 
as an agent of ODRA was U.S. Sergeant (and later Captain) Kissinger, counter-intelligence interrogator of 
the U.S. Army and instructor at the Military Intelligence School in Oberammergau, who was tied in with 
Bosenhard.  The investigation memo indicated that in 1954 Kissinger was in the United States at Harvard 
University and having contact with the CIA.  Kissinger’s code name, “Bor”, could have been derived from 
the town for which he was responsible during the occupation of Germany, Borgstrene. 

An article by Lloyd Shearer in Parade Sunday supplement of Oct. 24, 1971 states: “Because of his 
knowledge of German, however, he was promoted to a sergeant in counterintelligence and then during the 
occupation became responsible for a landkreis, Borgstrene, which suffered the irony of being ruled by a 
22-year-old former untermensche.” 

The information concerning Henry Kissinger could be verified and confirmed by independent sources 
as there was no doubt he was in touch with Communist Intelligence during his military service in Germany. 
Since his phenomenal rise to power in the United States Government, Kissinger has been accompanied 
during his visits behind the Iron Curtain by staff officers of intelligence or counter-intelligence of the KGB, 
which raises the question as to whether he is still in the service of the KGB. 

The accuracy of information supplied by Aleksei (Col. Goleniewski) was attested to during the Senate 
Internal Security hearings entitled “State Department Security”.  The committee’s chief counsel questioned 
a witness (John Norpel, Jr.) who had been with the FBI and State Department Security.  He was asked, 
“Do you know of any information ever furnished to the U.S. Government by Goleniewski which turned out 
to be untrue or inaccurate.”  The witness answered, “I do not.  No sir,” and also testified that the consid-
erable information supplied by “Col. Goleniewski” had been checked out and proved to be true in every 
case.  The same hearing disclosed that Chief Security Evaluator Otto Otepka was not permitted to handle 
the Goleniewski disclosures.  It is believed this was because he would have taken action against the 
Americans involved in espionage and security violations in our Warsaw Embassy, uncovered as a result of 
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“Col. Goleniewski’s” information.  This was the famous Warsaw Sex and Spy Scandal during which 
almost all the Embassy personnel, including the Ambassador, had been compromised by the Communists. 
House Resolution 5507, 88th Congress, 1st Session, referring to Aleksei under his cover identity of “Col. 
Goleniewski”, contains the following: “Has collaborated with the government in an outstanding manner and 
under circumstances which have involved grave personal risk.  He continues to make major contributions 
to the national security of the United States.  His primary motivation in offering to work with the gov-
ernment has been and remains his desire to counter the menace of Soviet Communism.” 

While in other parts of the world Soviet agents named by “Col. Goleniewski” have been exposed and 
prosecuted, in the United States they remain secure; in fact, one of the individuals he named has risen to the 
top pinnacle of power, protected and defended by the very agencies which should be investigating him. 
And this is the way ODRA operates. 

In West Germany a Communist agent who had succeeded in rising to a position comparable with 
Kissinger’s before he became Secretary of State, was finally exposed.  The arrest of Guenther Guillaume, 
during the same period that charges were being made against Kissinger, caused the downfall of West 
German Chancellor Willy Brandt.  Guillaume was the leader of a group of agents who were arrested with 
him and had risen to a high rank in the West German government while being protected by a member of 
ODRA.  Guillaume reportedly met with Henry Kissinger on a number of occasions, with or without Willy 
Brandt, in the United States, West Germany and France. 

Moscow reportedly has planted long-term spies in Western government structures and has promoted 
their rise in the hierarchy until they came close to the top.  Operating independently and through Commu-
nist Polish and East German Intelligence, the Soviet Intelligence apparatus has a program of infiltration into 
intelligence and counter-intelligence services of the Western countries on a long range basis.  They have 
penetrated into the intelligence services of the United States, Great Britain, West Germany, Sweden, 
France and other countries.  After successful penetration those agents are protected by the KGB through 
its officers, operatives, agents and people under their influence and control. 

Many members of ODRA became important in rank or position as the years went by.  Gen. Wendland 
had been Guenther Guillaume’s protector as he rose to become Chancellor Willy Brandt’s chief adviser. 

In West Germany, General Horst Wendland, a member of ODRA, became the second highest officer 
of West German Intelligence, directly under General Gehlen.  As far back as 1962 Aleksei had warned the 
CIA that the West German Intelligence, known as the Gehlen Organization, had been penetrated by the 
KGB almost to the top.  Yet it was not until 1968—6 years later—that the net began to close on General 
Wendland and he committed suicide. 

Guillaume reportedly headed a popular East German science publication from 1951 to 1955 as a 
cover while being trained as an espionage agent.  He arrived in West Germany in 1956 as a 20-year-old 
alleged refugee from East Germany where he was born.  He spent a short time in a refugee camp and then, 
allegedly aided by secret Soviet agents, was cleared and given full West German citizenship.  In June of 
1956 he and his wife, Christel, moved into an apartment in Frankfurt rented by his mother-in-law, Erna 
Boom.  After a few weeks of selling sausages, he opened a secretarial office, and in September 1956 
started a photocopying business. 
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On instructions from East Berlin he joined the Social Democratic Party in Frankfurt and at the same 
time built up a reputation as a photographer and publicity man.  He later became SDP secretary in Frank-
furt.  In 1969 he ran the political campaign for George Leber, the present Minister of Defense, and through 
Leber’s influence Guillaume went to Bonn.  By February 1, 1973 he had become what amounted to the 
principal aide to the Chancellor for Party Affairs.  From here he joined the Chancellery staff.  Having been 
well trained in Communist espionage, Guillaume deliberately made himself known in West Germany as a 
conservative “right-wing” member of the party and staunch opponent of the party’s left-wing youth move-
ment. 

Guenther Guillaume was exposed as a captain in East German Intelligence and was reportedly a KGB 
agent as well, controlled by important KGB officials in Moscow and not by smaller fry in East Berlin.  At 
the time of his arrest Guillaume had begun to pack his bags for a quick exit to East Germany.  He had on 
his person 4000 marks and 2000 French francs in cash.  German intelligence reports indicate that Com-
munist spy Guillaume had obtained access to highly secret NATO papers, including correspondence to 
Willy Brandt from President Richard Nixon and some documents classified as “Cosmic” (the highest 
possible secret rating). 

Reaction to Guillaume’s exposure eventually caused the downfall of Chancellor Willy Brandt.  Parlia-
mentary Secretary Gerhard Reddemann accused Brandt and former head of the Chancellery Ehmke of 
failing to heed warnings on Guillaume’s activities as an agent.  Lt. General Gerhard Wessel, head of the 
Federal Intelligence Service, had filed his objections to the employment of Guillaume on security grounds 
with the Chancellor’s office on Dec. 7, 1969 in a personal letter to Horst Ehmke, then head of the Federal 
Chancellor’s Office.  Gen. Wessel referred to Guillaume as a Communist agent known since 1955 and 
warned against employing him in the Chancellor’s Office.  Deputy Mayor Kurt Neubauer of West Berlin 
stated on May 3, 1974 that West German Intelligence had information that Guenther Guillaume (also 
known in East Germany as Peter Lohse) was a Communist agent and that the dossier on him dated from 
1955.  In spite of warnings, Brandt had kept Guillaume on his staff, even taking him along on a vacation trip 
to his fishing holiday retreat in Norway and giving him the opportunity to monitor all of his secret commu-
nications with Bonn and to see state papers. 

In a memorandum, dated Dec. 17, 1973, the same person who named Kissinger as a member of 
ODRA had reported to officials of British Intelligence that in 1956 or 1957 a special-trained staff agent 
was sent as a “refugee” to West Germany with the assignment of infiltrating into the Social Democratic 
Party.  Two other agents had recently been exposed so he was to receive special help and protection from 
the Soviets.  Describing the planting of this Communist spy, Aleksei stated in the memorandum, “The agent 
had established himself in Frankfurt a/Main (street selling, copying store, etc.) and mysteriously (by help of 
Soviet agents) established various contacts with political circles in Germany, especially with SPD (Willy 
Brandt’s Social Democratic Party) where he began to work actively... I do not remember the name men-
tioned... but I am sure that the first and second name of the agent begin with “G”.  As is known from 
underground sources, said agent had established himself as Staff Officer of Mfs, i.e., illegal intelligence 
officer, in the staff of Chancellor Brandt, and is playing a most important role there.  His position is approxi-
mately the same as of Kissinger (BOR) to the President of the United States before he began to act as 
Secretary of State.  ‘G.G.’ is an excellent intelligence agent, being supervised by the Illegal Resident (head 
of espionage activities) of Mfs in West Germany, code name ‘OMEGA’.  ‘G.G.’ is operating a ring of 
female agents, who in most part are working as secretaries to high West German officials and ministers. 
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G.G.’s wife is also acting as a contact source for ‘G.G.’ who had maintained his position despite the fact that 
in 1969 he ran into trouble when an East German agent had been arrested.  The KGB had been most 
interested and had protected him through its own influence and its own agents... Your (British Intelligence) 
investigations of ODRA, especially in Germany, and of Mroz in Paris have caused the KGB great concern. 
There is also concern about the possible exposure of ‘G.G.’ who allegedly was in personal touch with 
Kissinger during his visits in Bonn or during Brandt’s visits in the United States.  I do not insist that ‘G.G.’ 
and ‘BOR’ are actually involved in the same organization of intelligence network, but it is a matter of fact 
that both of them are representing the same pro-Soviet policy of Washington, D.C. and Bonn, Germany.” 

British Intelligence made contact with the West German security services who began a review of the 
General Wendland (code name “Organizator” in the ODRA espionage group) case.  Our source had 
informed intelligence services that a number of KGB and other agents who had been protected by General 
Wendland in the past were alive and operating actively throughout Germany and from Germany throughout 
Europe.  This led to the Guillaume exposure. 

Guillaume used females both as agents and to compromise selected individuals.  A prominent official 
confirmed that Guillaume had an intimate relationship with a woman who was a private secretary to two of 
West Germany’s foreign policy officials.  The woman, Marie Luise Mueller, had been working in the office 
of State Secretary Gunther Gaus.  She also had been secretary to Cabinet Minister Egon Bahr, long 
involved with Willy Brandt in “improving relations” with the Communist nations of Eastern Europe. 

In an effort to promote detente with the Communist nations and particularly to promote the Berlin 
Treaty, Egon Bahr, a suspect and security risk acting as political adviser to Willy Brandt, met secretly 
several times with Henry Kissinger and espionage agent Helmut Sonnenfeldt, in Washington.  Following 
the meetings Bahr communicated with Soviet officials with whom he had had contacts for more than 
twenty years.  The German Intelligence services have started files on the suspicious contacts of Egon Bahr 
whose main political goal is reportedly to reunify Germany as the principal ally of the Soviet Union, to drive 
the United States out of Europe and to establish a Berlin-Moscow axis (i.e., a Communist Germany).  As 
a step toward this the Nixon Administration, on the recommendation of Henry Kissinger, is secretly com-
mitted to giving formal recognition to Communist East Germany whose existence it had previously ignored. 

The whole foreign policy of the United States under Henry Kissinger has been Communist oriented. 
Whether it be called “detente” or “alliance” the result has been the same.  The Watergate scandals origi-
nated supposedly from fear in the highest places that the “national security” was in danger through leaks of 
confidential information.  In fact, President Nixon had reportedly been warned that Daniel Ellsberg might 
be part of a “domestic spy ring”. 

E. Howard Hunt, Jr., former Central Intelligence Agency official who led the break-in team in the 
Ellsberg (Pentagon Papers) psychiatrist case, told a Watergate investigating committee that he was seeking 
evidence that would link Ellsberg to a Soviet spy ring. 

Since Ellsberg was Kissinger’s protegé and Kissinger’s actions have been 100 percent pro-Soviet, it 
would seem that at some point suspicion would fall on Kissinger.  But he is so thoroughly protected that 
even the information of a man heretofore considered completely reliable had been ignored by both the 
government and the news media.  Strange that, if it can happen in Germany where the top adviser to the 
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head of the government turned out to be a Communist spy, no one will believe that it can happen in the 
United States. 

[H: Just look what can be accomplished in 20 years!!  It is DONE, readers, and the only way to 
go is “out”side the system if you wish to have any claim at all to your nation.  The political arena 
is now closed to any save those who are IN POWER—this NEW WORLD ORDER bunch of 
banksters and Communists.  That just happens to be the way it IS and now the fringes of you- 
the-people, towns, cities, counties and states are being pulled into the controllers’ snare.  Kissinger 
is but ONE of a long line of morally bankrupt controllers that you have placed in high places and 
esteem.  If that is what you want—you certainly have gotten it!] 

GOODBYE  MR.  CLEAN 

While the mud from the Watergate scandals was splashing upon almost everyone connected with the 
White House except Pat, Tricia and Julie, Henry Kissinger managed to remain unsullied.  Although Kissinger 
was the President’s top adviser at the time all the bad things were happening, no one seems to have 
wondered why, if he was not the one who advised that they be done, he did not advise against all these 
shocking activities.  His stand during all of the hearings and investigations was that he simply was not 
involved.  He left the White House by the front door, rather than the back like Ehrlichman, Haldeman et al., 
and took command at the Department of State.  He did not spend much time in his State Department 
office, however; he found that other parts of the world needed him more and he began shuttling about, 
practicing his own personal kind of diplomacy.  His miracles were wrought not with mirrors but with 
money, the U.S. taxpayers’ money.  An adoring press reported his many successes. 

It was when Kissinger returned from his 33-day Middle East peace mission in June of 1974 that some 
cracks began to appear in his Mr. Clean facade.  While the allegations of his being a Soviet agent were 
carefully ignored by the liberal press and scoffed at by official sources, charges easier to accept were 
beginning to leak out.  Information that he had been more deeply involved than he had admitted in the 
tapping of telephones of government officials and newsmen for national security purposes was given to the 
House Judiciary Committee considering impeachment of the President.  Hours before Kissinger appeared 
at a news conference at the Department of State, the House Committee opened its inquiry into the White 
House surveillance of 13 government officials and 4 newsmen.  Staff investigators briefed the Committee 
from FBI summaries of wiretap logs and reported that the taps were initiated by Kissinger and Gen. 
Alexander Haig, Jr. (then still a Colonel), his deputy, through Haldeman. 

Kissinger had been questioned about this incident which took place from May 1969 to February 1971 
and had insisted he had never initiated any taps.  In sworn testimony to the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee on Sept. 7, 1973 when his confirmation as Secretary of State was being considered, Kissinger 
portrayed himself as a man caught in the middle of the wiretap episode which he said resulted from a 
discussion between President Nixon, FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover and Attorney General John Mitchell 
in May, 1969.  The evidence presented to the Judiciary Committee on June 6, 1974 suggested a deeper 
involvement.  In fact it was beginning to look as though Kissinger might be the instigator behind 
the whole “national-security” brouhaha, including Watergate. 

When Kissinger, in his role of conquering hero fresh from his Mid-East “triumphs”, faced the press in 
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the State Department’s crowded auditorium, he was on top of the world.  He found, however, that instead 
of regaling them with an account of his brilliant accomplishments, he was being asked to defend his past 
behavior.  When the issue of the wiretapping came up Kissinger bridled at the questions and then became 
visibly angry, his lower lip jutting out and his hands working furiously behind his back.  “This is a press 
conference and not a cross-examination,” he snapped at one newsman who asked him to specify what sort 
of recommendations he had made on the wiretap coverage.  “I do not conduct my office as a conspiracy,” 
he said, when asked about seemingly conflicting responses he had made in separate sworn statements on 
what he knew about the role of a former aide, David Young, in operations of the White House “plumbers”. 

Kissinger stayed in the United States only a few days and then left with the President and his entourage 
(of about 500 people) for a planned trip to various countries, beginning with Austria, then the Mid-East 
and finally the U.S.S.R.  It was from Salzburg, Austria, on June 11th that he dropped his bombshell, 
designed to bring the boys in government into line.  He would resign if his name were not cleared and the 
blot on his “public honor” were not removed.  He called for a full-scale inquiry by the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee into the “fundamental issues concerning the truthfulness and completeness of my 
testimony” on the wiretap issue during his confirmation hearings in September of 1973.  The committee 
unanimously agreed to do as he asked. 

Kissinger also put his own man to work on the situation.  He asked his chief State Department legal 
adviser to investigate all charges bearing on the Secretary of State’s connection with the national security 
wiretaps and the Watergate case.  Carlyle E. Maw, a former member of the New York firm of Cravath, 
Swaine and Moore, which is now Kissinger’s private counsel, was instructed to look into “everything 
relevant to anything anybody has said on Mr. Kissinger’s connections with wiretapping, Watergate, et 
cetera.”  Speaking of Kissinger’s “mandate” to him, Maw stated: “He wants the full and complete story in 
the hands of the Foreign Relations Committee.  He wants everything out.” 

Maw had handled private legal matters for Kissinger before joining him at the State Department.  He 
helped in the planning of Kissinger’s wedding and was the only State Department official present at the 
ceremony.  The entry of Maw into the case was considered as indicative that Kissinger was organizing a 
rebuttal to the allegations in FBI logs and summaries that he intiated the request for wiretap surveillance of 
some subordinates and newsmen.  FBI memoranda, including those of the late J. Edgar Hoover, which 
were examined by members of the House Judiciary Committee, portray Kissinger as a prime mover in the 
wiretap surveillance program.  Several law suits were instituted against Kissinger as a result of the wire-
taps.  Morton Halperin, William A.K. Lake (also known as Anthony Lake) and Richard M. Moose, all of 
whom worked for Kissinger on the National Security Council, filed suits.  At the request of Sen. J. William 
Fulbright, chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, Moose’s suit was withdrawn.  The Senator thought 
it “inappropriate” for Mr. Moose to be involved in such litigation because he was a consultant to the 
committee which was at the time reviewing Kissinger’s role in the initiation of the wiretaps. 

To pacify the raging Secretary of State after his threat to resign, a majority of the U.S. Senate backed 
a resolution that Kissinger’s “integrity and veracity are above reproach”.  Among the 52 Senators signing 
the resolution were Thurmond, Tower, Goldwater and Helms, all considered to be conservatives.  It 
turned out, however, that Senator Helms was erroneously listed as one of the original co-sponsors of the 
resolution.  His name was removed at Helms’ request.  The resolution, quite premature since the investiga-
tion of Kissinger had just begun, read: 
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Whereas, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has done a masterful job in the cause of peace 
throughout the world—in the Mid-East, with Russia and the People’s Republic of China and else-
where in the world; and 

Whereas, a principal factor in the successes he has achieved has been the confidence that the 
opposing sides in the various areas of negotiation have had on Dr. Kissinger’s integrity, sincerity, 
and veracity; and 

Whereas, the entire world is indebted to Dr. Kissinger for his efforts in the cause of world peace; 
and 

Whereas, the people of the United States are grateful to Dr. Kissinger for his brilliant work; 
Now therefore be it 

Resolved by the United States Senate that: 
1. Dr. Kissinger be commended on his outstanding contributions to the cause of world peace. 
2. Deep gratitude to Dr. Kissinger for his services is hereby expressed by the Senate. 
3. That the United States Senate holds in high regard Dr. Kissinger, and regards him as an outstand-
ing member of this administration, as a patriotic American in whom it has complete confidence, 
and whose integrity and veracity are above reproach. 
4. That the United States Senate wishes for him success in his continuing efforts to achieve a 
permanent peace in the world. 

There were those who did not have such absolute faith in Dr. Kissinger, however, and for good reason. 
They felt that Kissinger was the instigator or agent provocateur behind all the crimes committed in the name 
of “national security”, that he (or Nixon at his urging) was the “highest authority” named by so many of the 
“conspirators” or “plumbers” as their raison d’etre.  The conspiracy behind the conspiracy would be the 
one in which Dr. Kissinger would be involved. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 7] 

Do you begin to see HOW EASY it is to forcibly FOOL ALL THE PEOPLE most of the time?  The bigger 
the rotten fish, the more stink it makes, but because of its bigness, no one claims to smell anything.  I would 
suggest that you people begin to carefully attend what this “Dr.” Kissinger is doing RIGHT NOW for it is 
ever more heinous than anything up to this time.  Also, think of him cavorting around naked at the Bachelor 
Party Bohemian Grove, with the other leaders of your nation with guests from around the world.  Ponder 
the picture of such as tubby Kissinger tinkling on all the trees while running about in his black and red 
cape—otherwise stark naked—with the President of your country in tow.  By the way, there is an EAST 
COAST “Bohemian Grove” as well for the annual (or more frequent) exercises of acting like “little devils” 
for the HELL of it. 

I shall offer a full picture of what happens at Bohemian Grove as we continue this subject of Kissinger.  I 
think you will find it quite disgusting.  What can I say?  Oh well—to each his own?  These things, readers, 
are NOT “ok”.  What you CONDONE is that which YOU ARE! 

Dharma, it appears we have time right here to add that information so let us take the opportunity even 
though it makes for a very long writing. 
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FROM  CATHY  O’BRIEN’S  EXPERIENCES 
(FIRST  HAND) 

TRANS-FORMATION  OF  AMERICA 

A book by this title soon to be released. 

[QUOTING:] 

RE:  BOHEMIAN  GROVE  ACTIVITIES 
(CALIFORNIA,  U.S.A.) 

....Michael Danté’s pornographic filming abilities served several purposes.  Aside from producing porn 
according to Reagan’s own (well known) perversions and instructions, Danté was present during many 
key international government “gatherings”.  Oftentimes when I and others were prostituted to various 
government (New World Order) leaders, Danté had hidden cameras filming perverse sexual acts, appar-
ently for future blackmail leverage.  These videos were scandalous in proportion and were usually ordered 
by Reagan.  Danté turned the videos over to Reagan, and covertly keeps copies to protect himself.  Danté 
converted a small room of his Beverly Hills mansion into a security vault, where he kept his personal copies 
of the international blackmail porn tapes. 

Among these internationally scandalous tapes are numerous videos covertly produced at the suppos-
edly secure political sex playground in Northern California, Bohemian Grove.  According to Houston, 
Danté’s high-tech undetectable cameras used fiber optics, and fish-eye lenses were in each of the elite 
club’s numerous sexual perversion “theme” rooms.  My knowledge of these cameras was due to the 
strategically compromising positions of the political perpetrators I was prostituted to in the various kinky 
theme rooms. 

I was programmed and equipped to function in all rooms at Bohemian Grove in order to compro-
mise specific government targets according to their personal perversions.  “Anything, anytime, anywhere 
with anyone,” was my mode of operation at the Grove.  I do not purport to understand the full function of 
this political cesspool playground as my perception was limited to my own realm of experience.  My 
perception is that Bohemian Grove serves those ushering in the New World Order through mind 
control, which consists primarily of the highest Mafia and U.S. Government officials.  I do not use 
the term “highest” loosely, as copious quantities of drugs were consumed there.  Project Monarch mind- 
control slaves were routinely abused there to fulfill the primary purpose of the club: purveying perver-
sion. 

Bohemian Grove is reportedly intended to be used recreationally, providing a supposedly secure 
environment for politically affluent individuals to “party” without restraint.  The only business conducted 
there pertained to implementing the New World Order, through the proliferation of mind-control atrocities, 
giving the place an air of “Masonic Secrecy”.  The only room where business discussions were permitted 
was the small, dark lounge affectionately and appropriately referred to as the Underground. 

Sex slaves were not routinely permitted in the Underground for security reasons, leaving the lounge’s 
small stage as the only source of “entertainment”.  This entertainment ranged from would-be talents such as 
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Lee Atwater, Bill Clinton, and George Bush to CIA Operative entertainers such as BoxCar Willie 
and Lee Greenwood.  On one occasion I was instructed to meet with former President Gerald Ford in 
the Underground where Lee Atwater was picking and singing.  As I walked through the smoke filled room 
to Ford’s table, Atwater interrupted his song to cryptically acknowledge my unwelcome presence by 
singing choruses of Over the Rainbow and Byrd’s song for me Country Roads while emphasizing the 
lines of “Almost Heaven, West Virginia”. 

My purpose at the Grove was sexual in nature, and therefore my perceptions were limited to a sex- 
slave’s viewpoint.  As an effective means of control to ensure undetected proliferation of their perverse 
indulgences, slaves such as myself were subjected to ritualistic trauma.  I knew each breath I took could be 
my last, as the threat of death lurked in every shadow.  Slaves of advancing age or with failing programming 
were sacrificially murdered “at random” in the wooded grounds of Bohemian Grove, and I felt it was 
“simply a matter of time until it would be me”.  Rituals were held at a giant concrete owl monument on the 
banks of, ironically enough, the Russian (rushin’) River.  These occultish sex rituals stemmed from the 
scientific belief that mind-controlled slaves required severe trauma to ensure compartmentalization of the 
meory, and not from any spiritual motivation. 

My own threat of death was instilled when I witnessed the sacrificial death of a young, dark-haired 
victim at which time I was instructed to perform sexually “as though my life depended upon it”.  [H: 
Doesn’t this give you “faith” and “trust” for your security by your “caretakers” and LEAD-
ERS?]  I was told, “...the next sacrifice victim could be you.  Anytime, when you least expect it, the owl 
will consume you.  Prepare yourself, and stay prepared.”  Being “prepared” equated to being totally 
suggestible, i.e., “on my toes” awaiting their command. 

After returning to Tennessee, Houston attempted to distort my Bohemian Grove experience by 
instructing me to “prepare myself for imminent death”.  He ordered me into a bathtub of cold water, placed 
ice cubes in my vagina, then transferred me to his bed.  There he tied a coroner’s type tag on my toe, and 
hypnotically deepened my trance to the point where my heart and breathing were nearly stopped.  Then he 
gratified himself on my cold, still body through faux necrophilia—reportedly one of his favorite perver-
sions.  Houston had “perfected” his perversion to the extent that he handed the keys to my death-state 
programming to Lt. Col. Michael Aquino for use in Reagan’s Hands-On Mind-Control Demonstrations. 
My death-state also further equipped me in my role of “anything, anytime, anywhere with anyone” to be 
accessed at Bohemian Grove. 

The club offered a “Necrophilia” theme room to its members.  I was so heavily drugged and pro-
grammed when used in the “necrophilia” room that the threat of actually “slipping through death’s door” 
and being sacrificed “before I knew it” did not affect me.  My whole existence was balanced precariously 
on the edge of death as a matter of routine, anyway.  My robotic state did not permit me the “luxury” of 
self-preservation, and I could only do exactly what I was told to do.  My necrophilia room experience was 
only for the purpose of providing Danté a compromising film of a targeted member anyway. 

Other perversion theme rooms at Bohemian Club included what I heard Ford refer to as the “Dark 
Room”.  When he not so cleverly said, “Let’s go to the Dark Room and see what develops,” I understood 
from experience that he was interested in indulging in his perverse obsession for pornography.  In the Dark 
Room, members had sex with the same mind-controlled slave they were viewing in porn on a big-screen 
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television. 

There was a triangular glass display centered in the main throughway where I was locked in with 
various trained animals, including snakes.  Members walking by watched illicit sex acts of bestiality, women 
with women, mothers with daughters, kids with kids, or any other unlimited perverse visual display. 

I was once brutally assaulted by Dick Cheney in the Leather Room, which was designed like a dark, 
black, leather-lined train birth.  As I crawled through the leather flaps covering the narrow entrance, I 
heard Cheney play on the word “berth/birth” as the soft blackness engulfed me.  With the small opening 
covered, the blinding darkness enhanced the sense of touch and provided an option of anonymity.  Cheney 
jokingly claimed that I “blew his cover” when I recognized his all-too-familiar voice and abnormally large 
penis size. 

There was a room of shackles and tortures, black lights and strobes, an opium den, ritualistic sex 
altars, a chapel, group orgy rooms including poster beds, water beds, and “kitten” houses.  I was used as 
a “rag doll” in the “toy store”, and as a urinal in the “golden arches” room. 

From the owl’s roost to the necrophilia room, no memory of sexual abuse is as horrifying as the 
conversations overheard in the Underground pertaining to implementing the New World Order.  I learned 
the perpetrators believed that controlling the masses through propaganda mind manipulation did not guar-
antee there would be a world left to dominate due to environmental and overpopulation problems.  The 
solution being debated was not pollution/population control, but mass genocide of “selected undesirables”. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

May GOD be with you precious lambs as you sort your shepherd from your enslaver. 

Adonai. 

picture bohemia kiss 
merv 

MERV  GRIFFIN  &  HENRY  KISSINGER 

picture bohem reagan 

RONALD  REAGAN  &  OTHERS 
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